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ABSTRACT

Though Mariology has generally been viewed as a peripheral subject in Rosemary

Radford Ruether's published works, her outlook on the topic has a direct link to several

other central issues she has addressed. My thesis both argues this link and explores its

significance. The thesis asks how Ruether's understanding of Mary and Mariology relates

to, and helps to explicate, her work on three issues in particular: body, ecology, and

ecclesiology. Ruether's Mariology lays out the core elements of her methodological

approach, which includes her dialectic, her continuous awareness of the need for dialogue

and change, her critique of the Bible, and her call for the restructuring of tradition.

Through analysis, the thesis reveals not only the assumptions underlying Ruether's work

but also identifies the key elements of her viewpoints on the issues concerning body,

ecology, and ecclesiology - all as Mariologically derived.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Though Mariology has generally been viewed as a peripheral subject in Rosemary

Radford Ruether's published works, her outlook on the topic has a direct link to several

other central issues she has addressed. My thesis both argues this link and explores its

significance. The thesis asks how Ruether's understanding of Mary and Mariology relates

to, and helps to explicate, her work on three issues in particular: body, ecology, and

ecclesiology. I maintain that full appreciation of these three issues requires that the link to

Mariology be made.

Ruether is an influential academic and theologian whose ground-breaking writings

have challenged and stimulated discourse on many important topics. A number of the

topics that she discusses are significant to the larger social context of human life,

particularly with respect to how society is structured, how we relate to one another through

our own understanding of the world, and how we relate to the world around us. Academic

discussions surrounding these topics have been heavily influenced by her work.

By taking part in an ongoing discussion of Ruether's works, this thesis may

contribute to the enhanced quality of academic discourse about her works and, thus, to a

fuller understanding and appreciation of the ideas and perspectives of this noted scholar.

Because she addresses important issues affecting individual, social, and institutional life,

deeper and wider understanding of her works on the part of those who examine and write

about them could have a positive, enlightening impact on society at large. Particularly



because Ruether is bold enough to suggest changes in human interaction and to advocate

reform of existing institutions, examination of her ideas is a valuable and promising

endeavour.

This thesis has gathered, analyzed, and presented relevant materials from the corpus

of Ruether's-extensive writings in a way that enables sustained engagement with her ideas

and proposals. It attempts to provide an adequate overview and discussion of Ruether's

works, which may prove useful to academics and researchers who may not have, as yet,

any real familiarity with, or understanding of, one of the most prominent women writers

today.

I have undertaken primarily a literature review of books and articles written by

Ruether and I have focused on her views related to the body, ecology, and ecclesiology,

always with a view to explicating the inseparability of Mariology to these views. In

addition to literature review and analysis, the thesis considers the critical responses and

reflections of writers who have read and evaluated her works. As well, the thesis examines

some of the implications and conclusion that can be drawn from her views. Finally, the

thesis engages in some critical analysis of Ruether's methodological approaches and their

application and it attempts to draw interpretive connections among her ideas where these

have not been made. Through analysis, the thesis reveals not only the assumptions

underlying Ruether's work but also identifies the key elements of her viewpoints on the

issues conceming body, ecology, and ecclesiology - all as Mariologically derived.



Rosemary Radford Ruether as a Catholic Feminist Theologian

Ruether was a professor at Howard University from 1965 to 1976, and then taught

at Garrett Evangelical Theological Seminary in Evanston, Illinois for twenty-five years. A

person with a strong social conscience and civic commitment, Ruether became involved in

peace activism, civil rights demonstrations, and anti-war activities. However, her fame rests

on her academic work. As Carpenter Professor at the Pacific School of Religion in

Berkeley, she is considered by many scholars and researchers to be at the forefront of

feminist thought and as one of the century's pre-eminent theologians due, in part, to her

effort to challenge the traditional roles of women in the Catholic Church. She writes that:

the heart of my understanding of inspiration and religious authority [is] God
did not just speak once upon a time to a privileged group of males in one
part of the world, making us ever after dependent on the codification of
their experience (,Sexzsm and God-Talk vä).

Indeed Rosemary Radford Ruether is undoubtedly one of the notable pioneers of

Christian feminist theology. She is a Catholic feminist theologian who has grappled with

the challenge of being both Christian and feminist. Her scholarly endeavour encompasses

her attempt to reconcile the seemingly conflicting views that these two schools of thought

represent and espouse. As a feminist, Ruether courageously writes:

The critical principal of feminist theology is the promotion of the fulI
humanity ofwomen. Whatever denies, diminishes, or distorts the full
humanity of women, is, therefore, appraised as not redemptive.
Theologically speaking, whatever diminishes or denies the full humanity of
women must be presumed not to reflect the divine or an authentic relation to
the divine, or to reflect the authentic nature of things, or to be the message

or work of an authentic redeemer or a community of redemplion(Sexism
and God-Talk 17).



As will become abundantly evident in later pages, this feminist position inevitably

conflicts with traditional viewpoints of the Roman Catholic Church. As a Catholic,

however, Ruether seeks to maintain links with traditional religions. Hers is the unenviable

task of maintaining her catholicity, even as she argues and justifies the radical

transformation of those religions to include women's voice and women's experience.

Other feminists, such as Mary Daly and Naomi Goldenberg, see patriarchal religions as

hopelesslybeyond repair. Ruether's extensive attempt to retrieve and re-conceplnlize

religion makes her "one of the most prolific authors of the movement" (Loades 240).

Ruether sees religion as being "the single most important shaper and enforcer of the

image and role of woman in culture and society''("The Feminist Critique" 59). In her

article, "The Feminist Critique in Religion Studies," Ruether asks, "why feminist studies in

religion?" ("The Feminist Critique" 53). She maintains that the first rurdertaking is to

identify, and then trace, male bias in theology back to its roots, most often leading to

Scriptures and prominent theologians. Biased theological views, Ruether says, both

consciously and unconsciously shape entire religious traditions. Feminism in religious

studies also serves to discover an alternate history and tradition that includes and celebrates

the personhood of women ("The Feminist Critique" 55).

Ruether sees the exclusion of women from participation in theological education as

detrimental to public culture. They are restricted from being shapers of their culhre and

are relegated to passive and secondary roles. If women are unable to develop as religious

thinkers, they will continue to have their stories told through male-defined standards ("The

Feminist Critique" 120). Unforlunately, the reality is that male standards of humanity



define women as secondary and inferior members of the human race. ln Roman

Catholicism, the male-oriented view of women as being "unfit" is extended to the issue of

ordination.

Ruether's views on such issues as these force us to come to grips with claims and

arguments that need to be taken into account in the debate about the place of women in

religion and, by extension, in society. Her theology is possibly best summarized in her

book Sexism and God-Talk (1979). Among others, this book wili be critical for this thesis.

Development of Ruether's Thought

Mary Hembrow Snyder's book, The Christology of Rosemary Radford Ruether

provides an in-depth look into the conditions and motivations that led to the formulation of

Ruether's ideas. Disputed Questions on Being a Christian also provides some

autobiographical commentary on the personal experiences that shaped Ruether's thought.

h both texts, Ruether is cited as describing an encounter in 1963 with a Mexican American

'woman as one of the most influential experiences affecting her views. Ruether had just

given birth to her daughter and in the bed next to her was a woman named Assumptione.

This woman's ninth child had just been bom with the umbilical cord wrapped around his

head. The doctor was checking on her frequently. Assumptione described the

impoverished conditions into which her newbom child would be brought: a house without

heating, little or no food, and a husband who frequently beat her. When the doctor urged

her to use contraceptives to avoid further pregnancies, her own reply was that her priest and



her husband forbade it. From that moment on, Ruether argued that the Catholic position on

contraceptives was an unnecessary means of control over women (Disputed lI7).

Motivated by this experience, Ruether focused her attention on Catholic views on

reproduction and sexuality. ln the mid-sixties, her first feminist writings voiced her

emerging concerns.

It was necessary to criticize the policy and the entire sexual ethic and
viewpoint of women and marriage that it represented, not for just my own
sake, but for those millions of Assumptiones weeping in maternity beds

around the world [...] Only gradually did it become clear that these views
themselves were an integral part of a sexist ideology and culture whose
purpose was to make women the creatures of biological destiny. This was
connected not only with the woman's reproductive role, but her work role
in the household and society. (Disputed ll8)

Ruether's writings have since evolved to include the authorship or editorship of over thirty-

six books and over six hundred articles and essays. Her impressive collection of works

r¿mges from recent cultural criticism in To Change the World, to the relationship between

v/omen and religion in the history of 'Westem culture in Religion and Sexism and'Women of

Spirit. Many of her books concentrate on the oppression and liberation of women, while

some focus completely on feminist theology. However, she cannot be classified narrowly

as just a feminist theologian. Her efforts extend far beyond feminist efforts: her expertise

covers a wide area, including history; social justice issues, such as sexism, racism, and

poverty; militarism; ecology; and interfaith relations. The clear pattern that emerges from

Ruether's work is her constant struggle against traditions that encourage oppression rather

than redemption and her persistent support of marginalized people (Snyder 3).



Ann Loades, in the text The Modern Theologians, describes Ruether as being "the

most consistently innovative of the systematic theologians in looking to the future" (24I).

Loades refers to Sexism and God-Talk, Womanguides: Readings Towards a Feminist

Theology andWomen-Church: Theology and Practice of Feminist Liturgical Communities

as being ¡vo of the most forward{hinking books written in the discipline. Ruether's

Religion and Sexism: Images of Woman in the Jewish and Christian Traditíon (1974) and

New Woman, New Earth: Sexist ldeologies and Human Liberation (1.975) offer one of the

most significant theories to explain the distorted perception of women in religious history

(Morgan 47). ln Ruether's view, the unfortunate result of the denigration of women

throughout history under the influence of religion has been

Negative representations of women as evil, dangerous temptresses [...]
offset by male projected ideals of virginity (exemplified by the Virgin
Mary), with the Christian religion responsible for fostering a profoundly
ambiguous image of femininity (Morgan 48).

'When 
asked in a candid interview what her underlying motivation was, Ruether

replied succinctly: "Basically, I don't like injustice and I don't like to see religion used to

justify injustice and oppression" (qtd. in Hinton 2).

The Interpretive Key: Mariology

Author Cecile Heyen in "The Place of Mary in Catholic Spirituality''observes that,

in her analysis of the changing Marian images throughout the years, Ruether insists that:

The price of Mary's bodily assumption was the sacrifice of her sexual

identity. She entered the realm of the gods and was deprived of her



humanity. She was a virgin bride, a virgin mother, a perpetual virgin and

a post-partum virgin. She was immaculately conceived at birth and bodily
assumed at the moment of her death - clearly she was not a real woman

[...] (E)very other woman is rendered inadequate, incomplete and

incompetent. (htþ : //www. acu. edu. aulrenÆIEYEN 1 . HTM)

For Heyen, further, "The former images of Mary were irrelevant and do little for uplifting

women in search of full humanity and equality''(http://www.acu.edu.aulren/HEYENl.HTM).

Although Ruether addresses this issue in separate publications, she tackles it in a sustained

way and exclusively in her bookMary, the Feminine Face of the Church. Chapter Two of

this thesis will closely examine Ruether's understanding of Mariology. It will include a

description of the way she approaches historical sources and the manner by which she

articulates her feminist assumptions on the issue of Mariology. Through this elaboration

and discussion of Mariology, Ruether's feminist framework will emerge. It is this

framework that she employs in viewing not only Mariology itself but also other central

topics or issues in her scholarly works, including the th¡ee issues on which I focus in this

thesis.

Attentive to her interpretive assumptions, Chapter Two will show how Ruether's

Mariology lays out the core elements of her methodological approach, which includes her

dialectic, her continuous awareness of the need for dialogue and change, her critique of the

Bible, and her call for the restructuring of tradition. Through a brief examination of these

methodological elements, the chapter will present a preliminary view of how Mariology

links to Ruether's analysis of the body, ecolog¡ and ecclesiology. Each of the succeeding

chapters will focus on one of these issues.



The Body

Ruether claims that modern day perceptions of the body trace back to the early

fourth century rise of virginity and asceticism. She suggests that it was the early Christian

Fathers who created the myth of the'þerfect virgin woman" to promote their own socio-

political agenda and their asceticism. This agenda succeeded in generating and establishing

the historical cult of Mary, which was a product of this early asceticism. Further, the

Christiær Fathers promoted the dualistic notion of man as soul or spirit, and woman as

body, which inevitably relegated women to inferior, even evil, status. Augustine's belief

that "in the order of nature the soul is superior to the body'' (Reply to Faustus the

Manichean 27) ledto woman's subordination to man. In opposition to these ideas, Ruether

claims, in Religion and Sexism, and more specifically in her celebrated essay, "Misogynism

and Virginal Feminism in the Fathers of the Church," that the Church Fathers elevated

Mary to her status as ever-Virgin to support their ascetic ideology. Chapter Three will

examine this essay, along with Ruether's most systematic work, Sexism and God-Talk,to

explicate Ruether's concept of the body and how it relates to her views on Mariology.

Again, analysis of her methodological approach to this topic will be an important element

of the argument that this thesis advances.

Ecology

Ruether's theory on the body is further linked, through Mariology, to her approach

to ecofeminism. In New Woman, New Earth: Sexist ldeologies and Human Liberatíon and



Gaiq & God: An Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing, she tackles the ecological crisis.

She takes a hard look at the ecofeminist assumption that the domination of nature is

fundamentally connected to the domination of woman. Women have been associated with

the bod¡ earth, sexuality, mortality, and weakness, while men, claiming sovereign power

over both women and nafure, have been identified with soul, spirit, and mind. Ruether has

espoused her views on this matter, and Chapter Four will expand on and analyze these

views by examining her ecological ethics and the way it is linked to her Mariological

standpoint and by discussing her methodological approach to this issue.

Ecclesiology

Chapter Five will examine how Ruether analyses the interlwining of Mariology and

ecclesiology in order to expose their patriarchal orientation against the feminine. The

chapter suggests that, in Sexism and God-Talk, she discusses the issue of Mariology in

terms of its function as s¡rmbolic ecclesiology. She shows that, as a result of the views

promoted by the Church Fathers, Mary became the "Virgin Mary," who represented both

the Mother Church and Virginal Bride and who exhibited all perfectly "feminine" qualities.

This chapter focuses on Ruether's views on ecclesiology, which are presented,

among others, in her book The Church Against ltself,where she encourages the church to

act as "eschatological commuri$'rather than "institution". Here, she examines the

tension that grips Christianity and expresses her concern with the issue of female

ordination. Ruether has said that, "'Without a community committed to liberation from
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sexism, all questions such as the forms of ministry or mission are meaningless" (Sexism

and God-Talk20I). She maintains that it is necessary for the Christian, and especially the

Catholic Church, to correct and improve the understanding of the ministry by avoiding

clericalism. This view of the ministry includes the belief that,rather than a select group of

leaders who are responsible for overseeing the life of the community, it is the whole

community that should have responsibility and involvement in the sacraments.

In discussing Ruether's views on ecclesiology in relation to Mariology, Chapter

Five will consider how her methodological approach illuminates the ecclesiology-

Mariology connection. For this pu{pose, her views drawn from The Church Against ltself,

Contemporary Roman Catholicism andNew W'oman, New Earth will be presented.

Ruether's Methodology

Several references have been made to Ruether's methodology. This methodology

always includes 1) identification and critique of injustice; 2) exposition on the negative

elements of the tradition being scrutinized and recovery of its positive elements; and 3)

synthesis of the results of both the positive and negative dimensions (Snyder, "Handbook"

401). Her methodology is distinctly her own; as Ruether puts it, "The consciousness and

methodology for criticism has had to be developed by feminist scholars on their own. No

professor ever taught me to recogruze it as an issue" (Disputed II9).

Ruether's training in history and the classics made it easy for her to identify historic

attitudes toward \ryomen. She encorurtered difficulty in finding passages actually written by
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women, but she easily recognized such authors as Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, and Aquinas

as the foundation of misogynist works. Ruether described her intellectual development as

having to take on a "new consciousness" in order to be able to classify some of the most

notable bodies of work as merely cultural constructions (Disputed l2l).

Ruether uses a variety of sources in her research and identifies them in Sexism and

God-Tatk. They include the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures, theological themes of main

Christian traditions, religious and philosophical ideas from non-Christian, near Eastern, and

Greco-Roman areas, and post-critical reflections such as those provided by liberalism,

romanticism, and Marxism. She also uses texts considered to be heretical by Christian

traditions, such as the Gospel of Thomas or the Gospel of Mary. Ruether calls all of these

"usable tradition." These are sources that she has taken from within and outside

mainstream Christian hadition.

Some critics consider Ruether's choice of texts to be questionable because of her

preference for what she calls "countercultural"l and pagan resources. She explains that

Neither orthodox nor heretical Christianity brings together the wholeness
of vision that feminist theology seeks. Only by correcting the defects of
each with the other do we begin to glimpse another alternative
Christianity. (Sexism and God-Talk 37)

I Ruether believes that counterculhual religions have origins in the Jesus movement. After they received

opposition from Deutero-Pauline hadition, they went underground and re-surfaced as Montanism and

Gnosticism, deemed as heretical movements. In later history they emerged as Quakers, Shakers and

Albigensians. Ruether discusses this in Se.x¿sn and God-Talk in pp 33-37 and Ansell sums it up briefly on

p 69.
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She also explains that her use of pagan worldviews does not include questionable

sources, such as the Goddess of Wicca movement; rather, she refers to the Old Testament

and Canaanite faiths, which offer some insights into the beginnings of Judaism and

Christianity. Ruether also uses post-Christian thought, particularly liberalism, romanticism

and Maniism. All three have approached women's liberation in different ways, and she

appropriates the strengths of each tradition, while discarding their weaknesses.

Ruether's particular concern with dualisms is exhibited in an article based on a

student's experience in a theology course at a seminary. The course professor asked his

class to participate in a particular structural exercise. On the overhead projector, the

professor drew a line down the middle and divided the page in halt writing 'God' on the

left hand side, and 'Humanity' on the right. The class was asked to name dualities that they

were familiar with; immediately came out pairs such as lighldark, mind/body, righlleft,

active/passive, subjeclobject, good/bad, and so forth. At the end of the brainstorming, the

professor placed an overhead overtop of the existing one - in dark red marker the word on

the left hand side of the page read 'male', and on the right, 'female'. The class was sturured

when they realizedthe categorizationthat they had made. The professor explained that

This is what feminist theologians are critiquing - an ancient pattern of
thought, almost unconscious, that identifies God with male and female
with humanity and you can see what is and what is not valued in our
culture. (McNaught, qtd. in htþ : //www. crosscurrents. org/Ruetherspring2002.htm)

It is this type of dualism which Ruether tries to undo. She constructs a dialectic

methodology which she adopted as she studied the conflict between the ideas from

classical antiquity and Christian faith. "Oppositional thinking," as she puts it, has been at

13



the root of negative dualities and relations between Jews and Christians, Christians and

pagans, and Protestants and Catholics (Snyder 15). Through oppositional thinking, one

side becomes alienated and repressed. Finding this thinking problematic, she attempts to

eliminate dualisms by examining not only the dominant side but also the repressed side and

by moving towards a new idea of wholeness and mutuality (15). This ensures that neither

side is inferior or superior to the other.

Ruether's use of dialectic thinking places biblical text and historic tradition within a

dynamic, changing context. Her contrast of tradition and women's experience within this

context reveals disjunction and contradiction. It is through her use of dialectic strategies

that fundamental perceptions of body, ecology and ecclesiology are shown to be products

of hegemonic social, political, and cultural constructions, not eternal truths about men,

women, and nature. According to Hegel, dialectic refers to the idea that all societies and all

th-ings are in constant change.

Wherever there is movement, wherever there is life, wherever anything is
carried into effect in the actual world, there dialectic is at work. It is also
the soul of all knowledge which is truly scientific. (The Science of Logic
148)

The dialectic method studies the changing nature of things in order to derive knowledge. It

assumes that forces of opposition exist within all things and this is what creates change.

Thus, as an approach which looks at things as always developing and chariging, it is a

dynamic method of analysis. The dynamic element of dialectic can be revealed and

understood only through its analysis of the context of, and the relationships between,

conflicting things. According to Hegel, "A determinate or finite Being is such as refers
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itself to an other; it is a content which stands in a relation of necessity with other content or

with the whole world" (Science of Logic I: 98). Concepts, ideas, or historical events must

be analyzedwithin their historical context, in relation to other social, historical, or political

forces. An analysis of something without reference to its historical context or without

taking into account its changing nature is to analyze it statically (out of context, or a-

historically), not dynamically.

The forces of opposition that make up the dialectic are called contradictions.

Dialectical contradiction is the root of the relationships between things, as well as their

development. It is the internal force that acts between things and creates the dialectic.

According to Hegel, there is constant confradiction; without contradiction there can be no

change, no dialectic process. Contradiction, in reference to the concept of the dialectic that

Hegel discussed, is the tension and conflict that exists in all things and in the relationship

between all things. "Contradiction is the root and movement of all life, and it is only in so

far as (something) contains a Contradiction that anything moves and has impulse and

activity'' (Science of LogicII:67).ln fact, dialectic thought explains the concept of identity

through contradiction. The dialectic implies that identity can only be created and

maintained through distinction from other things; in other words, identity is created through

the opposition and contradiction of other things, e.g., the concept of male can not exist

without the concept of female. The on-going aspect of dialectic is this: the outcome of

contradiction within something or between opposing forces is something new; in tum, this

new force or element is also subject to contradiction; this new contradiction will giver rise

to another force or element; and so on.

15



One of the most oppressive contradictory dualisms that Ruether analyzes is the

exclusive association of the woman with flesh and with carnality and sinfulness, on one

hand, and, on the other hand, the association of the male with an otherworldly, spiritual

perfection. This devalues both women and nature. This devaluation also extends to the

dualism of dominance and receptivity.

The split between dominance and receptivity in male psychology has

created a demand for a repression of the whole personhood of women as a

group. By identifying powerless passivity with "femininity," women are

commanded to be the specialists in self-denying and auxiliary types of life.
This means that man, male and female, appears as a person only in the
male. 'Women exist as helpers and reflectors of this process of male selÊ
becoming (Mary: The Feminine Face 79).

Ruether's methodology places great importance on women's experience, as

contrasted with the traditions of the Church. She believes that, in fact, revelation is derived

from huma¡r experience. Thus, she writes:

There has been a tendency to treat this principle of "experience" as unique
to feminist theology...and to see it as distant from "objective" sources of
truth to classical theologies. This seems to be a misunderstanding of the
experiential base of all theological reflection. 'What have been called the
objective sources of theology, Scripture and tradition, are themselves
codified collective human experience (Sexism and God-Talk l2).

Since vr'omen's experience has never been highlighted in scriptural texts, or even

presented in a favorable manner, Ruether believes that it is vital to uncover symbols and

stories to make women's experience visible, and thus create viable religious tradition. A

tradition rooted in only the male experience does not represent the full humanity ofboth

genders (Gross 109).
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However, Ruether believes that women's experience alone caÍnot be the sufficient

basis of a feminist theology or worldview. Although she thinks that the Bible suggests and

reinforces patriarchalism, she also sees biblical texts as a positive resource for feminist

theology. What little accounts of women are found in the Bible are told from a male

perspective and by way of male expression. Thus she has had no difficulty in discovering

androcentric narratives in the scripflrres. What Ruether is more interested in, however, is

the message that lies within the text. She calls this the "prophetic principle" or'þrophetic-

liberating" tradition, which is a tradition that "can be fairly claimed, on the basis of

generally accepted biblical scholarship, to be the central tradition" (Sexism and God-Talk

24). This tradition is in favor of those who are disadvantaged or oppressed, but it can be

interpreted differently in different contexts and situations. The example of slavery can be

used to illustrate this point. There are passages in the Bible that can be interpreted to

condone slavery, and such an interpretation was used to justify slavery as late as the 1860s.

With respect to gender biased interpretations of biblical passages, one can infer that their

sexist character is a reflection of the patriarchal culture in which the passages were written

(Ramsay 80).

It is clear that, although Ruether believes that many aspects of the Bible must be

discarded and rejected, she still uses the Bible as part of her analysis. She believes that

"only in this way is biblical faith a living faith and not a dead letter" (Disputed 35).

Ruether proposes four steps of the feminist critique of a religious tradition. The first is to

examine a tradition for its sexist biases; the second is to determine what aspects of that

tradition can be transformed into a liberating one for women; the third is to determine

whether or not to re-interpret the tradition, or to develop new symbols and rituals based on
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women's experience; the final step is to decide whether the new feminist ideas should

proceed independently of one another, or whether they should be synthesized (Snyder 19).

Ruether believes that feminists should try to recover altemate histories, not to

enhance the present patriarchal system, but to actually construct a new standard for the

interpretation of tradition. There is no justification for the subordination of women in

biblical history since it does not justly represent equality and redemption. Flawed history

should still be remembered as "examples of our fallibility, not as norrns of truth" (Disputed

125). Such nonns can only be found through continuing dialectical explorations.

In summary, Ruether's methodology can be charactenzed as dialectical,

experiential, and biblical. This methodology will be seen in the exposition of her views in

the succeeding chapters.

Criticisms of Ruether's Work

Ruether's writings have prompted much debate and discussion among scholars.

Within the Catholic commrmity, Ruether has been seen as radical and unorthodox. The

Christian-oriented television and radio programming of Eternal Word Christian Network

(ETWN) has gone so far as to say that "She is a feminist pagan wearing the mask of a

Catholic", and that "it is time to strip off the mask of Ruether"

(htp://www.ewtn.com/library/issues/ruether.ut). Some conservative Catholics believe that

Ruether's views are against the essence of Catholicism, including her notion that the name

'God' should be replaced with 'God/ess', and her idea that priestly power arises not from
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ordination but from the community's collective experience. Her position on reproductive

rights and abortion and her rejection of other fundamental Catholic teachings further

alienate her from the church. In 1998, Ruether was the first feminist to lecture at the

Sprunt Lectures at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. Though her invitation was

marked with controversy and opposition from those who considered her views to be

outside the boundaries of the Christian faith, her talk was warmly received with approval

and applause.

Altematively, Ruether has been viewed as being too conservative in her treatment

ofpatriarchal religions. Thus, her attempt to reform and re-conceptualize traditional

religions conflicts with the radical views of Mary Daly. A prominent representative of

feminist separatism, Daly has rejected institutionalized religion in favor of women-centered

forms of spirituality.

More specifically,Ruether's historical critique of canon has been met with

disapproval by Elisabeth Schussler-Fiorenza. Fiorenza states that "not only does fRuether]

draw a rather idealized picture of the biblical and prophetic tradition but she also overlooks

the oppressive and androcentric elements of these traditions" (Fiorenza 16). In other

words, Fiorenza asks how one can distinguish script from scripture. However, Ruether

explains that the'þrophetic principle" recognizes that the biblical writings were written

within the context of social and cultural biases. These biases can be filtered out by

"abstracting" the principal elements of the teachings.

Fellow feminist theologian Daphne Hampson agrees with Ruether specifically on

this issue, as "one must, as a theologian, make some judgment as to what the scriptures are
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about, and Ruether is explicit as to how she reads" (28). However, her book Theology and

Feminism criticizes Ruether's methodology and raises some interesting points. Ruether

believes that there are certain themes, or 'threads', that run throughout history. This thread,

which is the liberation of people, consistently flows from age to age. Hampson then asks:

knowing what we know about history and how it repeats itself what can be said about

God's intention towards women? Since Ruether's concept of God is of one who is more of

an agent in history, Hampson somewhat excuses her on the theodicy issue. However, this

leads to another problem, and Hampson wonders whether or not Ruether is theistic at all.

She asks, "Has fRuether] in fact any concept of God at all, or simply a'hanscendent life

principle'? What is that, other than simply a human conception?" (29). According to

Hampson, Ruether seems to inject her principles into history, and this poses a difficulty in

distinguishing such principles, which should exist independently, from their interpretation

within history. Hampson also suggests that Ruether's God is therefore merely a force

within history and perhaps more of a human idea. Hampson concludes by saying, "one is

hard pressed to see how hers is a theology, as opposed to simply a political agenda for the

liberation of people" (29).

Ruether observes that she is criticized as being essentialist by some of the newer

theologians. She is quick to respond that these critics have read only Sexism and God-Talk

and have not engaged all of her works. She wants to make clear that race and class was the

initial basis of her cause and then added gender critique to what she was doing. For her,

"tace, class, and gender (are) interconnected structures that create multiple differences"

(htþ ://www.crosscurrents.orglRuetherspring2002.htm).
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In the past, the emergence of the writings of women of different faiths and cultural

backgrounds has raised an awareness of "difference". There has been a growing demand

for religious ferninist scholarship to integrate the experiences of poor, non-white women

into the analysis of religious patriarchy. Concems have been raised that theologians, such

as Ruether and Fiorenza,have been speaking only from the perspective ofwhite, college-

educated women (Morgan 62). "Black, lesbian and Two Thirds World narratives have

challenged dominant feminist thought to apply a post-critical spirit to its own enterprise, in

other words, to accept that no single feminist perspective can offer privileged access to the

conceiving of women's religious experience" (62).

Conclusion

It is understandable that the prominence of Ruether's writings and the importance

of the issues she raises have given rise to the critique of her ideas. This is exactly what we

would expect, in order to arrive at the most justified views about issues surrounding human

beings in the social context. It can be argued that every author has some theoretical

framework within which he or she works. Consisting of basic assumptions and

methodological approaches, the framework underlies or permeates, whether implicitly or

explicitly, one's inquiries into different topics or issues. It influences the determination and

analysis of different subject matters, and how they are addressed and synthesized.

The methodology that Ruether has developed can easily be extended to a number of

social issues. She critiques religious scriptures and retains what she calls "usable
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tradition". She appeals to both orthodox and unorthodox sources to unearth acentraltheme

of liberation for marginalized or oppressed people to counter contemporary political, social

and cultural dominance or hegemony. Ruether's distinct methodological approach to

religious scripture has been challenged and criticized by other feminist theologians.

However, it is her unorthodox methodological convention that allows Ruether to address

social issues and provide possible solutions to problems from within exisiting social and

political structures, rather than to dismiss them and create a new system altogether.

Ruether's analysis of Mariology is a key to the basic understanding of the

underlying presuppositions of her works on the other critical areas of her thought. In

analyzingMary, arguably the most revered woman in Christian religion, she wrestles with

the problem of the idealized symbol of woman as it was historically constructed by early

scriptures, how it implicitly affects our gendered perception of what a woman 'is', and what

her role in society should be. In the following chapters, I will attempt to show that

Ruether's assumptions about Mary and her analytical approach are integral to her analysis

ofbody, ecology and ecclesiology.
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CHAPTER TWO: RUETHERIS MARTOLOGY

Introduction

Mariological scholar Jaroslav Pelikan observes that, in the Roman Catholic

tradition, Mary has been viewed, more than any other woman who lived, as an inspiration

to people (Mary Through the Centuries 2). Mary's numerous titles include Mother of

Jesus, Handmaid of the Lord, Woman of Valor, Paragon of Virtue, Mediatrix, Model of

Faith, Woman Clothed with the Sun, and Queen of Heaven. Despite these impressive

titles, however, the symbol of the Virgin Mary has not always improved the position of

v/omen in the church. Nonetheless feminist theologian Elizabeth Johnson recognizes the

importance of Mary in religious tradition and writes:

It seems a sure judgment to say that the future of the Marian tradition is
closely tied with the future history of women in the church, and that it will
be regenerated or remain collapsed of its own weight depending in large
measure on what happens in that history. A renewed Marian tradition will
be credible only in a church which recognizes and embodies in theory and
practice the full dimensions of the dignity of women [...] Ultimately, what
is at stake in this question is not only the redirection of the tradition about
Mary, but the search for our coÍrmon humanity; the essence of woman, of
man, and of redeemed humanity, the church itself ("Marian Tradition"
13s).

In the following chapter, I will provide a brief discussion of the cult of Mary and

outline Ruether's perspective on this cult in her book, Mary: The Feminine Face of the

Church. I examine how her methodology is employed in her analysis of Mariology. In

addition, I provide preliminary insight into the theoretical connection of Mariology with the

body, ecology, and ecclesiology and how the image of Mary influences the perception and

attitudes toward women in each of these topics.
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The Changing History of Mary

To understand Mary's complexity, one must unravel her history. Mary is not a

static figure who has existed unchanged since the early conception of her image. This is

demonstrated through the study of Mary's history which, in fact, predates the Christian

movement. An examination of the development of the image of Mary draws attention to

the historical factors, which determined the way people have perceived her over time.

Undoubtedly the image of Mary has been shaped and distorted by mainstream, patriarchal

influences. As summarizedby authors Mary T.Malone and Vasiliki Limberis, the present

section will provide an outline of the evolution of the cult of Mary and the Mariological

doctrines. This evolution will be fully understood if the images of Mary and the doctrines

are elaborated upon.

For the first one hundred years after the death of Jesus, very little attention was paid

to the figure of Mary. The scarce references to her do not imply any devotion to Mary,

which suggests that she arrived late into mainstream Christianity (Malone 20). Ignatius of

Antioch was the first person to draw attention to Mary. A small document appears in the

Epistle of the Ephesians (c. 110) which states that Christ is "of Mary' (Limberis 101).

Author Mary T. Malone explains that most of what we know about Mary is from

the Protoevangelium of James (16). This apocryphal literature included details about

Mary before and after the birth of Christ (Protoevangelium 3-22). However, this type of
,

literature did not influence the writings of the Church Fathers until the fowth century

(Limberis 146). Apocryphal literature is a large group of writings that is similar to the

canonical writings (Gospels, Acts, etc.), and many are said to have been written by the
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apostles (Malone 15). Malone explains that, though some of these writings may have been

deemed marginal or semi-heretical, they contain details omitted by Paul, Mark, and Luke

(15). They gained so much popularity that "devotion to Mary in the subsequent two

thousand years of Church history has been colored in imagery and emotional quality by the

Protoevangelium of James to a much greater extent than the canonical account fof the New

Testament]" (Malone 17). The gospel account, where Mary is barely mentioned, focuses

on Jesus. Mary is mentioned only to highlight some aspects of his mission.

However, as early as approximately 155 4.D., there was a new symbol applied to

Mary. Theological reflection by Justin Martyr on Mary in the Church included a consistent

theme of Mary as the new Eve (Malone 2l). The chief characteristic of Mary as the new

Eve is her obedience. The disobedient Eve is contrasted with the obedient M*y; the ruin

brought about by Eve is turned around or redeemed by Mary. Eve was portrayed as an

active participant who brought forth disobedience and death. Mary, on the other hand, was

portrayed as a passive character who received faith and joy. Eve disobeyed and became the

cause of death, both to herself and the human race; by Mary's obedience, however, she

became the cause of salvation, both to herself and the whole human race. Tertullian

understands Eve to be a virgin who disobeys and gives birth to a kind of fratricidal evil,

while Mary is a virgin who obeys and gives birth to a savior (Limberis 104). Tertullian

writes:

...what had been reduced to ruin by this sex, might by the selfsame sex be
recovered to salvation. As Eve had believed the serpent, so Mary believed
the angel. The delinquency which the one occasioned by believing, the

other by believing effaced. But (it will be said) Eve did not at the devil's
word conceive in her womb. Well, she at all events conceived; for the
devil's word afterwards became as seed to her that she should conceive as
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an outcast, and bring forth in soffow. Indeed she gave birth to a frakicidal
devil; whilst Mary, on the contrary, bear one who was one day to secure

salvation to Israel. (On the Flesh of Christ 17)

haneaus, who flrther develops this line of thinking, describes how the whole

history of humanity was run through a second time with everything being made whole

again.

For as Eve was seduced by the word of an angel to flee from God, having
rebelled against his Word, so Mary by the word of an angel received the
glad tidings that she would bear God by obeying his V/ord. The former
was seduced to disobey God fand so fell], but the latter was persuaded to
obey God, so that the Virgin Mary might become the advocate of the
virgin Eve. As the human race v/as subjected to death through fthe act ofl
a virgin was precisely balanced by the obedience of another. (Against
Heresies, V:19,1).

However, Mary is considered in the eyes of the Catholic Church that she is the

Virgin to be venerated and glorified. There is no doubt that, with the encouragement of the

Church, the cult of Mary has become a permanent fixture of Catholic prayer and other

forms of worship. There is widespread belief that this cult was corurected with the worship

of ancient goddesses in the pre-Christian era. For example, Stephen Benko, in his book

The Virgin Goddess, examines the pagan and Christian roots of Mariology and refers to the

worship of Mary as a continuation of ancient goddesses worship. According to Benko,

'hot only did Roman Catholic Christianity absorb many elements of the cults of Greek and

Roman goddesses but Mary in effect replaces these deities and continued them in a

Christian form" (2). As Christianity was lacking a feminine deity, the image of Mary

assumed the functions of pagan female divinities. Benko adds: "Christianity did not simply
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adopt pagan ideas and cult practices, but transformed them by merging them with an

element peculiar to itself' (5). This included the principles of motherhood and childbirth,

with which Mary is commonly associated. It has even been reported that, in later years, the

Church encouraged the replacement of pagan goddesses with the image of Mary as a means

of securing a greater following of pagan populations @anielou 118).

According to church historian Hans Von Campenhausen, it was not until the late

fourth century, with the rise of asceticism, that there was widespread devotion to Mary' In

The Virgin Birthhewrites that:

the doctrine of the virgin birth was not formulated for the sake of a

theological line of thought; it is simply a supposedly'apostolic'piece of
biblical tradition that was handed down. (24)

Campenhausen examines the theology of the virgin birth in the early church and states that

the virgin birth was "anything but the starting point of the early Christian message" (10).

The legend of Jesus' birth was only barely mentioned in the New Testament stories of the

Matthew and Luke Gospels. Mary initially plays only a small part in early third and fourth

century ascetic literature. Origen did once label Mary as the given model for ascetic

women, but Campenhausen names Gregory of Nazianzus as the first to declare praises on

Mary and lay emphasis on her purity and holiness (63-6a). The only Mariological issue

discussed happened in the later fourth century concerning her perpetual virginity' Basil

states that Mary's virginity until the birth of Jesus would be adequate for dogmatic

judgment; however, Campenhausen writes that Basil is quick to add that "the assertion that

the Mother of God ever ceased to be a virgin could not well be tolerated by devout
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Christians"(65). Eventually Basil and other theologtans, including Gregory and Didyrnus,

vigorously defend Mary's perpetual virginity so that any denial of it appears as "a

theological absurdity and an impossibility'' (65).

Campenhausen notes that in the early fourth century, there were no churches

dedicated to Mary, no images, and no festivals held in her honor. There was no direct

venerationofher(66). Ultimately, alaterpieceofwritingbyAthanasiusportraysMaryas

simply [...] the original and present model of ascetic living. Already Paul

is said to have set his course by her, and her exemplary conduct is

generally taken as 'a great help'. clearly, therefore, Mary has here taken

the place hitherto occupied by Christ. (67)

Eventually it was Augustine who developed a new western doctrine of the virgin

birth (86). This doctrine was both an affirmation of the earlier development of an ascetic

glorification of Mary and a new door into the expanse of Mariology in Roman Catholicism.

ln Religion and Sexísm, Ruether acknowledges this, arguing that the veneration of Mary

\¡/as a direct product of the Church Fathers' need to promote the doctrine of asceticism.

Thus asceticism and popular devotion played an important part.

To continue the history of the development of Mary, the Council of Ephesus, in

431, named Mary the bearer, or mother, of God (Gaventa 12). The debate at this council

emerged from the question on the divine and human natures of Jesus. The Nestorians

believed that she was the mother of Jesus but not the mother of God. The Church council

insisted upon the two natures of Christ, and declared that to deny her the title of Mother of

God is to deny Jesus' divinity (12). This declaration demonstrated that she was the mother

of both a human and divine son, and she was affirmed to be 'Theotokos'. Benko argues
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that this elevation of Mary into the celestial hierarchy on the part of the Church Fathers was

for political gain and theological consistency.

...a Christological statement immediately becomes a Mariological title

[...] As soon as Mary was included as a theological argument in the

Christological debates, Mariology became a theological discipline. (Benko
2s7)

However, Mary's name was used so often that she became the focus of people's

discussion; at this point, Mary had already gained affection from the less educated

population. Clearly the interests in Marywere, on one hand, theological, and, on the other

hand, devotional (Hamingfon 22).

The Council of Chalcedon in 451 reaffirmed the two natures of Jesus, and Mary

was declared 'ever-virgin'. This teaching was made official by the Fifth General Council

in 553. The Council declared that Mary was a virgin at the conception of Jesus, that she

continued as a virgin even while giving birth, and that she remained a virgin throughout her

life (Gaventaï2).

Mary's image took on a compassionate dimension in the eighth century, when she

began to be regarded as mediator, or 'mediatrix'. As a matemal influence over God, Mary

could intervene and temper God's anger. This impression of Mary as a powerful

intercessor grew to the point that she was known as 'co-redemptrix' of the human race

(Hamington 22). Inthe twelfth century, the medieval characteristics of chivaþ and

romanticism prompted the role of Mary as a model of womanhood. The fourteenth century

marked the first 'modern' claims of apparitions of Mary (23). And in the sixteenth century,
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as Spanish and Portuguese religious conquests in the Americas imposed Christianity onto

the indigenous Americans, Mary was forced onto the natives, and was eventually absorbed

into their existing worship of their pagan goddess (23). 1rr 1531, the famed appearance of

Our Lady of Guadeloupe reinforced the deep devotion to Mary in the Latin Americas (24).

Dwing the Reformation, the Protestants believed in restricting the prominence of

Mary. The Catholic response, particularly amid the heated atmosphere, was to place

further concentration on Mary. As a result, it can be said that Mary became a "Roman

Catholic possession" from the time of the Reformation, and devotion to her was seen as a

test of the "good Catholic" (Malone 5). h the 16th and 17th centuries, Mary was seen as

the pure, idealized image of woman, and was sharply contrasted with the ordinarywoman

who could not attain the same level of perfection. If a woman was not Mury, a woman was

Eve; accordingly, women were easy targets for the Ewopean witch hunts, which grew at an

alarming rate (Hamin g[on 24).

In addition to Roman Catholic doctrines on Mary's maternity and virginity, the

church also sought to award her with divine grace. In 1546 the Council of Trent insisted

that she was entirely free ofpersonal sin and, in 1854, Pius IX introduced the dogma of the

Immaculate Conception in Inefabilis Deus. This doctrine maintains that Mary was not

stained with original sin because she received sanctifying grace throughout her lifetime,

even before her birth. This was not due to Mary's own goodness or merit, but rather to

present her as a suitable bearer of Jesus (Gaventa 12).

Further to this, in 1950, Pope Pius XII wrote the encyclical Magnificanissimus

Deus,which announced the doctrine of the Assumption ofMary. This doctrine insists that,
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at the end of Mary's life, she was assumed into heaven both body and soul. This was

believed to have been associated with an effort to uplift the church (Hamington 29). Aftet

two world wars, the church attempted to infuse hope and goodness into its followers and

perpetuated the concept of Mary's purity.

The period between 1850 and 1950 is considered the "golden age of Mary'',

because it was amid the two official dogmas, and because it was marked by numerous

Marian apparitions (llamington 30). Marian ecclesial and popular piety reached its high

point with the declaration of the Assumption. The year 1954 was declared the'Marian

Year" and Mary was given the title "Queen of Heaven" (Hamington 31). As Mariology

developed in the nineteenth century, there was an extraordinary convergence of Marian

synrbolism, prayers, and heartfelt devotion. Claims about Marian apparitions marked the

beginning of Marian movements, such as the Militia of the Immaculate Conception, the

Legion of Mary, and the Blue Army. The rosary was emphasized as the important prayer

form for Catholics (Tambasco 6-7).

The second Vatican Council, however, seemed to halt this movement. The two

most recent official teachings of the Church on the place of Mary in Christian life wam

against "false exaggerations" and "vain credulity''(Malone 3). Chapter VIII, "Our Ladt'' in

Lumen Gentium is the document that outlines the present approach towards Mariology in

the Roman Catholic Church. The text on Mary and the Church emphasizes that Jesus

Christ is the only mediator between God and humankind, and that Mary is also completely

dependent on this mediation, as "the Blessed Virgin is invoked in the Church under the

titles of Advocate, Helper, Benefactress, and Medianix. This, however, is so understood
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that it neither takes away anything from nor adds anything to the dignity and efficacy of

Christ, the one Mediator" (Lumen Gentium VtrI:62). The final chapter of Lumen Gentium

on Mary is an essay stating Roman Catholic beliefs about her, relating them carefully to the

Scriptures, and waming against unwarranted exaggerations: "it strongly urges theologians

and preachers of the word of God to be careful to refrain as much from all false

exaggeration as from too summary an attitude in considering the special dignity of the

Mother of God" (Lumen Gentium VIII:67). Since then, there has been a shift in the

publications on Mary, which focused on her honorific attributes (e.g. the lmmaculate

Conception, Mary as mediatrix, etc.), to literature on Marian theology. This would include

the relationship of Mary to other areas of theology, such as the ecumenical movement,

feminist theology, and the church (Malone 3-4).

Mary as a Contentious Issue

Given her unique staflre, Mary is a contentious issue for a number of reasons. The

attitude towards Mary can be seen as one of the most controversial issues since the

Reformation. Many argue that the teaching of virgin birth concerns only Jesus, not Mary,

and that the virginity of Mary is not scripturally grounded. In addition, some feminists

claim that the image of Mary undoubtedly has misogynist overtones' Mary's

characteristics of chastity, obedience, humility, and saintliness make her the Roman

Catholic Church's representative for women. Yet Mary carurot be imitated. The focus on

both her virginity and motherhood makes her an impossible role model for true

womanhood.
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Vasiliki Limberis, in his book Divine Heiress, a.rgues that "religion is

fundamentally an expression of culture. The identity of the Virgin and her meaning for

society has a historical context, it is culturally embedded, and most of all it is shaped by

local traditions" (143). Visiliki's argument is well taken. From the historical context of

Mary's development, we can see how the traditional view of Mary was created according

to the socio-political norms of the time in which she emerged as an object of devotion. We

can also trace the development of her image over the ages to the different cultures that

venerated her. In light of the continuing transformation of Mary, we can also create a Mary

that is more suited to the society in which we live today. Though marly radical feminists

believe that Mary is an inedeemable symbol for women, ffiffiY other feminists seek to

retrieve an image that takes the characteristics of contemporary woman into account- The

next section will review some modem-day authors' views on Mary'

Contemporary Interpretations of Mary

Writers and feminist theologians vary in their opinions of Mary as a role model for

women. Feminist theologians, in particulat, aÍe generally more negative in their

assessment of Mary because of the sexist attitudes and behaviors that, in their view, are

associated with her. To have a sense of the current dialogue on Mary, this section of my

thesis provides a brief survey of the positions of some inJluential twentieth century feminist

authors. Each of these writers has contributed to the discourse on the modern understanding

ofMary.
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Perhaps the most controversi alradicalreligious feminist of the twentieth century is

Mary Daly. Her analysis of Mary seeks to demonstrate that Mariology acts as a "double-

edged sword" for women, as Mary is placed on a pedestalthat v/omen cannot reach. She is

split into two halves, the evil Eve with whom all flesh and blood women are equated, and

the sinless virginal mother, who is an impossible ideal (The Church Against Itself 68). For

Daly the symbols of the Immaculate Conception and the Assumption are symbols that

ensure the subordination ofwomen. She reminds women that the Mary symbol is the

creation of a male, celibate clergy, and it prevents people from acquiring a realistic view of

\Moman (I57-164). ln her study of Mary, she concludes that "the serenity of the Mary

symbol, since it is always officially submerged in Christianity, has its source in this

subordination that is required to pwify the female 'element'." Daly furthers the idea that

Mary is an impossible role model for women in her book Beyond God the Father. Daly

identifies Mary with the remnants of an ancient goddess (Beyond 82-84). Daly, however,

attempts to disconnect Mary from her Christian roots as she has disconnected herself from

any form of institutionalized religion. Though Daly's writings are thought-provoking, one

wonders whether it is all possible to de-contextualize Mary, given her groundedness in

Christian thought.

For feminist cultural historian Marina Wamer, Mary by definition is an impossible

ideal as virgin and mother, and thus is a crushing example for real mothers: "She was

'feminine' perfection personified, and no other woman was in her league" (Alone I0l).

She wrote Alone of her Sex, aprecise study which deals with the Christian cult of the

veneration of the Virgin Mary and examines its moral, social and emotional implications.

In this book, 
'Wamer 

asserts that"...The Virgin's legend will endwe in its splendor and
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lyricism, but will be emptied of moral significance, and thus lose its present real powers to

heal and to harm" (339). The book title implies that all the time, in every century, Mary is

an exceptional figure; the book itself critiques how the Marymyth functioned in the

Church and examines the complexity of the whole host of images of Mary.

ElízabethSchussler-Fiorenza's essay, "Feminist Theology as a Critical Theology of

Liberation", states that Mary has been a 'life-guiding' myth (620). Therefore, it is

necessary to scrutinize this myth to determine whether or not it can provide women with a

vision of equality. Even though Mary is regarded as a powerful symbol, she still did not

affect the church hierarchy, nor did she incorporate women into it (605-626). According to

Schussler-Fiorenza,the Mary mlh disadvantages women in two ways. First, the ascetic

male that developed the figure of Mary traps women in mind-body dualism. Here, women

are associated with their so-called subordinate natural capacities, while men are considered

the mind or spirit. Vy'omen are stereotyped into specific roles of mothering or nurturing.

Second, the image of Mary separates women within the Catholic community. Women

must choose between the role of mother, or of a nun. Schussler-Fiorenza believes that

there is a need for a contemporary re-interpretation of the Mary myth, which is not based

on the male-invented image.

Feminist theologian Els Maeckelberghe is also concemed with the interpretation of

the symbol of Mary. One of the feminists struggling to redeem Mary as apositive symbol

for women, she wrote Desperately Seeking Mory, which includes feminist discussions of

Mary in the Catholic community and describes her reformist approach. Maeckelberghe

believes that Mary cannot be created anew, but must be reinterpreted in continuity with
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religious tradition. She goes so far as to include Mary in the Trinity, describing her as

being a member of the "Quatemity'' (106). Maeckelberghe does not believe that Mary

should belong to ecclesial authorities, but should be open for exploration and interpretation

by the commurity, while being appropriately rooted in tradition.

Both Asian and Womanist groups also have differing viewpoints on Mary. Chung

Hyun Kyung uses a unique approach to the Virgin Mary in her book In Struggle to be the

Sun Again: Introducing Asian l[/omen's Theology. She describes her idea of the Virgin

Mary as relational instead ofbiological. She explains:

Virgin is the symbol for the autonomy of women. Virgin primarily means

not a woman who abstains from sexual intercourse but a woman who does

not lead a derived life, as "daughter/wife/mother" of men. She is a woman

who matures to wholeness within herself as a complete person and who is

open for others. (Kyung 77)

In Kyrng's analysis, the Asian understanding of the Virgin Mary is an'inner

attitude' rather than a'psychological or extemal fact' (Kyung77)-

Womanist theology is the voice of African-American Christian women in the

United States. tn Womanist theology, black women in America are calling into question

their suppressed role in the African-American church, the community, the family, and the

larger society (Thomas). In contrast to Kyung's understanding, Womanist theologian

Delores Williams states in Sisters in the llilderness that the Virgin Mary is in no way a

model of liberation for black women. According to Williams, the Virgin Mary, regardless

of the claims of her having 'choice', is essentially powerless and does not set her own path.

In addition, the Virgin Mary is a figure that supports the advancement of white female
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supremacy. Since white is associated with cleanliness, innocence and purity, the socially

constructed image of the black woman is one that is loose and immoral, surely a

contrasting one. Wiiliams writes that Mary is "'too white' and 'too false' to represent

'what is acceptably fblack] female"'(Williams 180)'

Episcopal bishop John Selby Spong's book, Born of a [4/oman, argues that Marian

teaching has been destructive to women. He writes: "The figure of the virgin has in fact

been employed as a male weapon to repress women by defining them in the name of God

the Father, to be less human than males, to be the source of a sexual desire that was thought

to be evil, and therefore to be guilty just for being women" (198). He also believes that the

only way for Mary to be a viable symbol for women is by redefinition based on a new

consciousness.

ElizabethJohnson, an author of several publications on Mary, believes that Mary's

reputation as the feminine face of God has been used to compensate for Christianity's lack

of female imagery. úr her article "The Slnnbolic Character of Theological Statements

About Mary'', she admits that this type of metaphor has been used to remedy the situation;

however, she declares that it should not be used any longer, as the use of metaphor has a

negative impact particularly on how we envision God. What is necessary is for the image

of God to be envisioned as being incomprehensible, not merely male or female. Only by

avoiding traditional metaphors can we escape conventional stereotlpes of the female and

their application to God. In any case, Johnson sees Mary as carrying deep symbolic

meaning as she'þersonifies or symbolizes the characteristics of the new humankind of

faith" ("S¡rmbolic" 323). Johnson defines a symbol as:
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a species or sign which carries a fullness of meaning going beyond what

can be explicitly and exhaustively stated. It characteristically introduces

us into realms of awareness not usually accessible to discursive thought,

giving participatory rather than simply speculative knowledge ' (322)

Though Johnson believes that the Marian tradition has been responsible for the

denigration of women, as well as the dichotomization of the roles of men and women, the

re-symbolization of Mary is possible. As a real person in history, Mary can be seen as

proclaimer of liberatio n (3 12-33 5).

Though ail of these authors differ in their perspectives on Mary, one of their main

goals is to uncover the oppressive elements in the conception of Mary. Ruether's approach

cær be associated with those of Schussler-Fiorenza, Maeckelberghe, and Johnson in that

she seeks to liberate Mary while, at the same time, working within her religious tradition.

Ruether's book, Mary: The Feminine Face of the Church, written inl97l, is her systematic

treatment of the subject of Mary. The following section will provide a brief overview of

Ruether's analysis of the image of Mary in this book.

Ruether's Mariology

InMary: The Feminine Face of the Church, Ruether asks a number of questions.

"Why are all religious symbols male? We speak of Father and of Son and ofbrethren, but

never of Mother, daughter, or sisters? Is there any basis for feminine symbols in

Christianity? How can women find a place in the church?" (A[ary: The Feminine Face ll).

This book was written to raise awareness on the subject of Mary and to "serve as well-wom
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text for the women and men of today's church who find themselves reconsidering the

traditional doctrines, practices, and teachings of the church" (7). Throughout the different

chapters, Ruether studies Mary from several angles that contribute to a more in-depth and

comprehensive look at the meaning behind the symbol. Though she engages in a feminist

critique of Mary, she also attempts to provide an altemative approach that is empowering

for women. The book is divided into two parts, the first being Mary in the Bible, and the

second, Mary in the Church. I will begin my discussion of Ruether's book with a brief

outline of its contents and then move on with the discussion of Ruether's methodology.

In tqfing to expose the roots of Mariology, Part One of The Feminine Face

examines Mary in both the Old and New Testaments and seeks to address the bias in an all-

male religious language. Chapter One traces the development of the symbol of Mary to the

symbols of the ancient goddesses. Chapter Two recounts feminine images in the Old

Testament. Chapter Three explores the feminine face of God in the'Wisdom literature.

Chapter Four identifies Mary in the New Testament. Chapter Five, "};/:ary in the New

Testament," studies the relationship between Jesus and his family. Finally, Chapter Six is a

srunmary of the feminine symbols of the biblical tradition. Though there are several

instances of feminine symbols and imagery in the Old Testament, very little of it survived

in the New Testament. Only when Mariology developed were these symbols connected

with the mother of Jesus.

Part Two discusses Mary in the Christian tradition. Its chapters analyzethe

development of her image during the ancient period and the Middle Ages. Ruether also

discusses Mary in light of current concems in the church. She examines the major Marian
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doctrines, namely, 1) the New Eve; 2)the Perpetual Virgin; 3) the Mother of God; 4) the

Assumption; 5) the Mediator of Grace; and 6) the Immaculate Conception(Mary: The

Feminine Face 5I). She makes it clear that "Mariology has acted as an extension and

safeguard of the doctrines of Christ's uniqueness" (51).

Chapter Seven specifically looks at the origins of asceticism and how it is

connected to the perpetual virginity of Mary. Chapters Eight and Nine consider the

theological reasons for the image of Mary and examines the notions of the Immaculate

Conception and the Assumption. Chapter Ten looks at Mary from the Protestant

perspective. Chapters Eleven and Twelve tackle the problem of Mary in contemporary

culture and explore ways by which the Church can be humanized.

Ruether's Methodology as it Emerges From Her Analysis of Mary

Having provided a preliminary discussion of Ruether's methodology in Chapter

One of this thesis, this section will demonstrate how this methodology emerges from, and

is integral to, her analysis of Mary. Ruether's conceptualizatíon of Mary is developed

through a variety of critical approaches that enable her to shed light on the understanding of

the body, ecology and ecclesiology. Along with other theologians of the Christian feminist

movement (e.g.,Elizabeth Schussler-Fiorenza), Ruether's methodology: 1) critiques

tradition, 2) attempts to recover women made invisible by patriarchy in religious history,

and 3) constructs a theology that is more authentic to women's spiritual and existential

experiences. In general, this methodology is illustrated by her appropriation of critical
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theory. Critical theory does two things. First, as Wylie summarizes critical theory in a way

that is useful here, it "involves critical reflection on the knowledge-producing enterprise

itself: self-consciousness about the extent to which knowledge claims are conditioned by

their social context, and self-consciousness about the ways in which inquiry and

understanding serve interests that are constitutive of that context" (156). Second, "it

provides a basis for reflective understanding and criticism of the social context of research;

in prospect, at least, it is a form of criticism and action" (157). Ruether uses Marx's insight

that methodology is always a kind of social criticism, cultural criticism, or ideology

critique.

Ruether has drawn some ideas, such as those that developed during the Romantic

period, from different sources. Romanticism arose from the conviction that there are

'intuitive'elements in human nature that could not be explained and focused more often on

the individual rather than society. On one hand, romantics rejected the notion that people

were 'uniform'. Instead they stressed and celebrated the diversity of culture and people

(114). On the other hand, they believed that human thought processes were unforlunately

socially conditioned. Hegel, who strongly influenced the writings of Marx and Engels,

thought that social change was created through a patterned discowse called a'dialectic'.

Popularized by Hegel, this new concept involved conflict between two entities or events,

the 'thesis' and the 'antithesis'. When the 'thesis' emerged it was countered by the

emergence of its opposite, the'antithesis'. The resolution of the two entities became the

'synthesis' (106). Hegel demonstrated his dialectics, using "actual historical events,

showing that cultures are in conflict, and that resolution of these conflicts brings about a

higher order. He stated unequivocally that theory must be subordinate to the realities of
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fact, so that laws of change can be demonstrated in the realities of history" (106). Ruether

picks up the idea that, through the study of history, society can be changed. She tries to

createthe antithesis through her'salvageable'elements of Christian theology.

Ruether also uses hermeneutics in her critique. Hermeneutics deals with the

interpretation of texts. It was initially used in the early-nineteenth century as a tool for

deciphering different texts of the Bible. This reading of the texts was meant to obtain

objective knowledge. However, in the twentieth cenhrry, "hermeneutics has come to reject

the fact that facts can be independent of theory. Rather, there is a subtle interplaybetween

what is in the text and the perspective brought to the text by the reader" (Hodder 32). Since

an object of study is to read according to the concepts, expectations and values of its reader,

it can be said that objects assert their own independence. This is how Ruether reads into

her sources in Mary; The Feminine Face of the Church.

Ruether utilizes history to show how changes over time are due to the political and

religious effort to promote the ideology of the elite. Ruether reads into history to outline

how Mary's character develops differently in the context of different goups. She uses

historical documentation to show that there is conflict and inherent disjunction within the

cultural historical context.

In her analysis of Mariology, Ruether first identifies the problem of Mary as a

symbol for women in Roman Catholicism. She then thoroughly critiques the sources of

Mary's theology, the Bible. Her study of Mary reveals contradiction and disjunction

between Marian tradition and women's experience. This dialectical analysis contributes to

a better understanding of the conceptualizationof the image and meaning of Mary.
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Ruether's analysis of Mary's connection to the early goddesses, Mary's virginity and the

rise of asceticism, and the figure of Mary Magdalene (which will be looked at in more

detail) is part of Ruether's methodological, historically dynamic approach, which identifies

social, ideological, and political processes influencing the development of the icon of

Mary. She writes that there were female goddesses that existed before, and directly

corresponded to, the construction of a Marian tradition. She also directly takes issue with

Mary's virginity, which exemplifies the most definitive characteristic of her approach, and

she scrutinizes Mary Magdalene in a way that has proved contentious. I will refer to

particular aspects of Ruether's discussion of Mary, so as to illushate her methodology at

work. Ruether's discussion of these issues illustrates her methodology as it is utilized

throughout her works. The next small sections are specific issues discussed inMary: The

Feminine Face of the Church.

Møry ønd the Ancient Goddesses

Ruether traces the concept of Mary back to goddesses in ancient religions. This

concept includes the idea that Mary is carried over from a survival goddess of New Eastern

religions. As a birth-giver, this mother goddess was a symbol of life. On one account, a

goddess was not a passive but an active figure, who defeated the power of death and played

a key role in the renewal of life. Also a mighty warrior, she was ever fertile and never old,

always innocent and fresh, and never the possession of anyone. Her independence or

autonomy was always preserved. In addition, she was both virgin and mother (Mary: The
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Feminine Face 14-15). According to this concept, the Christian Mary was ascribed some of

the characteristics ofthis ancient goddess.

The classical Greek thought also contributed to the development of the concept of

Mary, and this is lfuked to the general view about the bod¡ sexuality, and motherhood,

which greatly influenced Christianity. Early Greek mythology portrayed the inferiority of

the body, sexuality, and motherhood. This mythology in fact mirrored the pervading view

in the early Greek society, which accepted the inferior role of the woman and restricted her

from public society and spiritual companionship. A major factor in the development of the

Christian religion, the Greek thought brought the element of fear of the body, sexuality, and

women to Christianity (17). Fortunately, a development emerged, in which each aspect of

the mother goddess evolved into separate goddesses, such as Artemis, Athena, Aphrodite,

and Hera. In this development, virgins were given the most esteem and sexuality was

separated from motherhood. This offered a recourse for Church Fathers later to reconcile

the ascription of virginity and motherhood in the single person of Mary.

Ruether also mentions Isis, the Egyptian goddess, as another figure influencing the

conception of Mary. This goddess was known for her chastity and moral renewal. She

assured her devotees oflife after death, and she expected fasting, prayer, and vigils, as

expressions of their devotion to her. When Christianity overcame the religion of Isis, many

ofher characteristics lived on in the image of Mary (18).

Eventually the desirable characteristics incorporated in Mary from ancient sowces

were incorporated into an image that was consistent with the ideology of the Christian

Church. While the goddess played an important role in the evolution of the image of Mary,
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it was submerged under the overwhelming influence of patriarchy which served as the

framework for the doctrines of the Church hierarchy. Thereafter, female deities

disappeared, and women could worship, but could not act, as priests. Non-existent as a

deity in the pre-Christian er4 in the first place, Mary came to represent a person or figure

whose characteristics were appropriated from previous female deities. Once independent

and autonomous in the ancient Greek and Eglptian mythologies, the female deities who

served as precursors and sources of Mary's personhood were subordinated and re-

configured by the Church Fathers who shaped religious thougþt when Christianity became

the dominant power. A fundamental change in power and a shift in political ideology

ushered the entry of Virgin Mary into Christianity'

Vírginity

Ruether uses historical events, which surrounded and influenced the development

of Mary's virginity, to show how this idea was socially constructed over time. I have

outlined part of this construction process in my survey of the history of the cult of Mary.

As we have seen, the notion of her virginity and motherhood has been contested. For some

writers, Mary as being virgin and mother at the same time involves intemal contradiction,

and putting her on a pedestal as a model to emulate demands an impossible undertaking for

women. Ruether criticizes this model of perfection by disputing the tradition of the virgin

birth. Her interpretive analysis of the Old and New Testaments and her use of historical

documentation aids in the understanding of the development of the image of Mary. She
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clearly demonstrates inconsistencies in the texts and presents alternative historical

possibilities to justify the perception of the virgin birth.

Ruether points out that the Old Testament shows no signs of the virgin birth,

whereas the New Testament does. She discloses that in the Old Testament there are several

instances where God intervened in the birth of children, most notably in the case of the

birth of Isaac as the child of Abraham and Sarah. During the Hebraic period, the greatest

disaster that could happen to a woman was to be barren. One of the possible greatest gifts

was for God to make a barren woman fertile. It was this gift that God gave to Sarah.

Ruether says that "God does not 'beget' the child, but makes the human sexual act effective

and fertile" (34). In other words, God made Sarah, and old and postmenopausal woman,

fertile. God did not intervene physically but enabled her to bear a child. This divine action

has been the explanation not only for the birth of Isaac, but also for the virgin birth of

Jesus. However, there is another possible interpretation, and Ruether presents it for our

consideration. On this interpretation, Jesus was born of natural means. This possibility

should not be ruled out because, in fact, there have been instances of women, thought too

young to be fertile, who have given birth to healthy children. Ruether locates references to

this phenomenon in the Rabbinic writings, which refer to this type ofbirth as 'virgin' birth.

Ruether reinforces her case by suggesting that the introduction of the notion of

virgin birth in the Christian tradition was due to the translation of the bible from Hebrew to

Greek. In the passage "Behold, a Virgin shall conceive" in Matthew (l:23), the word

"virgin" is translated in Hebrew as "young woman". In the Greek translation, "virgin" is

defined as a woman who has not had any sexual relations. The adoption of the Greek
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interpretation of the word, and the adoption of this interpretation by the Church Fathers, has

given Christianity a problematic legacy. This is not to say that the Hebraic and Greek

notions had nothing in common. Actually, as Ruether points out, the central meaning of the

"virgin births" is the same in the Old and New Testaments: the born child is divinely

chosen. Thus Ruether insists that it is the divinity of Jesus from the moment of conception

that is being underlined in the two biblical texts. Mary's virginity and the declaration that it

implied superior status are not the main ideas on this matter. In fact, as she notes, the New

Testament even implies that Mary did not stay a virgin, because later accounts in the text

(Mark 6:3 and Matthew 13:55-66) indicate that she had other sons and daughters (34-36).

Mary can be said to have been a virgin in three ways: that she was a virgin (chaste) in the

conception of Jesus; that she remained a virgin during the birth of Jesus; and that she

remained a virgin throughout the rest of her life. The church fathers can be interpreted as

having accepted the first, but not necessarily the other two (54-55).

Church ideology dictated the essence of the received doctrine of the Virgin Mary.

That ideology was marked by the dominance of asceticism which, as Ruether saw,

promoted the development of the Marian doctrine and encouraged the elevation of Mary's

status. The early church fathers wanted not only to preserve the sanctity of Jesus' birth by

disconnecting it from sexual relations; Mary's virginity can also represent the Christian

ideal of chastity (54).

However, the late fourth century saw a new debate over asceticism and celibacy.

Helvidius and Jovinian, both churchmen, believed that any doctrine that regarded virginity

better than maJriage, or the insistence of sexual abstinence for the "truly'Christian, was
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wïong. They believed that both marriage and virginity were of equal importance as

vocations. They used the case of Mary as an example for this argument by claiming that,

although she was a virgin during the conception of Jesus, she went on to have children and

lived a happy married life with Joseph.

The suggestion that Mary was not permanently a virgin brought outrage from two

important church fathers at the time, Jerome and Ambrosia. For them, such a suggestion

would imply that she did not remain the primary standard of Christian virrue, which was

virginity. Both church fathers strongly denied this and wrote an exegesis of the Gospels,

which successfully converted the status of Jesus' brothers and sister into cousins, thus

retaining the standing of Mary as aperpetual virgin. This is the belief that Roman Catholics

and even Protestants accept today.

The important doctrine that the conservative church fathers - Jerome and Ambrosia

- tried to defend and uphold was asceticism. The ascetic perspective maintained that

virginity was absolutely superior to sexuality, which was degrading, even in marriage.

Mary had to be unblemished and pure. For Mary to relapse into the inferior state of

marriage, and for her to engage in sexual relations and bear a child, would be to tarnish her

perfect virgin image. Jesus, Mary and Joseph are perceived in the New Testament as the

"first family'', and therefore, the models for Christians (56-57). For the Church, Jesus,

Mary, and Joseph had to be virgins.

The significance of the issue of the virgin Mary within the ascetic vision held by the

Christian Chwch necessitated a fervent debate among the church fathers over the correct

model of Mary to ensure her perfect virgin state. Wading in this debate, Ruether uses the
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historical records of the church to prove that, in order to promote asceticism, Ruether

shows that the chwch fathers in fact manipulated the arguments and the biblical texts in a

way that would support the distinctive virginity of Mary. She decisively tells us that the

historical records were doctored to achieve the views of the dominant church fathers. This

is hegemony in process. The possibility that asceticism is itself a socio-political

construction makes us question its objective basis.

Møry Møgdalene

While the church fathers and patriarchal interpreters were decisive in elevating

Mary, they were equally decisive in suppressing Mary Magdalene as a woman who

demonstrated unwavering faithfulness to Jesus at the cross and near his tomb. Ruether

takes a sympathetic, though critical, approach to her as an important woman in the New

Testament.

Though her sexual history is clouded, she is definitively portrayed in the church

literatwe as an unconventional woman. She has been described as a harlot, though

accounts of events in biblical history may have been too confused to justify this

description. In any case, Ruether interprets Mary Magdalene as an independent, determined

woman whose faithfulness and loyalty give her a part in the resunection experience. For

Ruether, this is an instance where the church may have deliberately put down, or

suppressed a more positive account of a person in order simply to reinforce its designation

of subordinate and conventional roles to women.
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A pivotal moment in the history of Church tradition is when Mary, Jesus' mother,

replaced Mary Magdalene as the faithful woman by his side, one who understood him and

remained loyal to him from beginning to end. As Ruether sees it, "the church replaced a

dangerously unconventional role model with a conventional role model and relationship"

(41). Ruether explains, however, that while Mary is regarded as a perfect model the

Christian virgin and Christian mother, it is possible to identify, within the New Testament,

occasions on which this perfect modeling may be disputed or controverted' Thus, she

locates instances where Mary was hostile to Jesus' mission and where she did not seem to

be a follower of his during his lifetime. In comparing the Virgin Mary to Mary Magdalene,

Ruether wonders who, in fact, better represents the chwch.

By analyzing Mary Magdalene's actions in the New Testament, Ruether moves her

out of obscurity into potential significance. Ruether goes back to the Bible and re-

interprets it in a way that is different from what the Church teaches. She acknowledges that

Mary Magdalene is an unconventional role model, but she sees her as more of a real, more

faithful woman because she was supportive of Jesus during critical events. Ruether's

method here is to explore the Bible in depth and to come up with justifiable interpretations,

such as those related to Mary Magdalene's interaction with Jesus and others, which

contradict mainstream Church perceptions.
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Ruether's Alternative for Women

Many agreethat amajor contribution of Ruether's work to theology is her dialectic

methodology. This allows the voices of marginalized individuals, people, and communities

to be heard. She examines the experiences of women by finding neglected resources within

the church tradition, by critically reformulating them, and by encouraging a new

understanding of Mariology. Ruether is then able to respond to questions that women raise

about whether Christianity can take women seriously.

Given the negative impact that Mary has had on women, Ruether provides an

altemative for them. This section will outline Ruether's solution for more egalitarian

relationships between men and women, as this solution emerges from Mary: The Feminíne

Face of the Church.

Mary has been discussed here as the feminine face of God and the ideal woman. As

such she is in contrast with the majority of women in the Church. Her image is that of an

icon that real women could not hope to emulate. In that way, she came to function as a

symbol that reinforced the inferiority, and thus the subordination of women. This, for

Ruether, is unforhrnate. She declares that "real reciprocity is destroyed by this sexist model

of male activity and female receptivity'' (79). If men and women are to have an egalitarian

relationship in religion or society, this sexist model needs to be eliminated. As a step in

this direction, men have to understand the female gender.
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Ruether explains that the study of Mariology can help a male experience what is

customarily called the 'feminine side'. It will promote an understanding of the proper

relationship b etween dominance and receptivity.

when only one side, the male, is active, and the other side, the female, is

receptive, women never learn to be real people, and men never learn to

listen and help others...there can be no real relationship where receptivity

is identified with powerlessness, dependence, and selÊnegation. True

receptivity to others is possible only for a person who has some

independence and self-esteem. (79)

The traditional view about dominance and receptivity has unconsciously coerced v/omen

into taking on auxiliary roles. Because femininity is equated with passivity and receptivity,

women are seen capable only of discharging the roles of helpers and servers to men.

Ruether believes that "we have to imagine a new psychodynamic of relationship that no

longer identifies activity with domination and receptivity to dependency'' (79).

The new model that Ruether introduces is one of "reciprocity''. This includes a

change of power relationships between men and women. ln this model, the fwo parties

share the traditional, typical roles of each other and support the dignity and selÊ

actualization of the other (80).

Ruether's suggestion for the elimination of the domination-receptivity relationship

conflicts with the views of Pope John Paul II. In the Letter of Pope John Paul II to Women,

he writes:

Womanhood expresses the "human" as much as manhood does, but in a

different and complementary way [...] When the Book of Genesis speaks

of "help", it is not referring merely to acting, but also to being.
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Womanhood and manhood are complementary not only from the physical

and psychological points of view, but also from the ontological. It is only
through the duality of the "masculine" and the "feminine" that the

"human" finds full realization (LZ).

While well-meaning, the Pope's use of complementarities reinforces the traditional view of

the roles of each gender. Unfortunately his traditional stance supports the dualisms of

maleness and femaleness, which Ruether has successfully subjected to criticism. She has

written openly against the Catholic Church and has demonstrated how little women are

acknowledged or reflected in chwch teachings. In Women-Church, she calls for

communities of women to promote liberation and help women bring out systematic

changes. However, she does so in good faith, motivated by her loyalty to a living, evolving

church.

Ruether's Mariology as Interpretive Key

Religion, politics, and history play apart in how icons are developed. It is not until

these icons are deconstructed and critiqued that we will understand their underlying

meaning. 
'Writings, such as Ruether's, reveal the inadequacies of a tradition formulated by

the male religious elite. Her analysis of Mariology encourages a new way of approaching

and challenging existing hierarchies. At the same time, Ruether's methodology in her

analysis of Mariology is integral to the understanding of her methodological and theoretical

work in other areas of research and study, such as body, ecclesiology and ecology' Her

work, which reveals the historical and interpretive inconsistencies in the creation of the
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image of Mary as an icon for women, opens the way for in-depth analysis and critique in

these areas. An understanding of her work in Mariology forces us to question the nature of

our unconscious daily beließ. Many Catholic women, in particular, do not think about the

deeper meaning of the religious beließ and practices that determine the conduct of their

daily lives; rather, they take them unquestioningly as truths or facts. It is when they

understand how Ruether highlights inconsistencies in church doctrines and shows the

construction of Mary's image as a part of a wider social and political design that women are

released from their conditioning and begin to question what the truth really is. It is only

when women realize that the conception of Mary has been used historically as a social and

political device to shape their understanding of the world that they can begin to see that the

f,rndamental assumptions and configurations of their beliefs have been constructed for

them. It is only then that they can realistically and objectively understand themselves and

their relationships with the social and natural world around them. Only then can they

determine their place in society and claim the role that is justly theirs in ecclesiology.

The fundamental conception we have of a woman's body and what it means to be a

woman is influenced by our unconscious acceptance of, or beließ in, the various aspects of

M*y, including virginity, subservience, and obedience. As a role model for women, the

icon of Mary is part of a system of meanings that shape our views on gender and our core

ideas conceming the body itself. It shapes the ideal image of what each one of us, as a

woman, ought to be personally and socially.

It also shapes our belief in the role of women in the Church. Specifically, women

do not hold positions of authority in it: women cannot become priests. Through Ruether's
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method of analysis we can begin to understand the structure and calculated design of the

Church devised by the early Church Fathers. The study of Mary illustrates the socio-

political use of her as a deity to propagate apatnarchal system of religious government.

No longer will we perceive the structural system of the Church as the natural state of things

or as an institution whose blueprint was specified by God. We see it as a massive,

controlling social and political artifact.

Our understanding of the natural world is also related to our perception of Mary,

although it may not readily appear so. Prior to Christianity, many female deities were

associated with the earth, fertility, and power. The images of these women were strikingly

different from the image of Mary that was used by the Church to replace pagan religious

belief systems. Women occupied roles similar to those of men, sexuality was viewed more

liberally, and our relationship with the earth and the natural world was treated with greater

reverence.

The displacement of women deities with a single object of reverence in the person

of Mary reflects the lesser role of women in society and the severing of intimate

relationships between man and nature. As man is the dominant power in control of

everything under his dominion, nature is there simply for his exploitation. The woman, no

longer under the protection of female deities, could not stem the tide of male domination of

nature, not to speak of herself. Appeal to Virgin Mary will not help because she is not a

powerful deity. In fact she is not even recognized as a full-fledged deity or goddess by the

Church. She is a lesser deity somewhere in-befween a goddess and an ordinary mortal.
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While a mediatrix between Jesus and humans, her passive image does not inspire active

involvement in human affairs.

Ruether's analysis of Mary has implications for ecology, which has been neglected

in scholastic research. kr Christianity we can see a relationship between male and female

that is transposed onto the nahral world. kr Christianity the female deity is abandoned.

The absence of this means the ideoiogical shift in the perception and attitudes toward

nature. Through the study of Mary we reveal the underlying ideological premises that

exist within our society. Only then can we begin to question our fundamental conception

of nature. Religion and the constructions of deities inform people and society about the

world around them. They shape the way people think about their world and, in this case,

their relationship particularly with the natural world. Nature is often associated with the

untamed, \¡/ith wildness, and with darkness. It is regarded as the opposite of civilization.

Nature is seen as destructive and dangerous. Nature has to be tamed or controlled. This is

the widespread view of nature.'We can see how the construction of the image of Mary as a

submissive semi-deity under the power of God reflects and propagates the idea of the

control over the natural world by men. Christian ecology is not based on the equal

relationship between the female and the male; rather, it is based on the male control and

domination of the natural world. This viewpoint is outlined in the Book of Genesis.

The creation of the image of Mary by the Church does two things. First, it

naturalizes our perception of the natwal world and, second, it naturalizes the way that we

interact with one another in terms of gender. The image creates away of looking at the

world and the way we unconsciously interact with the world and the people in it. It
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normalizes the way we think about the world on a daily basis. It makes more comfortable

to accept conventional understandings of the world, which are taken as truth (i.e., as the

fundamental truth and ordering of the world and all the things in it). We cannot see how

women ¿ì.re oppressed if we do not see through this construction of the ideological symbols

in religion and society. Ruether's analysis of Mary is a critical effort because she is

intended to represent women, or display a role model for women. It can be argued that she

is amodel that informs men of how to think about and relate to women.

Conclusion

Ruether's Mariology is the interpretive key that develops our understanding and

integration of the body, ecology and ecclesiology. It is through Ruether's methods that we

can reveal the underlying elements of the social construction of Mary and how this

construction influences men and women in society. Ruether's Mariological analysis clearly

reveals an enlightening understanding of the body, ecology and ecclesiology as understood

in the westem culture.

Overall, Ruether's argument states that, in the struggle for women's liberation,

one's view of Mary's usefulness as a feminine figure is dependent upon how she is

conceptualized. As the symbol of celibacy, feminine submissiveness, and virginity, Mary

is not helpful (Ramsay 78). Still, Ruether finds a powerful tool in 'liberation Mariology''

As a liberator, Mary is an independent v/oman who brings salvation into the world' Mary
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is also the image of the Church. As an empowering figure, Mary canbe seen as a foil

against the patriarchal concentration of power (Hamington 79).

The feminist theologian can be likened to a facilitator - one who helps others to

become articulate and one who affirms and supports. As a feminist theologian, Ruether

does not try to replace the male tradition with an exclusively female one, but tries to

reclaim hidden elements of church history to release women from damaging stereotypes

(Storkey 187). Ruether does this not only in her analysis of Mariology, but also in her

research onbody, ecology, and ecclesiology, which are covered in the succeeding chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE: RIJETHER'S BODY

Introduction

The study of the body or of embodiment is concemed, among other things, with

understanding the social biases that influence relationships between men and women. Such

study, especially in recent years, reveals the depth and nature of the implicit sexism in our

society and how this sexism affects the way men and v/omen think about themselves and

each other. Ultimately, such study leads to alternate ways of thinking, and offers insights

onhow men and women are to be heated differently. Historically, the cult of Mary

generated ideas and practices that are fundamental to theories of embodiment in Western

society, particularly in Christian tradition. The icon of Mary conveys with it a system of

meanings about the ideal woman as a model for Christians. As a hegemonic device this

ideal informs men and women about what the proper role and conduct of a woman in

society should be. Ruether approaches the hegemonic Mary of Christian tradition as a basis

for framing ærd analyzing the West's system of dualisms between mind and its resulting

hierarchy of men over women. Methodologically, her work on embodiment builds on her

study of Mariology. Her perception and study of embodiment is informed by critical

analysis of the Mariological tradition. She uncovers inconsistencies in conventional

tradition dialectically by studying its biblical and/or historical roots. Her approach involves

tracing the historical development of and change in tradition over time as the hadition is

adopted by different societies and, in some cases, is changed by the same society to

reinforce the dominant so cio-political structure.
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One aspect of Ruether's dialectic approach is her consideration of women's

experience. Here she highlights the disjunction between the canonical and the experiential

aspects of tradition. Using this approach she is able to demonstrate existing sexual dualisms

that underlie theological tenets and that form the basis for a Mariology which is central to

'Western 
theories of embodiment. The dialectic or "oppositional thinking" also functions as

a device that reveals the forms of sexual oppression in canonical attitudes toward women

and the roots of that oppression. Lastly Ruether's dialectical method is unique in feminist

critiques of Christian tradition: she addresses the dialectical tension conceming canonical

tradition internally; whereas other feminist work attempts to resolve the tension by either

inverting current social and political structures þatriarchic systems) or by creating new

systems. Her method of resolving tension internally involves identifying detrimental

elements of the hadition and proposing ways that can be used to elicit reform. This is

frrndamental to her approach to liberation theology. Drawing together historical tradition

and women's experience, Ruether proposes a new, reformed tradition that includes and

transforms both.

The connection of the body and Mariology is not only methodological. According

to Ruether, negative attitudes toward the body are a direct result of the rise of the

Mariological tradition. These negative attitudes include the ideal woman as submissive,

obedient, dutiful, passive and subservient. Mariology is the vehicle of hegemonic

attitudes. This chapter will show how Ruether's analysis of the development of Mariology

informs her approach to the study of the body. Her analysis of the body includes

examination of the mind/body dualism taught and reinforced by Church Fathers, such as

Augustine, Gregory and Jerome. The early Church Fathers introduced a dualistic notion of
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man as spirit and woman as body. Attributing reason and logic to man, they considered

women merely flesh and camal, and subordinate to man. Looking at these historically

authoritative Church Fathers, Ruether directs attention to their blatant misogynist ideas,

how they were reinforced, and how they shaped negative perceptions of women. Ruether

employs a "hermeneutic of suspicion" with regards to Scripture and traditions, as too often

they reflect chauvinist attitudes. Ruether's investigation into historical documents reveals

misogynist teachings; as a deep-rooted Catholic, however, she is determined to create

alternatives within that tradition for women. Ruether stresses the value of women's

experience and of incorporating it into current church teachings so as to make it a valid part

of church tradition. The result would be an improved, more holistic and integrated

approach to humær experience. Ruether's essay in Religion and Sexism, "Misogynism and

Virginal Feminism in the Fathers of the Church", highlights the influences of the Church

Fathers on modem day perceptions of the body; namely, that their misogynist teachings led

to the exaltation of virginity as the feminine ideal. This chapter will examine this essay,

along with her most systematic work, Sexism and God-Talk,to explain Ruether's

understanding of the historical development of the body. It will take a closer look at how

Ruether employs her methodology of creating a nevr', reformed tradition through the

synthesis of both historical tradition and women's experience.

fnfluence of the Church Fathers

For Ruether, Mary is merely a construction by the early Church Fathers which is

used to promote their ideal of the perfect \¡¡omanr both virgin and mother, who thus
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qualifies for spiritual redemption. Her analysis and study of Mary brings to light and makes

explicit the underlying meanings that were created by the early Church Fathers to define

the perfect woman, and to impose how a womarr should act and what her role and place

should be in society and the church. Through Ruether's dialectical analysis of the body,

which builds on her analysis of the cult of Mary, the conclusion that emerges is that

Mariology gave rise to a theory of the body that normalizes the subjugation of women to

men.

Ruether first analyzes biblical and historical tradition to show that ideas about the

body, commonly believed to be eternal truths in Western society, have been shaped by

historical circumstances and early Christian philosophical thought. ln particular, Ruether

traces modem western concepts of the body to the philosophical and theological ideas of

the early Church Fathers, who founded Christianity, as we know it today, during the fourth

and fifth centuries and perhaps even earlier. She focuses on some of the most influential of

the Church Fathers, such as Augustine, Terfullian, and Jerome, who criticized women for

their supposed wickedness and dangerous eroticism. These Church Fathers were influenced

by the misogynistic ideology, which existed in the cultural and philosophical life of

societies, particularly the early Greek and Hebrew societies in the Mediterranean area.

Ruether's article, "Misogynism and the Virginal Feminism in the Fathers of the

Church," uncovers the theoretical and philosophical attempts by the early Church Fathers

to reconcile biblical scriptwe with their cultural understanding of the nature of women. In

this essay, she scrutinizes doctrines put forth by some of the early Church Fathers in the
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fourth century. Part of Ruether's task is the identification of the basic thought structures

that underlie contemporary tradition.

W'e are taught to believe that the soul (or, altematively, the mind) and the body

represent two very different, contradictory aspects of life. An example to illustrate this is

the cliché: the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak. This soul vs. body dualism, manifested

in different ways, serves as the basis of the philosophical ideas put forth by the early

Church Fathers. ln particular, the philosophical tenets of Augustine, which are still

accepted in contemporary Church doctrine and practice, exclusively associated women

with body and men with soul. Ruether argues that this body/soul dualism was used to

symbolically associate characteristics of corporality, sinfulness, sexuality, and sin with the

female, on one hand, and characteristics of rationality, pwity, spirituality, and godliness

with the male, on the other hand. She critically examines the Augustinian dualistic tenets

particularly concemed with marriage, sexuality, and the body.

In "Misogynism," Ruether begins her identification and analysis of sexual dualisms

by addressing the theoretical problem concerning the dual nature of God, with which the

Church Fathers struggled. According to Ruether, some of the early Church Fathers were

part of ascetic circles (many of which were created and organizedby women), in which

people gathered to study and practice spiritual life. Ruether suggests that the Fathers

introduced the study of Hebraic scripture to members of these circles as part of the ascetic

path. he an effort to justify and sustain the doctrine of the divine natwe of God, the Church

Fathers had to give attention to the Book of Genesis. This biblical account about the

creation of man and woman was an important focus of discussion and theoretical concern.
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Specifically, Augustine, as well as Gregory, found it difficult to formulate a spiritual

interpretation of the image of God ("Misogynism" 153) because he took the reference to

both man and women being made in the image of God to be a physical chaructenzation of

his/trer sexuality. The literal interpretation of the text's reference to 'image', as indicating

the sexual nature of God, would suggest that God had both male and female sexual natures.

This dual sexuality appeared to be theoretically problematic in the eyes of the Church

Fathers. Ruether writes:

Since God was wholly spiritual and noncorporeal, this appeared to mix
contraries and imply a sexed spirituality or a bodily God. Since it was

anathema to think of God as bodily, with male and female characteristics,
the two parts of the text must be separated so that the 'image' could be

defined in monistic, spiritual way, and bisexuality could refer to
something other than the nature of God as reflected in man. (153)

Thus, the two Church Fathers searched for a philosophical explanation conceming

the nature of men and women that would reflect this reference to God's duality of form

(both man and woman) in the Biblical text of Genesis.

Ruether writes that Augustine approached this theoretical problem by separating

man and woman into two categories that represented two parts of a whole. According to

Augustine, Adam represents the image of God. Adam is both the male spirit and the female

body. 
'When Eve is taken from Adam's side, she symbolizes the physical aspect of man,

taken from him in order to be his helpmate. But she is the helpmate solely for the corporeal

task ofprocreation.

fScripture] says that [woman] was made as man's helper so that by
spiritual union she might bring forth spiritual offspring, that is, the good
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works of divine praise, while he rules and she obeys. He is ruled by
wisdom, she by the man. For Christ is the head of the man and man is the

head of the woman. (Augustine , De Genesi contra Manichaeos 2.1 1 : 15)

For Ruether, Augustine's dualism is clear: woman is the symbol of body, and man,

of head or spirit (156). He taught that woman does not have a head of her own and belongs

to her husband, who acts as her head (156); in contrast, man represents the full image of

God. It is only when woman is considered in relation to man, as her head, that woman can

reflect this image.

...when she is referred to separately in her quality as a helpmeet, which
regards the woman alone, then she is not the image of God, but as regards

to the man alone, he is the image of God as fully and completely as when
the woman too is joined with him in one. (Augustine, De Trinitate 7 .7 , I0)

This point is central to Ruether's argument on embodiment, as the dualism that it

conveys serves two functions: first, the integration of male-female dualism into soul-body

dualism associates women with body and corporeality; and second, this dualism naturalizes

a hierarchical structure between men and women as it defines v/oman in terms of her

subordination to man. The classification of woman as body implies the inferiority of female

to male, as "flesh must be subject to spirit in the right ordering of nature" (157). Ruether

elaborates on Augustine's explicit claim that men and women were fimdamentally different

in their abilities to think and reason. He thought that men were able to think or reason,

while women were not. He wrote:

Thus [Scripture] said, "It is not good that man is alone." For there was

still need to bring it about not only that the soul rule over the body,
because the body has the position of a servant, but also that virile reason
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hold subject to itself its arrimal part,by the help of which it govems the

body. The woman was made as an illustration of this, for the order of
things makes her subject to man. Thus we can also come to see in one

human what we can see more clearly in two humans, that is, in the male

and the female. The interior mind, like virile reason, should hold subject

the soul's appetite by means of which we control the members of the

body, and by just law it should place a limit upon its helper, just as man

ought to rule woman and ought not to allow her to rule him. (Augustine,

De Genesi contra Manichaeos 2.ll: 15, 16)

The association of dualisms between man/woman and mind/body is clear. Based on

Augustine's philosophical idea, "reason" or rational thought was associated with the head;

however, because women were believed to represent the body, it was reasoned that they

lacked the faculty associated with the head. The Church Fathers believed women were not

capable of rational thought and tried to make this part of the natural order of the universe

through scriptural interpretation.

The references to women's lack of reason and subordination to man and husband

re-occur throughout the writings of the early Church Fathers. They even go so far as to

blame women for 'the Fall' from paradise. According to early Church Father Tertullian, the

Fall only occurred when the man, the "male ruling principle", was persuaded to listen to the

female reason; it was Eve, all by herself, who caused the Fall of man. Tertullian wrote:

You fwomen] are the Devil's gateway. You are the unsealer of that

forbidden tree. You are the first deserter of the Divine Law. You are she

who persuaded him whom the Devil was not valiant enough to attack. You
destroyed so easily God's image, man. On account of your desert, that is

death, even the Son of God had to die. (Tertullian, De Cultu Feminarum

l.l:2)
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Eve's sin led to unhappy consequences. She, as well as all women after her, was cursed to

feel pain during childbearin;, andher fate was sealed under the authority of her husband

(Augustine, De Genesi contra Manichaeos 2.19:29). Augustine attributed the Fall of man

to Eve's lack of reason. Again, this followed the idea that women were not complete,

rational beings. They were only complete and rational in relationship with men. As Ruether

saw it, because it was Eve that caused the Fall of man, the Church Fathers believed that

\Momen were the root of evil and responsible for the Original Sin. Women were deemed

sinful by nature.

This scapegoating of women as both sinful and evil seems historically characteristic

of Christian tradition. Through her historic-developmental analysis of the concept of evil,

Ruether identifies the difference between the use of Genesis in Hebrew culture and its

adoption into Christianity by the Church Fathers. She reveals that the concepts of the Fall

and Original Sin were not a significant part of Rabbinic teaching concerning either Genesis

or the cause of evil. Ruether states:

The Hebrew myth of Eve has had much greater cultural impact than that
of Pandora, since Christian theology has understood it to be divine
revelation and hence has taken this rather odd folktale with consummate

theological seriousness. It is perhaps not insignificant to note that Hebrew

thought itself, in the Scriptures and early Rabbinic writings, did not take

this story very seriously... it is never referred to at any other place in
Hebrew Scripture as the basis of the etiology of evil. (Sexism and God-
Talk 166)

Ruether identifies a historical period she calls the 'intertestamental apocallptic

thought' (1S0 B.C. - 95 A.D.) in which the idea that women are the root cause of evil in the

world begins to become popular. However, she notes that the story of Eve is still not used
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to identify the cause of evil; rather, another story in Genesis is used: "...the myth used to

express this was not the Eve story, but the Watcher story of Genesis 6: 1-4" (166). This

story identifies women's beauty as the origin of evil (167).

According to Ruether, despite the popularity of the'Watcher story as a device to

indicate women as the cause of evil, the idea was actually not adopted into early

Christianity. Ruether states,

The Gospels likewise ignore the Eve story as the basis of the origin of
evil. They share the late Jewish world view in which human decision
making, for good or evil, is surrounded by powerful demonic influences
that tip the balance to the negative side. But the etiology of the demonic
po\¡/ers is not spelled out...Judaism recognizes an element of collective
historical evil as cosmic powers that pull humans to bad choices, it
presumes that human freedom to choose good over evil remains
fundamentally intact. (1 67)

Instead, Ruether attributes the historical development of scapegoating women to

Pauline theology. She argues that Pauline theology treats sin in a manner unprecedented in

Hebrew tradition (167). The full development of the fall story and its identification with the

story of Eve as the root of all evil culminates in the interpretive works on Pauline theology

written by Augustine.

Augustine and his successors saw the Adamic fall as obliterating human
freedom to choose good. Humans become alienated from their own good

human potential, which must be given back to them as a gift through the
Crucifixion of Christ. Thus, the scapegoating of Eve as the cause of the
fall of Adam makes all women, as her daughters, guilty for the radical
impotence of 'man' in the face of evil " (16l).
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As the early Church Fathers consistentlypreached these dualisms, they began to

shape the attitudes of Christian tradition conceming women. They defined the ways a

woman was viewed in society; for example, 'woman' came to be associated strictly with

bodily characteristics and were seen useful only in their capacity for procreation. Ruether

argues that women were used by men objectively and without passion to bear heirs to the

family. This subject-object relationship ofman and woman led to a depersonalized view

of the latter.

Based on beliefs about the nature of women, as well as the attitudes toward them as

being the reason for Original Sin and the Fall from the Garden of Eden, the Church Fathers

(here Ruether quotes Jerome) developed three categories or images of women: strumpet,

wife, and virgin (163). According to Ruether, a strumpet was considered to be a woman

who, through her physical desirability, tempted a man away from his rational will and

moral reasoning (163-4). A proper wife was considered a submissive body to a man who

was her "head", even rmder unreasonable treatment. A wife's obligation was to submit to

her husband. (Augustine, De Genesi contra Manichaeos 15.17: 19). A virgin was marked

by the absence of a woman's sexual experience with a man. Ruether notes the special

significance of virginity: it is only through this state of a woman, as Church Fathers

believed, that she could be redeemed from her sinful nature and ascend to spirituality and

personhood. Women's equality with men could be attained only by negating their "bodily

nature" ("Misogyny'' 164).

For Ruether, it is important to notice how women are consistently defined in terms

of body. The Church Fathers taught that awoman was irredeemable if she was only body.
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They also taught, however, that through virginity a woman could redeem herself by

transcending her female nature and transforming herself into something more like what was

considered to be the male naflre (160). They also wrote extensively to emphasize that

virginity is superior to marriage. The three images of women (noted earlier) are directed at

women's sexuality and the fear of men's sexual desire for them. The Church Fathers

believed that women were responsible for man's sinfulness, especially the sin of male

desire for the woman's body. Not only did the three images of woman define how they

should act and what their proper role was in society; these images also contained profound

meanings for Christian attitudes toward marriage. According to Ruether, the belief that

women are the object of men's desire and that this desire debases a man's mind and soul

led the Church Fathers to conclude that it was necessary to blot out the image of the female

body before the eyes of the male. Terlullian even advocated that women should destroy

their physical appearances so that they would appear unattractive to the eyes of men

(Tertullian, De Cultu Feminarum2,2).To divert attention away from the body, any tlpe of

adomment was forbidden and women's bodies were hidden through the use of heavy dress

and veil. The hidden face and limbs concealed the woman's physical appearance. Ruether

states that the act of covering and veiling of women would allow the husband to love the

wife as a soul even as he hated her bodily nature.

Ruether writes that in their attempt to rationally and theologically justify the idea of

the virgin as the perfect woman, the Church Fathers had a difficult problem to overcome. In

order for women to be spiritually pure, they had to be virgins; yet this could not be possible

for married women as the act of marriage itself denied a woman's ability to remain a virgin

and thus spiritually pure. The dilemma for women was not only a theological problem to be
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debated by scholars; it also became a practical problem for many women, a matter which is

discussed later in relation to women's experiences. At this point, we have to return to the

Church Fathers' ideas about the body to understand the dilemma. Augustine wrote:

In marriage, intercourse for the purpose of generation has no fault attached

to it, but for the purpose of satisfying concupiscence, provided with a

spouse, because of the marriage fidelity, it is a venial sin. (Augustine, De
bono coniugali 1,6)

While continence is of greater merit, it is no sin to render the conjugal
debt, but to exact it beyond the need for generation is a venial sin.
(Augustine, De bono coniugali l, 6)

The Church Father's soul and body dualism framed the woman as a sex object

solely for the creation of children. "Intrinsically inferior to virginity'' ("Misogynt'' 164),

mariage provided a justification for a relationship that would allow access to sex for

procreation. The Chwch Fathers asserted that the act of sex in marriage was forgivable but

not redeemable. They maintained that sexual relations between husband and wife were still

deemed to be sinful unless the intent of the act was a conscious or rational attempt at

procreation (162). They believed that sexual relations were inherently degrading to the

mind or soul. The act of marriage implicitly reduced a woman's integrity, as she could no

longer claim virginity. However, a woman's loss of integrity through marriage could be

redeemed by procreating and nurhring virginal daughters (164-5).

Having demonstrated that, for the Chwch Fathers, the only good aspect ofmarriage

was procreation, Ruether uses Augustine's writings to show how their philosophical

reasoning conceming marriage rationalized a subject-object relationship between men and

women, which reinforced the domination and subjugation of the latter.
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Marriage itself among all races is for the one pulpose of procreating

children, whatever will be their station and character afterwards; marriage

was instituted for this purpose, so that children might be born properly and

decently. (Augustine 15.17 :19)

Therefore, while it was permitted for one husband to have several wives, it
was not permitted for one woman to have several husbands, not even for
the sake of offspring [...] things that are ruled, indeed, are subjected to an

individual master...and so we read, where no one holy women served two
or more living husbands; we do read, however, that one man had several

wives when the customs of that people permitted it and the nature of the

time encouraged it, for it is not against the nature of marriage. Many
women can conceive children by one man, but one \troman cannot do so

by many men- this is the nature of principles- just as many should be

properly subjected to the one God. (Augustine 15.17:19)

There is a further consequence of the soul and body dualism, implicit in Ruether's

discussion on the contradictions within the canonical tradition. The husband's deliberate

decision to engage in sexual relations for the purpose of procreation in married life, which

requires thought and rationality, justifies sex in the eyes of the Fathers because it

dissociates the act of sexuality from the 'female' or the 'irrational', which chaructenzes the

body in the dualistic schema. Sex now becomes 'male' and 'spiritual' as it is the object of

'rational' or 'mindful' choice. To have sex without the 'thought' of procreation would

suggest that the act was committed as a result of emotional or 'irrational' behavior; without

that thought, the act becomes a 'bodily' or 'female' act caused by a woman who is the

object of male desire. Thus, disassociating sexual relations in marriage from emotion

[female] and associating it with rational thought fmale] makes marital sex masculine and

spiritually redeemable. The ultimate outcome of this deeper reasoning reinforces the

hegemonic position of the husband as 'head' of the woman.
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Through her examination of historical tradition Ruether reveals how the Church

Fathers rutionalizedthat women, who chose to lead the life of virginity, found "the shortest

route to heaven" (" MisogynrÌ' 169). Unfortunately, this was not an unmixed blessing for

women. As Ruether observes:

. . . they paid the price of despising all real physical women, sex and

fecundity, and wholly etherealizing women into incorporeal phantasms.

(r7e)

As the Church Fathers exerted unrelenting effort to create a disjunction between

mind and body, in which the body was completely degraded, they fostered the development

of misogyny, which can still be evidenced in Christian tradition today'

We can see that Ruether's Mariology, or her study of the perfect woman (namely,

Mary), which employs her method of identifying and analyzing dualisms (in this instance,

of the soul and body), uncovers the unnatural assumptions underlying society's problematic

attitudes toward women. Ruether's study of Mariology reveals that the icon of the

redeemed Virgin Mary plays a key element in revealing negative attitudes toward women

in Christian tradition. Implicitly, Mariology plays a central interpretive role in Ruether's

analysis of the body. Mary embodies the role and demeanor of the perfect woman, both as

wife and as virgin; thus she exhibits the paradigmatic instance of contradiction, which is

prominently employed by Ruether in her methodology. This contradiction is a key concept,

which she implicitly employs in her study of embodiment. This contradiction, as she points

out, signals the presence of clear practical problems for women's experience in both the

secular and the spiritual realms.
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Using her methodology, Ruether acknowledges the absence of women's experience

in canonical tradition, and then she undertakes the necessary research to discover women's

voice in history. Feminist theology, which raises the woman's voice on theological

matters, is criticized for its use of 'experience', particularly women's experience, for

theological content and its criteria of tmth. The underlying argument in opposition to

feminist theology is that experience does not have the same authority as objective truth. In

response, Ruether reminds us that all theological reflection, especially within the Westem

theological tradition, is based on experience and socio-cultural interpretations (Sexism and

God-Talk 12-20). That experience does not carry weight and "seems to be a

misunderstanding of the experiential base of all theological reflection. What have been

called the objective sources of theolog¡ Scripture and tradition, are themselves codified

collective human experience" (12). She also reminds us that "human experience is the

starting point and ending point of the hermeneutical circle" (Iz).It is a fact that classic

theological traditions, including the 'objective' codified traditions, are "based on male

experience rather than on universal human experience" (12). According to Ruether,

feminist theology exposes the bias in classical theology that has shut out women's

experience in theological reflection. Feminist theology is not unique in its use of

experience, as this is the basis of classic theological reflection; rather, feminist theology is

unique because it draws upon women's experience (12). Through her experiential approach

to Mariology, she reveals the underlying contradictions of canonical Christian traditions

and the use of Mary as a hegemonic icon.

According to Ruether, the embodiment of women in the canonical tradition,

especially the use of the Fall, is away of reinforcing the subjugation of women. She argues
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that the reiteration of this myth propagates the suppression of women in each successive

generation and equates women with sin and evil. Referring to stories of this nature as

myths of the female evil (165), she argues that "stories like the myth of Eve also enforce

the continued repression and subjugation of women, as 'punishment' for her primordial

'sin' in causing the fall of 'man' and the loss of paradise" (169). Ruether points out that,

when women attempt to assert their autonomy or resist submission, a "whole range of

coercive techniques, from brute force to contempt and ridicule to artful blandishments,"

(170) are used to control them. As a result, women have been subjected to brutal treatment.

She uses the example of witchcraft persecutions to show women's experiences that result

from myths of female evil.

ln Ruether's view, historical documentation written by women is rare. However,

although the absence of evidence of women's experiences makes it difficult to directly

study their personal historical accounts, she argues that we can ferret out evidence of

'women's experiences indirectly through documents written from the male perspective.

Ruether documents the attitude toward women in the late medieval period through texts

written by inquisitors. She reveals the inquisitor's explicit reference to women as being less

capable of intellectual thought and moral selÊcontrol (170). 'We 
can see how they have

been contemptibly treated by men, relate to their experiences , andrealíze that they have

been categorized as people who were naturally susceptible to demonic comrption.

A stark historical example of women's experience of persecution as a result of

female embodiment myths is the witchcraft trials in Puritan Massachusetts between 1647

and 1700 A.D. (171). Ruether states that witchcraft persecutions were directed toward
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outspoken and independent women. She uses evidence of a demographic study by Carol

Karlsen, The Devil in the Shape of a'lToman: The Wtch in the Seventeenth Century

Massaclrusetts,which shows that the primary group of individuals persecuted for

witchcraft consisted of women. Women targeted for persecution defied categoization;

those persecuted included older women between forty and sixty years of age, women past

childbearin E age, widows, single women, \¡/omen healers, midwives, and women with land

inheritances. Ruether's message here is that the status or condition ofwomen did not

matter for the persecutors; those who were targeted appeared to be women who did not

conform to social expectations of the ideal women. Lack of conformity to male

expectations made any woman susceptible to persecution by law and, if convicted, to the

prurishment of execution.

Ruether does not explicitly point to Mary as the root source of the impulse to

subjugate and persecute women. However, the icon of Mary and the meanings it conveys

concerning the proper social conduct of a woman in Christian society has reinforced the

tendency to control women and to enforce men's expectations against them. ln Ruether's

Mariology, we see her employing her methodology in order to identify hierarchical

relationships between men and women. The failure of women to follow Mary's example

confirmed the essential nature of women as body and rationalized the imposition of male

dominance against them. Ruether makes this clear in her account of the theological and

philosophical beliefs toward the body held and propagated by the early Church Fathers,

particularly Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, and Jerome.
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While these Church Fathers were in essential agreement about women, Ruether

notes that Gregory's views differed slightly from those of Augustine's and Jerome's.

Gregory was less preoccupied with sex and sexuality as the foremost symbol of sin. He

believed that Augustine and Jerome were excessive in their treatment of marital sexuality

as sinful. Gregory wrote that Mary, through her virginity, averted the cycle of birth and

death. According to Ruether, Gregory believed that all human beings had the potential of

averting this cycle if they practiced asceticism. Still, the three Church Fathers agreed about

the basic sinfulness of women, and Ruether shows how the traditional Marian ideal for

women and its inherently flawed reasoning created practical problems in married life.

Based on Augustine's letters she identifies the disjunction between this tradition and the

experience of women who appropriated the Church's ascetic reasoning about women and

used it for their own liberation, to the dissatisfaction of their husbands. Thus, Ruether

recounts the instance of a fourth century woman named Ecducia, who 'vowed continence'

from her husband to achieve spiritual redemption. She resolved to maintain this act of

sexual abstinence to give her autonomous control of her body the way aman could

("Misogynism" 160) and to gain spiritual grace. Ruether notes that Augustine wrote a letter

to Ecducia, outlining the natural subjugation of women to men and adding that it was sinful

for a woman to refuse the debt of her body to her husband (160). Clearly this advice was a

confirmation, from the Church Father himself, of the Christian tradition of male dominance

and control over women. Clearly also, it undoubtedly reveals the contradiction between the

image of the ideal woman and her onlypath to spiritual redemption, on one hand, and, on

the other hand, the haditional expectations that the dominant husband could claim against

his wife.
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Ruether pointed out that misogynism is evident in Catholicism today, specifically in

the ban against the ordination of women. This ban, in her view, excludes them arbitrarily

from the ministry of the Church. An argument in favor of this stance is that Jesus appointed

only men at the Last Supper to be his disciples and, in doing so, prohibited the admission of

\ilomen to ordained ministry. Jesus was male and men are clearer images of himself. For

Ruether, this raises the question: which is more essential - maleness or humanity?

Maleness, supported by tradition, is to her not a sufficient foundation for the argument

against women, who are part of humanity. Though centuries of tradition are, to many

minds, an imposing argument in itself, prohibition of the ordination of women is less a

matter of sacrament and more a matter of the cultural noÍns and social structures. For

Ruether, there is no justification for its continuance'

The key to understanding Ruether's logic is the implicit meanings that the icon of

Mary conveys in the Christian tradition concerning the spiritual redemption of women and

their earthly duty in ma:riage. Virgin Mary's icon in the Christian tradition represents not

only the dutiful wife and mother, but also the spiritually redeemed woman. This, itself, is

an obvious contradiction, insofar as a mother, who has begotten children, cannot be

regarded as a virgin. This impossible image or icon places an unattainable goal for women;

this unrealistic expectation could produce doubt even among women who remain

religiously committed.

Ruether believes that the ideas put forth by the Church Fathers naturalized the

subjugation of women. She reveals how the established hierarchical relationship between

men and women created contradictions for women's spiritual redemption. Through the
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association of women with the body and sexual activity þarticularly in marriage), the

spiritual redemption of women became theoretically problematic. The use of Mary as ever

Virgin to promote the image of the ideal women, and women's fidelity to their role as

subordinate to men in practical life, are not reconcilable. The ideal and the practical cannot

be in any one woman. The Church Fathers insisted that the act ofprocreation was

irredeemable even in marriage; virginity was the only condition for the ideal woman if she

wanted to obtain spiritual redemption in death. This view is clearly a prescription for the

destruction of the husb and-wife relationship.

Conclusion

In Sexism and God-Talfr, Ruether clearly identifies the way by which humans

understand or internalizetheir experiences through their culture and historical knowledge.

As far back as human memory stretches, and certainly within the history

of Biblical traditions, no new prophetic tradition ever is interpreted in a
cultural vacuum. However startling and original the vision, it must always

be communicated and made meaningful through some transformation of
ideas and symbols already cunent. (14)

Information or ideas are interpreted through cultural filters or understandings and

personal life experiences. Indeed we can see early cultural beliefs held in Greek society that

influenced the early Church Fathers' conceptualizationof women and their creation of the

icon of Mary and that reinforced the hierarchical relationship between men and women.
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Mariology provides Christianitywith the values and meanings that the icon of Mary

represents. Mary symbolizes the perfect woman in Christianity and is promoted as the role

model to all Christian women. The icon of Mary implicitly conveys with it a system of

cultural dualisms and meanings that relate to embodiment and create a hierarchical social

structure between men and women. Mariology is the interpretive key through which v/e can

understand Ruether's position and work on embodiment. Through a dialectic method using

Biblical/tristorical tradition and experience Ruether's Mariology provides a new window

with which to view the concept of the body, which was assumed or believed to be part of

the natural order of things. Ruether's Mariology revealed the historical circumstances and

gnderlying logic (dualisms) that influenced the experiences of women's lives. According to

her, modem day perceptions of the body trace back to the early fourth century rise of

Mariology, when virgrnity and asceticism were first elevated to exceptional status. The

'þerfect virgin woman" was a myth created by the Early Church Fathers to substantiate and

promote the ideal of asceticism. Ruether's dialectic method reveals how these views on the

negation of the body were not necessarily new. Through her historical examination of pre-

Christian traditions we are shown how these ideas of embodiment were existing cultural or

social beließ that the early church Fathers justified through the use of Biblical scriptures;

these beliefs were indoctrinated into the early church and directly impacted Christian

'women. Once these attitudes were considered to be the official position of the Chwch,

these conventions were strictly enforced.

Misogyny is a human phenomenon. It is pervasive in Westem society, although we

do not always recoguze it in everyday life. Through Mariology, Ruether traced misogyny

as far back as the early Church Fathers in the fourth century and she has explained how it
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has shaped the perception of the human body for Christianity. It is clear from Ruether's

work that much of the cultural ethos of earlier Greek society was adopted by the Church

Fathers and justified by Augustine using Biblical scriptures. Ruether studies the topic of

embodiment in the same way she studied the topic ofMariology. Mariology leads to the

understanding that the ideal of the virgin woman is a product of the misogynistic teachings

of the early Church fathers. It is through Mariology that we can understand Ruether's

approach and underlying concepts to her analysis of embodiment. Ideas about the body are

not natural thoughts; Christians are deliberately taught how to think about embodiment

through their experience of Mary and through theological teachings and meanings

attributed to her by the Church. That is, the image of Mary is based on theological ideas,

teachings and meanings that were adopted from pre-Christian tradition. The early Church

Fathers hegemonically naturalized the idea of what a woman should be through the use of

the image of Mary. Through hegemony, the icon of Mary defines what a woman's role is

with respect to her husband and society. Mariology helps illuminate for us the

understanding of the body. It helps us to better urderstand our unconscious perception of

the role of women and women's bodies. However, Mariology goes even further according

to Ruether. Mariology also informs Christians on attitudes toward nature and attitudes

toward women's role in the Church.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RUETHER'S ECOLOGY

Introduction

Ecological issues are among the most pressing that the global community now

faces. As a feminist theologian, Ruether has directed her incisive intellectual skills at these

issues with the use of the dialectical methodology she developed in her study of Mariology.

She demonstrates the strong relevance of Mariology to ecological problems, which are

perpetuated by contemporary society's deeply rooted dualistic attitudes toward nature.

These attitudes have been influenced and reinforced by the Christian tradition and, in

Ruether's view, are based on the same dualistic structures as Mariology's binaries, such as

man/woman and mind/body. Her argument is that, historically, these Mariological binaries

are the root cause of the current ecological crisis. ln pwsuing this argument, she applies her

dialectical approach to Mariology in order to reveal the contradictions in the Christian

tradition, which has fostered the received view concerning the disjunction between humans

and nature. In this chapter, I will show that her signature method of studying the tension

between Christian Mariological tradition and women's experience serves as the

methodological and conceptual framework for her exploration of ecology. I will attempt to

demonstrate that Ruether's approach to Mariology provides the needed interpretive key to

the understanding of her work on ecology.

Christian theology, Ruether argues, sets up a dualistic and hierarchical structure

of culture vs. nature and man vs. woman, where woman is associated with nature and

man is associated with culture.'[n Gaia and God; New Woman, New Earth and Sexism

and God-talÈ, Ruether identifies the Church's appropriation of pre-Christian Hebraic text,
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such as Isaiah, in order to establish the divine justification of human control over nature.

Subsequently, scholars during the Enlightenment period, such as Francis Bacon, used the

Hebraic-influenced traditional Christian tenets to legitimate the use of science and reason

to control and ultimately to exploit nature. Ruether's dialectic approach to Mariology is

needed to reveal the contradictions in tradition and the resulting disjunction between man

and nature.

It is important to note that, as a feminist theologian, Ruether's exploration of

ecology is colored and motivated by her feminist perspective. She is one of the first

modern thinkers to speak about the interconnections between feminism and ecology; in

fact, since 1971, she has articulated the connection between what she regards as

ecological and feminist crises. In her view, ecofeminism "represents the union of

ecology and feminism" ("Ecofeminism" i) and "is founded on the basic intuition that

there is a fundamental connection in'Westem culture, and in patriarchal cultures

generally, between the domination of women and the domination of nature" (1).

Ruether's belief in the cor¡rection of the woman's body and ecology in

ecofeminism is not accidental. It is directly related to her study of Mariology, insofar as

Mariology plays a central role in analyzingthe denigration of both women and nature in

'Western culture. This denigration is made evident by Ruether in her examination of the

conflict between Christian tradition and women's experience, which she elaborates upon

in her study of Mariology. In Liberation Theology, Ruether notes that "the subjugation

of the female by the male is the primary psychic model" for all types of oppression (118).
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Because the female and nature are on the same side of the binary dualism, the tradition

has looked at nafure also as an object to use and exploit as seen fit by men.

Ruether was one of the first modern thinkers to speak about the interconnection

between feminism and ecology. Although others, such as Elizabeth Dodson-Gray in

"Green Paradise Lost," have made this same connection, Ruether offers a most insightful

analysis of the interconnectedness of the subjugation of woman and the subjugation of

nature in an explicitly theological way. Ruether is relentlessly critical of many positions,

even of feminist opinions on this issue. She attempts to address difficult and

uncomfortable questions, including the questions pertaining to the weak and

marginalized. The present chapter delves into Ruether's ecofeminist theology presented

in her articles and major works on ecofeminism, including New Woman, New Earth

(I975), and Gaia & God (1992). In these works we will see that, just as her analysis of

the development of Mariology is pivotal to her understanding of the fate of the body in

orthodox Christianity, Mariology also returns as the operative methodological framework

for Ruether's writings on ecology. She argues that the contemporary ecological crisis is

the historical consequence of Christian Mariology. Just as Mary is the historical product

of anti-body, anti-woman ascetic attitudes, so is environmental disregard the product of

Christian Mariology. We will also see Ruether's refusal to completely abandon Christian

scripture and tradition, notwithstanding the tendency among many feminist writers to do

so. Her methodological strategy is this: first, uncover the damage done to the way we in

society view Mary, embodiment and gender difference, ecclesiology, and ecology by the

canonical Christian writings on Mariology; then examine viable alternative ideas to foster
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improved understanding of these areas of human concern. This chapter attempts to

demonstrate this in relation to ecological issues.

The Contradiction in the'Naturalization' of control

Ruether employs her approach to Mariology, which begins by uncovering the

discord between canonical tradition and experience, in her study of ecological issues.

Uncovering the problems in Mariology, she initially explores the roots of the subjugation

of the woman by the man, which leads to her incursion into the ways by which the

Church maneuvered to elevate a spiritual Mary despite her bodily nature. In Sexism and

God-Talk (73-75) Ruether identifies three main elements in the 'naturalization' of the

control of men over women: 1) puberty rites and control over sacred cultural symbols; 2)

control of economic production (labor); and 3) elimination of the female point of view

through the monopoly of culturally valued activities. Ruether's approach shows how the

'naturalized' hierarchical relationship between men and women is unnatural and

contradictory.

Ruether begins by responding to Sheny Ortner's article, "Is Female to Male as

Nature is to Culture?" in Women, Culture and Society. Ortner outlines how the universal

hierarchical relationship between men and women is created in societies through the

puberty rites for girls and boys. Her explanation demonstrates how unnatural and

contradictory these relationships are, and how they reflect the similar disjunctions in the

wider society. She argues that male puberty rites culturally deflrne boys as men by taking

them out of the mother's social sphere and putting them into the father's sphere and by

inculcating in them, during the initiation process, a sense of hierarchy and entitlement.
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Eventually young males internalize the culturally accepted view that the male sphere is

hierarchically superior to the female sphere (73).

In female initiation rites, Ruether continues, the female sphere becomes devalued

and repudiated, through ritual words and actions. In the process female puberfy rites re-

initiate girls back into the mother's world; in contrast, males are seen to break the ties

from the mother's sphere and to enter the men's world (73-74). Furthermore the male's

control over magical cultural symbols, such as holy bundles or sacred flutes, serves to

legitimize their power over women(ß-7$. By describing these initiation rites, Ruether

demonstrates how the hierarchical relationship between men over women is established.

Although men and women in any given society may believe their relationship to be

natural, her analysis clearly shows how it is unnatural in that it has been brought about by

the culturally sanctioned imposition of male power over women, rather than by the

acknowledgement of the natural equality between men and women. She illustrates how

power over women is legitimized through the use of tradition and control of religious,

magical, and supematurally meaningful symbols in initiation rituals. By critically

examining the Christian tradition, Ruether exposes men's control over cultural symbols

through puberty initiation rites and uncovers the source of male control over women. In

so doing Ruether demonstrates her characteristic approach to Mariology.

Closer to ecological matters, Ruether also analyzes male control over modes of

production. She argues that the male's control of female labor is an important aspect of

understanding the cultural metaphor of dominated nature and the dominated woman (74).

Asserting that the definition of male and female economic roles within the hierarchical
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relationship restricts women to daily chores and reproductive activities, she observes that

"Males become a leisure class with relatively little to do but decorate themselves, sharpen

their weapons, and prepare for the occasional great excursions of hunting and war.

Confining some women to ornamental status is the luxury of a male aristocratic elite"

(74). hthis example, her focus on male control over modes of production (e.g.

procuring or producing food, by hunting, for the subsistence of the family and/or the

tribe) uncovers one vehicle through which women are subjugated. This process of

identifying modes of control used to create hierarchical relationships is characteristic of

her work in Mariology. As in Mariology, Ruether reveals how these modes are used to

eliminate the female point of view from positions of social, economic, or religious

authority.

In her analysis of the development of Mariology, Ruether demonstrates how the

female point of view was eliminated by men who controlled and defined the concepts of

embodiment in early Christianity. Her approach to ecological issues follows the same

pattern. She identifies the modes of control and argues that the elimination of the female

point of view is accomplished through the monopolization of valued cultural activities by

men. These valued cultural activities are often associated with ritualistic and leisurely

functions, not daily necessities.

If women make ordinary clothes, men may monopolize the making of
festival clothes, war bonnets, and so on. If women provide daily food, men

may monopolize festival food, barbecues, and the like. Men occupy the

sphere of freedom and confine women to the sphere of necessity. The

female then comes to be seen from the male point of view as a threatening

lower'power'who seeks to deprive him of his freedom and drag him
down into the realm of necessity. (75)
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Just as in Mariology, Ruether's identification of these processes reveals the social

disjunction between men and women. Male control of ritualistic activity restricts or

prevents lvomen from participation in valued cultural activities. Thus, women are barred

from any access to spiritual experiences or to authority as men. In this way women's

views and voices are silenced.

New Woman, New Earth was Ruether's first book on ecofeminist theology.

Following the same signature approach she has used in Mariology, her analysis covers

the millennia of human history. Diachronicaily she traces early Hebrew traditions and

Greek philosophies that pre-dated Christianity following their development over time.

Then in a dialectic fashion, she reveals contradictions between canonical tradition in

Christianity and women's experience to explore possible reform that can result from

these contradictions.

Ruether reaches back to pre-Christian Hebraism and cites Isaiah (24) as the

biblical text that articulates a social or human covenant with the natural world. She

asserts that this text describes the "cosmic covenant" between human beings and nature

as mutually inclusive and holistic (New líloman 31). This version of the text was,

unfortunately, eventually destroyed by conquest. Then, Ruether informs us that, in the

classical age,itwas Aristotle who introduced the devaluation of femaleness and nature.

The Aristotelian view attributed differentiated natures to men and women; at the same

time, it gave priority to mind over body. With the rise of industrialization, liberalism

intended to improve society through scientific rationalism. However, under the influence

of Francis Bacon, who emphasized rational, scientific reasoning, subjugation of nature by

science was legitimated. According to Ruether, Bacon "sought to bring the project of
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scientific domination of nature under the aegis of Christian respectability by declaring

that the domination of nature through science was actually the fulfillment of the ancient

Christian hope for the redemption of nature" (191). In contrast, romanticism was a

backlash against liberalism's growing technological order. But romanticism went further

and created more of an ideological problem with regard to the relationship between men

and women. When it highlighted the differences between men and women, and

particularly held that women are closer to nature and therefore less rational, romanticism

continued the male domination over both women and the natural world. Ruether states

that the romantic era left women caught in a dilemma: either they aim at equal status with

men by aspiring for the characteristics of reasoning and logic, or they remain degraded by

settling for their prescribed characteristics of earthiness and femininity (19a). This

"romantic escapism" emphasized the complimentary natures of men and women, which,

in effect, denigrated women.

True to her critical style, Ruether scrutinizes ideological or philosophical

viewpoints addressing ecological issues. Thus she critically evaluates the theoretical

positions held by Marxism or state socialism and by free-market capitalism in an effort to

formulate her alternative position. She notes that, as women were confined to the sphere

of the house, which meant love, child nurturing and housekeeping, their careers were

relegated to the home. She infers that this is characteristically part of a capitalist societ¡

where women are trapped in a subservient role in the private sector to serve men's needs.

An important observation Ruether makes in her analysis is that:

\ryomen's education is concentrated in the 'humanities' and that they are
generally under-educated in scientific and technological language. This
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reinforces their psychological aversion to the most critical areas where real

po\Mer is exercised in society, as well as their decision to confine
themselves to the home or seek careers only in those auxiliary spheres,

such as nursing and social work, that extend the work of the home, but
without challenging the antihuman values of the public realm. (200)

She also suggests that the combined philosophical ideas of both liberalism and

romanticism did not make any equitable changes in the relationship between men and

women or in the unfair division of labor; rather, both paradigms reinforced the underlying

socio-cultural unequal divisions between them. These social constructions have not only

affected the perception and role of women in society; they have also psychologically

influenced the career paths that women choose for themselves. In this analysis, Ruether's

critical examination of philosophical paradigms and how they influence women's

experience characteristically exhibit the use of her methodological approach to Mariology.

For her, Christian Mariological attitudes were implicit in both scientific rationalism and

romanticism, both of which reinforced the subjugation of women and the disregard for

nahre and environment.

Reforming canonical tradition using modified existant structural elements carries

forward her signature approach to Mariology in her exploration of ecological issues.

Despite her criticism directed at philosophical and ideological viewpoints, she also takes

good elements from them and proposes ways of rectifying or changing oppressive

structures into positive healthy relationships. She envisions a society based on reducing

the deleterious human impact on the environment through a re-organization of cities and

a re-examination of the division of labor. According to Ruether, the communalization of

daily life would mean equal sharing of housekeeping, child-rearing, and food preparing
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responsibilities. No one gender would be confined to exclusive responsibilities. The

communal sharing of items such as equipment, tools, or even kitchens, would eliminate

wasteful consumption and over-production of technological goods. Ruether indicates

that the decentralization of the economy would allow for small factories, workshops, and

farms belonging to the community. In turn these smaller structures could reduce over-

consumption of natural resources and eliminate waste through renewal and recycling

(209). She proposes not only socially oriented ecological reforms, but also the alteration

of technolo gical structures.

In order to resolve the conflict between alternative visions of our present

economic structure, Ruether proposes a re-evaluation of the way we utilize current

technologies and the adoption of existing altemative and environmentally friendly

technologies, which are not predominantly used. For example, she suggests not only the

more frequent use of bicycles, public transportation, and electric cars for daily

commuting but also moving away from the use of energy sources that cause pollution and

global warming, toward less polluting sources, such as sun, wind, water, and possibly

nuclear energy. She insists that the use of these technologies is not a reversal of human,

social, intellectual or technological progress, as "harmony between the human

community and natural systems has nothing to do with anti-intellectual or anti-

technological primitivism" (205). She believes that humans should be able to

intelligently uttlize technology in a way that does not destroy nature. Ultimately, her

suggestion that we reduce the harmful impact on the environment by changing our

lifestyles involves changing the way we think about the relationships between men and

rvomen þarticularly involving the division of labor) and how we think about our
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relationship with, and our impact on, the natural world that we ate part of. Consistent

with her strategy for reforming Mariology, Ruether seeks to resolve the tension between

humans and nature by pointing to the problems in the status quo and by calling us to

change the way that we think about ourselves and the world around us. She calls us to

recognize and change the Mariological dualisms, which influence our perception and

attitudes toward the environment.

A central element of Ruether's work on Mariology, which concerns the problem

of sex-roles or sex-personality stereotyping, is also seen in her work on ecology' She

argues that if sex-role stereotyping and sex-personality stereotyping were eliminated,

genuine individuals would emerge and live in a state of reciprocal interdependence

among ourselves and nature. By removing the notions of 'I' and 'thou', societies would

move in the direction of, and give attention to, solidarity with others and the earth, to

nurture and renew it in the best interests of different communities and the society as a

whole. Ruether views this new solidarity as both utopian and practical'

According to ecofeminist theory, both woman and nature have historically been

given little or no meaning independent of men or mankind. Women endeavor to serve the

requirements and needs of men (Warren 2); similarly, nature serves as the source of food,

shelter and recreation for humans. In addition, while men ¿Ìre acknowledged as strong

and rational and woman as weak and submissive, humans are viewed as conscious and

rational as opposed to plants or animals, which react only on instinct. This division of

traits only emphasizes the stratified differences and serves to harm the marginalized

women and nature.
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"master nature, not by basing themselves on it (rather they maste¡ it), but by linking their

essential selves with a transcendent principle beyond nature which is pictured as

intellectual and male" (New l4/oman,13-1.4). For example, Ruether notes that Greek

philosophy symbolically associates women with matter and body, lower than the

transcendent mind, and to be ruled by it (^Sexzsm and God-Talk,79). Ruether explains

that, in Aristotle's Politics, ruling-class Greek males were construed to be the epitome of

mind or reason, while women, slaves, and barbarians "were naturally servile people,

represented by the body and passions, which must be ruled by the 'head"' (79). She

shows how the ancient Greeks perceived that the mind was tainted or demoralizedby

matter and how they elevated male consciousness above nature to the stature of gods

(78). Faithful to her historically diachronic approach in Mariology, she reveals the stages

of ancient thought that provided a foundation for the development of contemporary socio-

ecological beließ. Again, similar to her analytic approach to Mariology, Ruether shows

how the ancient Greek dualisms of mind./body, nature/culture, and male/female

developed into, or were incorporated into, later Christian theology; in fact these dualisms

are the basic elements that comprise Mariology.

For Ruether, the problem with dualism is the way its disparate elements are

treated. Dualisms imply that one element is qualitatively higher than or superior to the

other, that one is considered more valuable than the other, and that the lower element is

meant to serve the higher. Dualisms identify and solidify differences. The two

Ruether calls the hierarchical division "transcendent dualism", where men

contrasting elements are presented as polar opposites, though other writers point out that

the opposition does not automatically imply that either of the two is superior or inferior to
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the other (see, for example, Daly,3). As with Mariology, Ruether's one main

undertaking for ecological reform is to find an accommodating synthesis.

In Ruether's analysis of Mariology, one of her main tasks is to show that

canonical traditions can be probed to reveal problems and contradictions in order to

discover possible solutions or reforms. Similarly in her study of ecology, she uses biblical

historical traditions to indicate disjunction and to suggest resources for change. Ruether

enquires into the roots of the doctrines of Christianity and of modern beliefs and asks

how they developed over time. Through this method Ruether reveals how the original

meaning of Babylonian, Hebraic and Greek creation stories changed over time as they

were adapted to reflect the changing belief systems of the groups that used them. As was

shown in Chapter Three, the biblical historical approach that Ruether uses shows how

ecological attitudes toward nature and nature's symbolic association with women were

shaped, not by eternal truths, but by historical circumstances deliberately influenced by

important religious actors. Ruether shows that, sometime during the rise and

predominance of Christianity, ecological attitudes underwent important changes and in

time became associated with the symbolization of man and nature. She points out that the

historical development of religious and mythological creation stories evidently reflects a

transition from maternal to male-centered mythic systems. Along with the transition from

female-centered traditions to male-centered traditions \Ã/as a hierarchical persistence of

the male over the female.

For each of these creation stories, Ruether identifies key symbols and metaphors

that were used to reinforce the beliefs and religious ideas of the society that used them.
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Whereas the Babylonian and Greek stories clearly outline the division between the ruling

class and the laborer, the Hebrew scripture eliminates it. The difference between the

Hebrew adaptation of Enuma Elish andPlato's creation story is the latter's insistence on

the complete separation of the soul from the earth (Gaia and God 25). In contrast, in the

Hebrew story, Adam shares a bond with the earth and with animals (22). Ruether's

examination of biblical historical tradition shows how ideological concepts, which are

believed to be based on divine truths, are in fact cultural constructions reinforced through

stories of creation used to convey dominant hegemonic beliefs. Ruether's interpretation

of these creation stories offers us her explanation.

Babyloniøn Creøtion Story

Ruether focuses her attention first on the Babylonian tradition. She identifies

elements in its creation story which were hegemonic and which instilled the dominant

ideologies to people in Babylon. Her method reveals information about the different

stages in this society and its belief systems that predominated at different points in its

development. As in her analysis of Mariology, she identifies the way by which these

hegemonic ideas justified existing social hierarchies in the Babylonian society.

Enuma Elish, its creation story, was believed to have been written during the early

2nd millennium B.C.E. and to have been rooted in earlier Sumerian stories (16). The

creation story was about struggles of political control and control over the political and

nafural forces that threatened the order of their society - social uprisings, military

invasions, floods, droughts, etc. (16-19). The story reflected the ideology and belief
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systems of the Babylonians during the period. Ruether highlights some of the main

elements of the story that tell us about its social 'messages'. First, the story recognizes

and legitimizes the Babylonians as a new powerful generation taking over an older, pre-

existing society. It recounts that the earlier society was controlled by non-human forces,

whereas the new Babylonian city-state was under human control (18). Second, it informs

us that the earlier world þre-Babylonian city-state) was matriarchal. The Mother

Goddess, Tiamat, was dominant and had a male consort. Tiamat's Son, Ea, took her

consort's symbol of power (a tiara) and killed him; then Ea instituted a new world order.

This new order was organized and ruled by dominant, powerful males, who had

subordinate female consorts (18). Third, it shows that the basis of creative power in

Babylon shifted from metaphors of reproduction (associated with women) to metaphors

of craftsmanship (associated with men). ln the story, during Tiamat's reign the creative

power consisted of the commingling of male and female in union. ln the new world order

under Marduk, Tiamat's grandson, power or influence was assumed by military

domination and artisan craftsmanship (18). The message of this transition is that "Life

begotten and gestated has its own autonomous principle of life. Dead matter, fashioned

into artifacts, makes the cosmos the private possession of its 'creators"' (18). Last, the

story justifies the hierarchy of rulers and slaves. After killing Tiamat, Marduk condemned

and killed Kingn, Tiamat's last consort, and created humans out of Kingu's blood mixed

with clay (17). Marduk then enslaved humans and freed the gods to a life of leisure' The

gods, who were freed from daily work and concems by the enslavement of humans,

symbolized the "leisured aristocracy of temple and palace who expropriate the product of

the labor of the serfs who toil in their fields and workshops" (18-19). The spheres of
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leisured aristocracy were 1) the hieratic power of ritual and law, and2) the military

power of armies and weapons (19). Ruether writes that "Leisure, based on the

expropriated labor, marks this aristocracy off from the lower ranks of serfs/slaves and

identifies them with the gods" (19).

Ruether's analysis of the symbols and metaphors in the Babylonian Enuma Elish

story identifies the ideological constructions of the Babylonian society. The story

describes and justifies the order of the cosmos and how this order became a basis for the

existing socio-political structure. It also justifies a superior class (which ruled over slaves

or serfs), a structure of male power over female power, and the domination of the power

of reproduction by the power to craft things out of dead matter.

Ruether's analysis of the story demonstrates that it justified social inequalities in

the Babylonian society. She also successfully outlines the ideological shift, from the

belief in the creative power of reproduction to the belief in the power of artisan work.

The recognition of the power to craft things out of 'dead matter', ascribed to the elite

class, indicates a shift toward the belief that nature (or its forces) is subservient to, or less

powerful than, the controllers of human labor and the possessors of artisan skills.

Needless to say, the acceptance of this belief system had consequences for people's

experiences in the Babylonian society.

Although the ancient Mediterranean empire of Mesopotamia was patriarchal, its

'women still played roles of real power as extensions of male porver. Ruether indicates

that queens and wives of kings were given palaces and temples for them to govern over

(175). She notes that daughters of kings were customarily accorded positions as
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priestesses and rulers of temples (175). However, these positions of power lvere

dependent on a woman's relationship with a male. Ruether writes that "These female

governors of temple and palace property were appointed because of their relation to their

husbands and fathers. They were dependent upon them for their power" (I75).

Ruether identifies several points of interest in Babylonian society conceming

women and govemance. In Babylonian society, women were regarded as "competent

economic administrators, [...] families made use of both male and female members to

govem their extended lands and work force" (175).In the case where a man had no son,

his daughter could be appointed as her father's son and inherit property as a son would.

Here the daughter could be appointed to be her father's 'son,' her husband

would then move into her family's household, and her children would be

attached to her father's lineage rather than to that of her husband. (176)

Clearly, although the Babylonian society was patriarchal, women were still

deemed competent rulers and were accorded positions of power and governance. This

political arrangement was evident in Samaria, Egypt, and Canaan.

Changes in relation to these early traditions are confirmed by Ruether through her

examination of the adoption and adaptation of this Babylonian story within the Hebraic

tradition. As with her analytical and interpretive approach to Mariology, Ruether shows

how the Babylonian tradition is altered and used for hegemonic purpose of reinforcing

the Hebraic socio-political structure.
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Hebrøic Creøtion Story

The incorporation of Enuma Elish into Hebraic mythology brought alteration to

the different aspects of the story to reflect Hebrew culture and ideology. According to

Ruether, the struggle between primal Mother and Creator (male) in the Babylonian story

was removed. The element of primal Mother is transformed in the Hebraic story as

"formless and malleable 'stuff that instantly responds to the Creator's command" (19).

Ruether explains how the Hebraic assimilation assigned the Creator as the controller of

the cosmos and the process of creation.

Another modification to the Babylonian creation story that Ruether reveals to us

relates to the creation of the cosmos in the Hebraic adaptation, which introduces the

notion of work week. In the Hebraic account found in the Genesis, God creates the

cosmos in six days, with the seventh day marked as a day of rest. According to Ruether,

this new element of the story was a method by which they could enshrine the work week

into sacred laws (19).

Ruether's analysis of the adaptation shows that social meanings and ideology

within the ancient Hebrew culture were conveyed through the changes in the story. First,

in most Hebrew stories, God "is modeled after the kings-warriors, who control others

through military force" (20). However, in this story God is modeled after "the intellectual

power of the priestly class" (20). Second, the division between the ruling class and

workers is eliminated from the story. The division between leisure (representing a ruling

class) and labor (representing a working class) is symbolically eliminated as God works
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and rests, creating apattemof life for humans (20). Finally, Adam (man) becomes the

representative of divine rule over all plants and animals on earth and is given stewardship

over it. The adaptation of this text did not specifîcally define the relationship between

male and female. However, the inclusion of an earlier folk story was added to clarify this

aspect of Hebraic beliefs, which appeals today as Genesis 2. In Genesis 2, the

relationship between men and women is clearly outlined; v/omen were made to serve

men (21). The inclusion of this folk tale reinforced the patriarchal beliefs underlying the

relationship between men and women.

Ruether identifies changes in the development of Babylonian tradition as they

were adopted into Hebrew customs. She notes that, in ancient Israel, females were

marginalized from power and governance. According to Hebrew scripture, the message

of God and the covenant of God were given specifically to men (178). "'Women are

defined by it (covenant) but are not members of it in their own right" (178), as the

ceremonies that initiate people into the membership of the covenant, specifically the bar

mitzvah and circumcision, are exclusively male ceremonies. Not allowed to study law,

testify, or make contracts in ancient Hebrew society, women were not allowed to inherit

property, unless they were doing so as a placeholder for a male heir (178). As in her

approach to Mariology, Ruether reveals the historical effect of traditions on v/omen's

experiences in the Hebraic society.

Ruether shows that the religious and cultural beliefs of the Hebrew society were

combined with the elements of the Enuma Elish as the Hebrews appropriated the revised

version of the story. Essentially the Babylonian story represents Tiamat as having
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chaotic, violent nature (22).Hebrew thought assimilated violence in nature as God's

mechanism for the punishment of mankind for human wrongdoing (22). Thus the

included elements of stories, such as the Enuma Elish, and others, in the Hebraic in

scripture, particularly Genesis 2, addedfurther justification for the social beliefs and

practices of Hebrew society. In this way, the Hebrews saw the relationship between men

and women, and ultimately the dominant relationship of men with nature, as normal

expectations and as part of the cosmic order under the authority of God, despite the fact

that this development was a cultural construction.

Greek Creøtion Story

Ruether also considers a Greek creation story, Timaeus, which brings an

additional key element to the development of early Christian theology. In fact, this Greek

element provided the veritable foundation of the mind and body dualism central to

Mariology.

Written by Plato, Timaeus is an abstract story of creation. Plato begins his account

by "defining the primal dualism that underlies reality" (22). Specifically the story

identifies reality's "division into two realms, the invisible, eternal realm of thought and

the visible realm of corporeality" (22). The main element that Ruether finds in Timaeus

is the mind and body dualism, which lies at the core of Plato's philosophy. ln this

dualism, importance is assigned to the mind vis-à-vis the body. Spiritual perfection is

attained through the mind's control over the body (23). As he puts it in the Timaeus,
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Mind or consciousness is primal, eternal, and good. Body or visible

corporeality is secondary, derivative and the source of evil, in the form of
physical sensations to be mastered by the mind. (24)

In this Platonic idea the true resting place for the mind is the eternal realm of the

stars. Souls are first bom in the form of men. If a person does not master control over

physical sensations, he is reincarnated at death into the form of a woman (23).If a

woman does not succeed in attaining control of her body, she is reincarnated after her

death into a'brute' (24).For Ruether, the importance of woman's subordination to man,

signified by the deterioration of one's human condition from being a man to being a

woman through transformation after death, is quite evident in Plato's explicit treatment of

the matter in his major book, The Republic (24).

Actually, Ruether observes, classical Athens had strong goddess cults similar to

those in Mesopotamian societies. However, in Greek stories, female power was largely

subdued. Ruether notes that Athens was reorganized into amale-citizen society in the

sixth century. At the time, it was marked by "vehement misogyny, fin which] women are

forbidden all citizenroles and are made permanent minors, unable to act as autonomous

parties to any civic transaction, economic or political" (180). 'Women were also banished

to the back of the house, which was regarded as a private area (180). Together with the

barbarians and animals, they were thought to lack the capacity to reason and to be fit

mostly for purpose of servitude.

Aristotle added further to the development of the idea of male superiority to the

female. He denied that both man and woman contributed separate procreative powers in

the procreation of a child. He believed that the generative power came solely from the
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man. "The female is defined as merely the passive recipient and 'incubator' of the male

seed, which alone contains the generative power" (184). The female child was considered

to be a defective product which resulted from the mother's improperly creating the male

child. In Ruether's words, "the female herself comes about through the matemal failure

of this process of formation, in which the female matter is not fully formed" (184). For

Aristotle, women's lack of procreative and generative power is paralleled by the passivity

of the inanimate earth; thus both of them are rightly subjected to control and exploitation

by the male power.

Evidently Ruether's historical examination of the earlier traditions that influenced

the Christian tradition demonstrates on-going contradiction and change. The Babylonian

story outlines the division between ruling class and laborer, whereas the adaptation of this

story into Hebrew scripture eliminates these class divisions. Plato's creation story is

entirely different from the Babylonian and Hebrew stories. In Plato's story there is a

complete separation of the soul from any substance associated with the earth. Ruether's

method of historically examining tradition shows the underlying contradictions of these

early traditions that were later adopted by Christianity.

In order to reveal the tension between men, on one hand, and women and nature,

on the other, Ruether employs her Mariological approach of contrasting historical

tradition with women's experience. ln Gaia and God, Ruether uncovers the experiences

v/omen faced as a consequence of the ideology and beliefs that she identified in myths

and scriptures. She mentions specifically the experiences of women in Mesopotamia (of

which Babylonia was a part), Israel, and classical Athens to show how the accepted truths
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of the cosmos in each society influenced attitudes toward women. Through Ruether's

dynamic analysis of these historical developments the conflict befween canonical

Christian tradition and women's experience becomes more visibly apparent'

Feminist theologian Sheila Davaney has criticized Ruether's conception of

women's experience. Davaney argues that "there is no experience 'in general', including

the experiences of oppression and liberation. 'What there are, are particular, historically-

circumscribed experiences and knowledge" (Davaney 46). The point is that women's

experience does not have one coürmon character, because experience is shaped by

particular time and place, which cannot be universal. Women are fragmented by race,

class, historical events, and individual differences. However, it should be noted that

Ruether's analysis of ecofeminism in New l|/oman, New Earth clearly shows that the

criticism is not justified. She herself suggests that the study of the domination of women

should not depict women as a homogeneous group. A full section in this text and her

subsequent writings are quick to point out that rvomen are victims of economic and class

hierarchies. Ruether argues that different classes experience different privileges and, in

some societies, this experience is intensified when racial ideologies are present. Ruether

recognizes the difference between women living in the Northern Hemisphere and those

living in squalor elsewhere. But there is, in her view, a common denominator. Thus, she

observes that the

base line of domination of women and nature is impoverishment...This
interconnection of the impoverishment of women and the impoverishment

of the land is not an abstract theory to be expressed in statistics, as it often

is for Northern women living in well-heated or cool houses and vehicles.

Rather, it is present concrete realities one lives and observes everyday.

Deforestation means women walk twice as far each day to gather wood.
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Drought means women walk twice as far each day seeking water'

Pollution means a struggle for clean water largely unavailable to most of
one's people; it means children in shantytowns dying of dehydration from
unclean water. (Women Healing 6)

ln her study of ecoiogy, Ruether applies her method of identifying and analyzing

underlying dualisms that form the basis of attitudes toward nature. As with her work on

embodiment, she points to a recurring pattern of associations. Men are associated with

culture and women are associated with nature. Furthermore, this dualistic pattern in

Christian theology does not just refer to these opposite concepts of man vs. woman and

culture vs. nature; rather it refers to a hierarchical structure of man and culture over

women and nature.

Ruether's Alternative

While Ruether's analysis of the development of Mariology is critical of the

patriarchal Ch¡istian tradition, her suggestions to create a better tradition are unique.

Many feminist authors would call for the eradication of the canonical tradition

completely. Instead, Ruether takes a dialectical approach and calls for reform of the

tradition using its existing elements. She also applies this same strategy to her work on

ecology.

A main task of Gaia and God was to explore the deeply rooted relationship

between the concept of nature and the religious concept of God in Westem society.

Ruether reveals the disjunction in this relationship through the historical development of

traditions and their use as hegemonic devices employed by any given society. The effect
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of these traditions was shown to create a hierarchy of power in which women and nature

were subservient to men. Ruether rightly describes this relationship to be destructive for

women and nature and, eventually, men themselves.

As Ruether sees it, only by identifying the nature of destructive structures can we

begin reform of the existing oppressive tradition. Central to Ruether's argument on

reform of attitudes toward the environment, as illustrated in her approach to Mariology, is

the use of existing elements in the tradition from which it is based. Through this dialectic

approach, which involves the use of existing elements of tradition, she argues that

positive change can result.

Only by understanding how the web of life works can we also leam to

sustain it rather than destroy it. This is not simply a task of intellectual

understanding, but of metanoia,inthe fullest sense of the word: of
conversion of our spirit and culture, of our technology and social relations,

so that the human species exists within nature in a life-sustaining way.

(86)

It is clear that Ruether's approach to identifying and addressing the

hierarchical relationship of men over women and nature in Gaia and Goduses

ecofeminism. She suggests 'covenantal ethics' and'sacramental cosmology' as two

important biblical pattems of thought for the examination and development of ecological

theology and ethics. Covenantal ethics projects a vision of an integrated community of

humans imbedded on the land, a renewable and sustainable relationship, and a covenant

under God. This, to Ruether, is to be complimented by sacramental cosmology'

Originated by the Jewish and Christian religions, sacramental cosmology embodies a sense

of connection of humans, the universe, and the cosmos, all as a single whole. Envisioning
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the interconnectedness of everything, it eliminates any notion of "detachedness".

Exhibiting her distinctive dialectical approach to Mariology, Ruether demonstrates that

ecological reform can spring from the dynamics of intemal contradictions within received

tradition.

Among women ecofeminism is realized on the cultural-symbolic level as flesh,

body, earth, and nature. Further ecofeminist analysis explores how the domination of

woman's bodies is reflected in the misuse of land, water, and animals. Ecofeminists have

argued that nature, just like women, is inferiorized. And just like the economic and legal

domination of women, the domination of land and animals is given justification and made

to appear natural.

Feminism outlines the socio-cultural domination of women by men and its

destructive consequence. ln general, it calls for the transformation of social relations to

achieve equality among men and women. In her treatment of ecology, Ruether advances

a theoretical framework, which combines elements of both ecology and feminism and

employs her distinctive methodology. For the purpose of her work, she defines ecology

as the study of natural communities and their attempt to achieve a healthy web of life.

She argues that human intervention often disrupts the ecological balance. She traces back

the oppression of women and earth to early canonical traditions started and fostered by

Christianity. She argues that "women must be the spokesman for a new humanity arising

out of the reconciliation of spirit and body'' (Liberation 124). She observes through her

analysis of historical traditions that women are the oldest oppressed segment of western

society and have been identified with a subjugated earth. On this issue, Ruether is not
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unique; she is clearly in agreement with the analysis of woman's condition generated

within feminist thought, including the views of Karen Warren.

Ecofeminist philosopher Karen Warren presents four claims: "1) the oppression of

women and the oppression of nature are interconnected; 2) these connections must be

uncovered in order to understand the oppression of women and the oppression of nature;

3) feminist analysis must include ecological insights; and 4) a feminist perspective must

be apartof any proposed ecological solutions" (4). Wanen also outlines the task of

ecofeminism as follows: "1) unmask the interconnections between all systems of

oppression; 2) acknowledge the diversity of women's experiences and the experiences of

other oppressed groups; 3) reject the logic of domination and the patriarchal conceptual

framework in order to prevent concerns for ecology from degenerating into white middle-

class anxiety; 4) rethink what it is to be human, that is, to see ourselves as "both co-

members of ecological community and yet different from other members of it"; 5) recast

traditional ethics to underscore the importance of values such as care, reciprocity, and

diversity; and 6) challenge the patriarchal bias in technology research and analysis and

the use of science for the destruction of the earth (18-20)'

However, Ruether goes further to observe that the ideological roots of the

domination of women, slaves, and the natural world were cultivated and codified between

500 B.C. and 800 A.D. In her approach to the transformation of social relations, she is

unique. While most feminist critiques suggest that patriarchical domination should be

inverted to restore justice to the world and to women, Ruether points out that continued

destructive relationships will still remain, albeit toward men instead of women. In a more
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dialectic fashion Ruether advocates reform from within the existing tradition as the

answer.

Ruether provides us with an alternative viewpoint to what common ecofeminist

approaches offer. By uncovering contradictions in the existing tradition through focused

historical examination of women's experience, she ferrets out positive philosophical and

pragmatic ideas within hegemonic ideology, which hold some potential for the reform of

tradition. She believes that this intemal reformation will restore heaithy relationships

between men, women and nature.

Not only does Ruether provide an alternative strategy, which is different from

what is offered in most ecofeminist work; she also proceeds to criticize ecofeminist

theory. She begins her critique by examining the Judeo-Christian creation story of The

Fall. The "fall from paradise" story is a myth about a time when humans lived in

complete harmony with nature. According to popular ecofeminist models the world was

an egalitarian, classless society until invasions by patriarchal pastoralists introduced war

and violence in the 3'd to 6th millennia, before the Christian era; as a consequence

militarized domination ensued. Many feminists, including Starhawk of the Wiccan

movement, believe that the only way to recover the equal partnership between men and

women, and between humans and nature, is to reject patriarchal religions and worship an

ancient nature Goddess ("Ecofeminism, Spiritualitt'' 6). For Ruether, this approach is

not based on an analysis of historical conditions, but rather on ideological assumptions of

the present projected onto the past. She considers this "fall from paradise" model of

feminist thinking to be an influential contemporary myth; thus she addresses it frontally,
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using her dialectic historical approach to uncover actual elements of truth in history. She

believes that this story should be taken seriously, but not literally. The "fall from

paradise" is an important myth because it teaches us about ourselves, our relationships,

and how relationships may be healed. Using her characteristic approach to Mariology,

Ruether draws upon history, specifically to the ancient Middle Eastern religion in the 3'd

millennium, to demonstrate how pattems of patriarchy, slavery, and aristocracies led to

the subjugation of woman and nature.

Ruether finds flaws within the notion of the Great Goddess, which is at the core of

the feminist matricentric world for some writers. The exclusion of men undermines the

idea of real partnerships between men and women and advocates reverse discrimination.

What Ruether focuses on are real inter-connections that mark the domination of women,

classism, racism, and poverty. She castigates ecofeminist writers for conscious or

unconscious elitism: "An ecofeminism which does not tend toward cultural escapism for

a privileged'Western female elite must make concrete connections with women at the

bottom of the socio-economic system" ("Ecofeminism, Spirituality''6). Clearly then, she

does not accept the arguments of other ecofeminist uncritically. Instead, she reveals the

inadequate solutions provided by ecofeminism and its common theme of a better

matricentric society of the Great Goddess.

Ruether's methodological approach to ecology and ethics is historical,

experiential, and dialectical. She explores the historical roots of 'Western cultures'

ideological concepts of men, lvomen, and nature. 
'Women's 

experiences are included

prominently within her discussion of the different aspects of male domination and the
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unhealthy relationships that such domínation creates. However, although there are

fundamental problems with the socio-cultural aspects of 'Western society which have

grown under the influence of the Christian theological tradition, Ruether does not

abandon its belief system completely. Rather, she employs a dialectical analysis of

historical scripture and the human, particularly female, experience to provide potential

alternative solutions. Ruether helps us to understand the development of scripture and

religious thought as they were adopted and reinterpreted by different cultures. Her

framing of scripture within ancient cultural beliefs allows us to get a clearer and deeper

insight into the origins of ideas and how they have developed into the present Western

concepts of men, women, and nature.

By tracing the development of historical scriptures Ruether makes it evident that

their stories and their frindamental logic are cultural constructions. These constructions

help to reinforce and 'naturalize' social divisions of labor, class, and hierarchical

relationships. The control of nature and the domination of women by men are part of

cultural ideologies, not fundamental laws of the universe. However, the 'naturalization'

of these cultural constructions, that is, the formation of unfair relationships between men,

women, and nahre appear to be part of the natural order of things in the cosmos. This

naturalization not only creates a false justification for the inequality of men and women;

as well, it propagates the destructive use of nature.

The concept of nature being separate from humanity and the idea that nature is for

men to use and control are problematic. Ruether argues the fundamental need for the re-

consideration and acceptance of the idea that humans are part of the natural world, not
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separate from it. She points out that, when we think of humans as separate from nature,

we come to believe that we shield ourselves from the negative effects of our deleterious

actions on the environment. 
'When we think of ourselves as part of nature, we recognize

that destructive events in nature eventually affect us. Thus, we are forced to take

responsibility for our actions affecting our environment, which may have harmful

outcomes and may create future problems either locally or globally.

Ruether also believes that a fundamental issue connected to our destructive

natures and violence revolves around the way we think about sin. Narratives of sin and

evil have created problems of injustice and maltreatment of women and have fostered

xenophobia or dehumanizing racist-ethnic attitudes toward non-Western people. Thus,

discriminatory behavior and prejudicial attitudes, exemplified by blaming, scapegoating,

and victimization of women and foreigners, continue today. Ruether has boldly asserted

that "the Christian definition of sin has served to promote, more than to avoid, this cycle

of violence" (141). More specifically, she says, "the refusal to empathize with the

victimized...and the erection of systems of control and cultures of deceit to maintain and

justify such unjust power" (I42), only continue the cycle of violence.

The narratives of sin and evil follow dualistic pattems that associate ideas of the

unholy or ungodly with the carnal nature of our existence. Ruether shesses that only

when we begin to make distinctions between 'finitude' (things that are not our fault, but

from which we are not able to escape) and sin (things that are our fault) can v/e reach a

"mature spirituality" (l4I), where we accept the process of life as normal "processes of

which v/e are inescapably apart... that is tragic, but is not 'sin"' (141). Again, Ruether
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calls us to acknowledge our accountability in the way we treat others and the world

around us, because we are part of it, not separate from or superior to it'

Ultimately, in order for us to heal the relationships between ourselves (men and

women) and nature, Ruether calls for metanoia, a change of consciousness. This involves

an awareness of our inter-relatedness with other people, regardless of sex or race, and our

inter-relatedness with the natural world. When we are aware of our relationships and how

our actions affect other people and things around us, and when we can have compassion

and love for these things, we will be able to begin to have healthy relationships with

nature and each other.

Conclusion

Ruether's study of ecology follows similar methodological pattems employed in

her study of the body. She identifies Mariological dualisms, which form our attitudes

toward the environment. These dualisms associate men with culture and rationality and

women with nature, evil, corporeality, and irrational thought. She also examines

biblical/historical traditions and their changes over time. Her analysis of these traditions,

as was shown in her work on the body, reveals the historical transformation of 'divine'

stories as they were either adopted from other cultures or created by philosophers to

describe and lend authority to the perception of women and nature in relation to men.

These ancient traditions are important as they form the roots of Christian kadition and

attitudes toward women and nature, as well as the development of the Christian
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Mariological tradition, specifically. Thus, Ruether shows that historical circumstances,

not 'divine' knowledge, are the basis of Christian attitudes toward ecology.

Ruether's underlying ethical value is equity. As she puts it, our "vision must start

with a principle of equity: equity between men and women; between human groups living

within regions; equity across human communities globally; equity between the human

species and all other members of the biotic community of which v/e are apart; and finally

equity between generations of loving things, between the needs of those alive now and

those who are to come." (258). She further declares as follows: "I don'tbelieve there is a

ready-made feminist ecological culture that can be resurrected from prehistoric cultures,

although we can catch glimpses of an alternative in ancient past that might help midwife

new futures. We can also mine our Greek, Hebrew and Christian heritages, as well as

modern emancipatory traditions, for usable insights" (Women Healing 7). Thus for

Ruether there are two tasks: "First, that there is much of our Christian and Westem past

which is usable, but only by being reconstructed in new forms, as material reorganized by

a new vision, as a compost for new flowering. Secondly, it is we who must be the

artisans of this culture. It will not come to us ready-made, either from Christianity or

science, or from Asian and Indigenous peoples." (7). Ruether supports a cultural

synthesis of the best of our tradition, as well as a converging dialogue with other

religions.

Ruether's Mariology is the key to interpreting ecology. By studying ecology in

the same way that she approaches Mariology, she identifies the underlying tendencies of

the Christian tradition to dualize, the misogyny that continues to damage the tradition, the
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web of different forms of oppression, and the need to create a reformed, inclusive

tradition. She writes:

Women must see that there can be no liberation for them and no solution to the

ecological crisis within a society whose fundamental model of relationships

continues to be one of domination. They must unite the demands of the v/omen's

movement with those of the ecological movement to envision a radical reshaping

of the basic socioeconomic relations and the underlying values of this society.

(New lloman 204)

Ruether profoundly believes that men link their control of women with their

control of nature. This domination is a product of and reinforced by the binaries of

Mariological tradition. Her argument is that the dualisms of Mariology, which influence

our attitudes toward women and nature, have causal relationships with our current

environmental crisis. Our success in solving this crisis will depend on our success in

displacing the Mariological dualisms that underlie the crisis; ecofeminists, and the rest of

society, must explore altemative perspectives and work to create new norrns for society.
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lntroduction

Ruether understands ecclesiology to be the "ecclesiology of understanding church

as a coÍtmunity of liberation from patriarchy''("Church as Liberation" 1). As a liberal-left

Catholic, Ruether sees the need for Catholics to be able to identify with their church and to

find some positive foundation from which changes in the Church can be made. A better

understanding of her position on this topic can be realized through Ruether's approach to

Mariology. Mariology is the interpretive key to understanding the underlying concepts to

Ruether's work on ecclesiology. Her dialectic, biblical and experiential approach identifies

the roots of the subjugation of women in the Church ecclesia. As we saw in previous

chapters, Ruether has applied this method to the study of the body and ecology. This

chapter will demonstrate how she continues this application to another area of study,

namely, ecclesiology.

Ecclesiology is yet another area where the role of women is noticeably absent or

margSnalized,. In Women-Church, Ruether describes the need for women to have a public

role and a voice in the Church:

Women in contemporary churches are suffering from linguistic
deprivation and eucharistic famine. They can no longer nurture their souls

in alienating words that ignore or systematically deny their existence.

They are starved for the words of life, for symbolic forms that fully and

wholeheartedly affirm their personhood and speak truth about the evils of
sexism and the possibilities of a future beyond patriarchy. They
desperately need primary communities that nurture their journey into
wholeness, rather than constantly negating and thwartingiL (lV'omen-

Church 4-5)

CHAPTER 5: RUETHER'S ECCLESIOLOGY
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Ruether traces the marginalizationto deeply rooted issues related to problematic

basic attitudes in the Catholic Church. In Contemporary Roman Catholicism (1987), she

notes as follows:

clerical celibacy, hierarchical power over women's religions, divorce,

reproductive rights, homosexuality and the ordination of women are all

flàsh points of ideological controversy. All these issues intertwine around

basicãttitudes toward sexuality and toward control over women forged by

the Catholic Christian synthesis of patriarchal and ascetic religious

ideology. (30-31)

Stressing sexual morality and the status of women as one of the three major

challenges to the Church (24), she focuses more specifically on the problem:

All of [the] sex related issues, male clerical celibacy, the opposition to the

ordination of women or even their admission to minor ministerial roles

such as altar servers, denial ofreproductive rights and reassertion of
control over nuns indicate that underneath these various issues lies a

general inability of an ascetic patriarchal church to deal with women as

autonomous moral agents and persons of equal dignity and status with
males. (45)

Using the biblical method characteristic of her approach to Mariology, Ruether

traces the source of women's exclusion from the Church to Judaism and early Christianity.

She argues that women's exclusion from ecclesia existed prior to Christianity. She

maintains that this exclusion of women from the higher circles of religious institutions

developed through a rigid patriarchal society that attempted to reinforce its dominant

position through hegemony, particularly the use of the icon Mary. Ruether identifies the

basis for the exclusion of women from the Church in patriarchal tradition on the premise

that women were intellectually inferior and therefore undeserving of public and

professional roles in society. Ruether also wisely identifies the deeper historical roots
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concerning the bias toward women in Christian tradition and its reinforcement through the

hegemonic icon of Mary. The image of Mary as the ideal woman, docile and subservient,

represents and reinforces the control by a male celibate hierarchy over an ecclesiastical

institution, which exhibits the dualistic pattern of male over female.

Again, Mariology is the interpretive key to understanding the contemporary crisis

that Ruether identifies in ecclesiology's inherent sexism. The image and symbolic nature of

Mary exemplifies the reinforcement of the attitudes toward women's place in the Church,

particularly in relation to their ineligibility for ordination. Mary is used symbolically by the

Church to embody the implicit ideology and abshact philosophy of the Christian tradition

concerning their nature, function, role, and spirituality.

Mariology is essential to Ruether's analysis of the current fundamental problems in

Catholic ecclesiology. Her examination of Mariology exposes the dialectic tension

between historical tradition and women's authentic experience. [n attempting to solve

ecclesiological problems in the Chwch, she brings a unique approach. lnstead of

attempting to create a new tradition by inverting the current patriarchal structwe, she

identifies existing traditions in the Church and in biblical text as keys that could be used for

reform. Ruether's method is an improved, more broadly based feminist theology.

In this Chapter, texts includingThe Church Against Itself, Contemporary Roman

Catholicism and New Vloman, New Earth will be used to illustrate Ruether's dialectic

historical approach to ecclesiology. I will show how Ruether's characteristic approach not

only reveals the important presence of females in the ascetic roots of the fourth and fifth

centuries through their experiences but also identifies contradictions within canonical
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tradition. Through this dialectic between canonical hadition and women's experience,

Ruether uncovers patriarchal biases against women in the foundation of the chwch. Within

a dialectic framework she attempts to create a new theology through internal reform by

identifying text and tradition which can be used as a basis to retain historical doctrine and,

at the same time, by integrating women's voices.

Ruether's approach to ecclesiology builds on her Mariology, which in hrrn informs

her analysis of embodiment and ecology. She begins her examination of ecclesiology with

a look at the biblical texts and historical tradition of the church. This provides her with a

basis from which she can compare women's experiences and identify contradictions

between them and Church doctrines. Ruether's approach to ecclesiology, using this

method, provides not only a comprehensive understanding of contemporary ecclesia but

also a contextual background of the social, cultural, and political roots from which ecclesia

originated.

Ruether explains that early traditions of asceticism and celibacy can account for the

absence of female roles in the church. Though the early Jewish traditions embraced family

and childbearing as normative, it was actually early Christianity that generated and

developed ascetic tendencies. lndeed, the first centuries saw fidelity to chastity as the

authentic Christian lifestyle (Contemporary 25). However, radical change was adopted by

the Council of Elvira in 400 A.D. At this gathering, Ruether notes, asceticism became

clericalized; ordained priests and bishops were mandated to withdraw from their wives and

live in brother-sister relationships (26). Monastic leaders, such as Augustine and Jerome,

institutionalized ascetics away from regular Christian communities to monastic
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communities. Through their influence, asceticism was taught to be higher than marnage,

and celibacy was seen as the ideal. However, though celibacy was encowaged, it was not

until the eleventh century that it was mandated(26). Ruether explains that:

The Christian clergy came to define itself primarily as a ritual priesthood,
rather than as prophets or as teachers in the hadition of the rabbinate.
Celibacy was linked with the sacral holiness of the priesthood, over
against sexuality as the realm of sin and ritual pollution. In the sixth to
ninth centuries the pollution taboos of Hebrew Scriptures were defined,
defining all women, even nuns, as ritually impure. Women were not to
enter the sanctuary and were to touch sacred vessels only with covered
hands. This union of asceticism with sacral priesthood decisively
marginalized women from the ministry and repressed those remnants of
women ministries in orders of deacons, widows and virgins in local
churches. (27)

From this period on, Ruether asserts, women were confined either to marriage or to

their cloisters, subject to either their husbands or the authorities. During the medieval age

and Reformation the attitude towards women worsened, and witch persecutions became

rampant. In the eleventh century celibacy was imposed to prevent the children of priests

from inheriting church property. Ruether points out that, although this may have protected

church lands, it did not prevent the clergy from seducing women and refusing to take

responsibility for their own children born out of illicit relationships (28).

Underlying the manipulative treatment of women is what Ruether calls the

"Thomistic-Aristotelian" anthropology, which taught that women were imperfect humans

and that therefore they do not possess normal human nature. In Christology, the Church

gives emphasis to the 'maleness' of the image of God and the divine Word and insists that

the male priest properly represents the maleness of Christ (37).It is maleness that is

regarded as the link between priesthood and Christ (36). For Ruether, this was a general
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argument employed by the Church to justify its position against women's public leadership

and autonomy. Until the early twentieth century this view was shongly reflected in the

prevalent assumption that women should be confined to domestic roles.

Using her dialectic approach Ruether identifies historical events and persons that

contradict the historical creation and development of the clergy under the influence of

Augustine and Jerome. Instead of using extemal (non-Christian) sources of tradition she

gives us some ex¿Ìmples of Jesus' own efforts to include women in social and religious

spheres, which conflicted with the Hebrew tradition. In the Gospel of Luke, women

accompanied Jesus and the twelve apostles on journeys in away that would have

contradicted conventional society (New lílomen 64).In addition, Hebrew law stated that

men were not supposed to speak to women alone unless that woman \¡/as the man's wife;

Jesus violated this Jewish law by speaking alone to a Samaritan woman.

Ruether further contradicts the attitude that women are incapable of performing

'male' types of activities by identifying one of the fi.rndamental keys to the Christian faith,

which involves women. According to Hebrew customs, women were forbidden from

studying Law, testifying as witnesses, or even making contracts. 
'Women were also

regarded as incapable of acting as responsible witnesses (65). However, Jesus appeared

first to women in the story of resurrection, making them, as Ruether puts it, "the original

source of the credibility of the Christian faith" (64). Testimony of Jesus' resurrection by

women was clearly unconventional, yet it was written in the Gospel as a source of truth ot

and witness to, resurrection, which serves as a foundation of the Christian faith. Implicit in

Ruether's argument is that the use of women in the Gospel of Luke as witnesses implies
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that true Christian tradition does not treat women differently than men; rather it includes

them as equals. The account of women providing testimony on resulrection is an example

of how Ruether refers to events in biblical text that show contradiction befween the official

Church tradition and women's experience; in this case, women's exclusion from religious

spheres due to sexism, and actual women's participation in religious events.

Ruether goes even further to show the disjunction between clerical tradition and

women's experience by identifying Jesus' own instructions concerning leadership among

the apostles. She explains that Jesus himself indicated that Christian leadership will not be

associated with the privileged stature of leadership or fatherhood, which would establish

hierarchical relationships. (New Tlomen 65) Jesus models the ministry of Christianity on

the act of serving, regardless of status. On the contrary the model of ministry Jesus

described indicated that servants and slaves would be the greatest among the disciples: "the

Son of man came not to be served but to serve" (Matthew 25:25-28). More pointedly, in

Matthew 23:8-11, Jesus also says, "The waiting on tables, the lowly role of women and

servants, is to be the model for the ministry."

ln her article "'Women Priests and Church Tradition", Ruether takes a closer look at

the problem of the absence of female ordination in the Roman Catholic tradition. She

attacks the Church's reasons for holding its position, as follows:

i) The origins of the tradition in dominical injunction and New Testament
practice; 2) unbroken continuity in the practice of the Church, both East

and West, and everywhere continuing unquestioned to today; and 3) the
extrapolation from long-established practice into theolo gical nonn.
("'Women Priests" 1)
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Presumably, the basis of male ordination is the "unbroken tradition" based on

Christ's example. This tradition is normative, infallible, and unchangeable. The origin of

male priesthood lies in the assumption that it was conferred upon twelve of his apostles, all

of whom happened to be male. It is from this line of males that priestly ordination follows;

since women were not included in this line, they are denied this holy position.

Ruether's analysis shows that priesthood is an historical construct, which gradually

emerged in the history of the Church. She argues that Jesus himself was not a priest. In his

time he would have been a rabbi, and even then there is no evidence of this. Jesus did not

belong to a priestly family and had never been shown functioning as a priest. His followers

labeled him a rabbi because of his ability to teach and preach. It was not until the fourth

century, when the "sacerdotal-caste" of priesthood emerged, that women were completely

excluded. Male ministers became the privileged social caste (Ansell30).

Ruether's dialectical analysis shows that, in the Gospel, v/omen occupied

leadership roles, contrary and unconventional to the society in which Jesus lived and

taught. This furthers her deconstruction of the 'proper role' of women in the Church, as

idealized by Augustine and Jerome, through her identification of more contradictions to

clerical tradition. In the New Testament, leadership and ministerial roles were assumed by

the followers and disciples of Christ, witnesses of the resurrection, apostles, prophets,

teachers, miracle workers, healers, helpers, administrators, deacons, and elders. Ruether

points out that the New Testament specifically identifies women among those who

assumed these roles and were included within his circle of followers and resurrection

witnesses. She also refers to stories about'women, such as Thecla, who were identified as
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healers, miracle workers and conferrers of baptism. One woman, Phoebe, was a deacon

(Rom 16:1) ("Women Priests" 1). Ruether uses these historical facts to clearly demonstrate

that Christian women occupied roles of leadership and ministry prior to the development of

clerical hierarchy, which excluded and subordinated women. Her technique dispels the

belief that women are naturally subservient to men or that the latter always exclusively held

roles leadership and ministry in Christian tradition. Having established rvomen's

counterfactual experiences in the historical development of the clerical tradition of the

Church, Ruether succeeds in demonstrating the inaccuracies in contemporary arguments

against the ordination of women.

Ruether compares the oppression of women to slavery, in that both practices

constituted the norm, simply through long tradition. "Although earliest Christianity

appears to reject slavery theologically [in Gal 3:281, the justification of slavery as a

legitimate institution parallels the justification of the subordination of women in the New

Testament fin Eph 6:5-9; Col3:22-25; 4:l; I Tim 6:I-2; Titus 2:5-10; lPet 2:191" (New

Vloman 78). For Ruether, this subordination involves a question of human rights of

women: "...Over half the membership of the Church [is] excluded from the possibility of

ordination on the basis of group characteristics, such as sex or race" (78). Clearly,

Ruether's dialectic-historical method shows that the Church's position against womens'

right to ordination has been supported by false beließ that women are inferior human

beings. Her goal is a "critical culture and community of women and men in exodus from

patriarchy" (Women-Church 60). However, it is only when males also desire genuine

change that a sincere co-humanity of men and women can emerge.
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honically the Church has insisted on the non-ordination of women. In l994Pope

John Paul II issued Ordinatio Sacerdotalis: On Reserving Priestly Ordination to Men

Alone. He writes:

She (the Church) holds that it is not admissible to ordain women to the
priesthood, for very fundamental reasons. These reasons include: the
example recorded in the Sacred Scriptures of Christ choosing his Apostles
only from among men; and her living teaching authority which has

consistently held that the exclusion of women from the priesthood is in
accordance with God's plan for his Church. (Paul YI Response to the
Letter of Hß Grace the Most Reverend Dr. F. D. Coggan, Archbishop of
Canterbury, Concerning the Ordination of lTomen to the Priesthood,599)

In this encyclical Pope John Paul II emphasizes that the womanly role is "necessary

and irreplaceable" (Ordinatio 
Sacerdotqlis) and states that women should be fully "aware of

the greatness of their mission" (Congregationfor the Doctrine of the Faith, 115-116). Still

he insisted: "I declare that the Church has no authority whatsoever to confer priestly

ordination on women and that this judgment is to be definitively held by the Church's

faithfuf ' (Ordinatio Sacerdotalis).

As seen earlier, women's roles have been marginalized in early Christianity for the

most part because their presence in biblical text and tradition is barely documented. Thus,

part of Ruether's method intended to fully comprehend the accurate situation in

ecclesiology is to search out women's existence in early Christian texts. In order to fill the

absence of the women in the early Christian church, she investigated the correspondences

and writings of men, such as Paul and Jerome. The following section outlines Ruether's

essay titled "Mothers of the Church" tn Women of Spirit. By investigating these

correspondences and writings, she reveals many accounts of female leadership in Christian
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tradition. Only upper-class women are discussed since historical documentation of the

period that she explored did not lend itself to recording the lives of typical, lower-class

rvomen. In fact, historical information on women of any class is extremely rare, and so

Ruether had to use indirect information to look into the past. This limited her ability to

study the matter, as only glimpses of particular \Momen who are mentioned or written about

are seen through the correspondences and writings of men. Ruether focuses on the fourth

and fifth centuries, when ascetic life became very popular among women, especially those

belonging to the elite class. In her essay, she exposes these women's roles in the early

church and sheds light on the historical background of the life of aristocratic women during

the early stages of asceticism. She sees these women as liberating themselves by "rejecting

a state of being governed and defined by others" ("Mothers" 73).

In this essay Ruether described some of the notable v/omen in the early Chwch,

who personally financed the construction of monasteries and convents. Serving as model

examples of the ascetic life, they studied scripture with important men. Ruether refers to

these women as "Mothers of the Church", as they were very importært figures and exerted

great influence during their time. According to her, one woman in particular, Macrina,

'\vas the originator of the ascetic life for the family circle and perhaps should be credited

with being the immediate source of the plan of life that came to be called the 'Basilian rule'

(73). Church Mother Macrina was so influential that she became compared to legendary

disciples during her own lifetime. Ruether notes that Gregory of Nyssa likened Macrina to

Thecla, saying that Christ appeared at Macrina's birth and gave her the secret name of

Thecla as a prediction of her great achievements and the path she would follow (74).
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It is important to briefly outline and discuss the importance of the story of Thecla

and Ruether's use of her as a counter-hegemonic device. Her reference to Thecla serves the

purpose of supporting an argument for the ordination of women. It is interesting that

although women apostles did exist historically, these figures are rarely mentioned and

information about them is not commonly known. It is only through Ruether's historical

analysis that we are informed of the fact that women assumed leadership roles in early

Christian tradition. The fact that a female apostle, such as Thecla, did exist raises the

question of how many more women apostles existed but were unconsciously never

mentioned, and whether information about them was suppressed.

Ruether recounts the story of Thecla as a device to show the extent of authority and

leadership she held. It acts to counter the hegemonic perception of women's roles portrayed

by the Church, especially those views that argue against women holding clerical positions.

That Thecla can be immediately regarded as a person with an authoritative position resides

in her identification as a famous disciple of Saint Paul. According to Ruether, Thecla was

commissioned by Saint Paul to be an apostle of the Gospel (74). Accepting the

commission, she sacrificed her life and all of her material possessions to be an ascetic (74).

Some of the legendary stories surrounding her were that she cut her hair and traveled as a

man; that she persevered in pwsuing her vocation, despite the threats from her family and

the state; and that she miraculously escaped from encounters with wild animals in the arena

(7a). Surprisingly, Thecla claimed the right tobaptize herself (74).

Accounts about Thecla bring attention to the non-conformist role she played in the

society in which she lived. She disobeys customs and laws and resists other social
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pressures to prevent her from pursuing a religious life with Christ. Ruether believes that

Thecla is a symbol for women, as she "clearly demonstrates that obedience to Christ can

sanction sweeping disobedience to the established order of family and state" (75). Thecla

was a Christian symbol that allowed women to go against the established social norms that

existed or that demanded unquestioning conformity in a socially acceptable manner.

Ruether's point in demonstrating Gregory of Nyssa's likening Church Mother Macrina to

Thecla is that Macrina, equally like Thecla, was highly recognized and respected for her

courage and leadership in the Christian community. Essentially, Ruether is showing the

historical continuity of women's leadership roles played by the two women in early

Christianity. Ruether's identification of women with leadership roles in early Christianity

contrasted with the later development of women's subordinate roles in ecclesia; this reveals

an unrecognized historical disjunction in the Church tradition. By revealing this

contradiction the hegemony of the clerical tradition, influenced by Augustine and Jerome,

becomes more apparent.

Ruether continues her historical approach by identifying women leaders in early

Christianity and discussing three important monastic circles in the fourth century: the

Roman Monastic Circle, the Jerusalem Community, and the Bethlehem Community. These

were primarily founded, personally financed, and financially maintained, by ascetic

women.

The Roman Monastic Circle was a circle of ascetic women created and composed

primarily of Roman aristocratic women. The central figures are Paula, Melania, and their

granddaughters of the same names: 'younger'Paula, 'younger' Melania and Marcella(75).
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Again it is interesting that this circle was primarily composed of aristocratic women.

Superficially it would seem odd for wealthy women to follow a life of Scripture, fasting,

and isolation. However, in light of the social and political processes that were part of

aristocratic life, we can understand how these women were attracted to it. Generally, the

Romm Ascetic Circle was composed of women related to each other through kinship and

marriage ties. Although they were wealthy, they gave up all luxury, fasted continuously,

and secluded themselves.

Marcella was the founder of the monastic circle (76). In her palace on the Aventine

she began to adopt the ascetic life of prayer, fasting, and scriptural study in her twenties

after she was widowed (76). Marcella resisted attempts by her family to arrange another

socio-political marriage for her. Instead, she influenced other noble women to follow the

ascetic life, including her mother, Albina, Asella, and Lea, a patrician widow (76).

Together, these women successfully persuaded younger relatives and daughters to join

them in the ascetic lile (77). Ruether describes the life of these ascetic women, as follows:

Lavish clothing and cosmetics were put aside for coarse, squalid dress,

and they neglected their personal appearance. Bathing was shunned. They
slept on hard mats on the floor...The key to their new life was chastity...
Sexual appetite, along with all other desires of the flesh, was to be
suppressed by the ascetic discipline. (77)

Surel¡ a life of luxury would have been preferable to constant fasting, study of

Scripture, and chastity. Living a normal life of luxury, however, an aristocratic single or

widowed v/oman would have been subjected to constant social and political pressure to

marry into a family, which would bring about an advantageous alliance.
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Tales of ascetic womenmay not strike modern \ryomen as particularly
attractive fotms of feminism, but the ascetic way r¡/as one of the most
interesting options open to women in the fourth and fifth centuries. It
offered women possibilities which departed dramatically from their
traditional role definitions under patriarchy. As ascetics, they could
successfully combat demands for unwelcome marriage alliances. They
could tum instead to intense study, self-development and an independent
life in female-run communities. They were assured of absolute equality
with men on the plane of their spiritual kingdom [...] they exercised a
public and even political role. (93)

As Ruether has described it, the life of these ascetic women was often awayby

which women could become independent, live counter to the socio-political pressures or

expectations of contemporary life, and be considered spiritually equal to men. Although

Ruether does not explicitly make the connection between the image of Mary and ascetic

women, the underlying idea of the Virgin Mary as pure in both body and soul is the model

for women ascetics. Again we see how the key to understanding ecclesia is found through

Mariology.

Melania was another influential and important ascetic woman, although she is not

regarded as such by the Church Fathers. Referred to as "Melania the Elder" (83), she was

also part of Roman nobility. At fourteen she was married into the powerful Valerii clan and

was widowed, with three children, by the age of twenty-two. After the death of two of her

children, she joined the Roman ascetic circle (83). She decided to visit the monastic

settlements in the Holy Land against the wishes of her relatives.

Melania was seen to be a martyr and miracle healer. She visited the 'solitaries' in

the Nitrian desert (83), remaining there for about six months and visiting the monastic
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settlements. Thankful of her stay there with the monks, the monk Macarius presented

Melania with a miraculous lamb's pelt (83).

When the Nicenes (monks, priests and bishops) of Egypt v/ere persecuted in 373

A.D. and brought to Palestine, Melania traveled with them and used her personal wealth to

care for them. She disguised herself as a slave and entered the prisons to care for them (84).

Melania was caught by the guard and confined; however, when she immediately gave her

social rank and connections, the authorities apologized to her and immediately allowed her

to minister to the Nicenes without further difficulty (84).

Once the ban was lifted from the Nicenes, Melania went on to found monasteries,

mostly with her own money. Along with her friend Rufinus (an old colleague of Jerome's),

she founded the Jerusalem monastic community on the Mount of Olives. It was a double

monastery for both men and women. Melania had settled there first and Rufinus joined her

there later (S1). The monastery that Melania founded became a model on which Paula and

Jerome based their later monastic community in Bethlehem (85).

Melania was also credited with helping to win back to Christiarrity over four

hundred monks of the Jerusalem region who had fallen into the 'heresy' of the

Pneumatomachoi (which advanced the denial of the divinity of the Holy Spirit) (85).

Later quarrels between Jerome and Rufinus over the work of Origen led to the

slander of Melania's name. Melania had mainly stayed out of the dispute befween the two

ascetics; however, Jerome personally criticized her and tainted her reputation since she was

perceived to be Rufinus' friend and supporter (85). It is important to note Ruether's
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identification of Melania as a target of slander due to her affiliations with Rufinus.

Although Ruether does not comment on this, Jerome's personal attacks on Melania lends

weight to the argument for Melania's historical prominence and leadership. One can only

assume that Jerome's attacks were motivated by his fear of the social or political influence

of Melania's perceived support for Rufinus through their association. Her influence among

the ascetic circles might have been perceived by Jerome as supportive of Rufinus and

against his own theological positions. If successful in personally discrediting Melania,

Jerome would not have to feel threatened by her influence. For Ruether, Jerome's effort to

slander Melania in public theological disputes is sufficient ground to consider her an

influential leader during her time. honically, as Ruether points out, because Melania's

reputation as an ascetic spread greatly around, within a decade of her involvement in the

ascetic circles, in fact Jerome hailed her as the 'new Thecla' and urged Paula, another

woman in an ascetic circle, to follow her example" ( 83). Again, we see the re-occurring

use of Thecla, a symbol of leadership and courage, by a Church Father. Jerome encourages

other women to follow Melania's footsteps and thus to assume Thecla's role symbolically.

In any case, Ruether's documentation of Melania's life and her acceptance even in male

ascetic circles, implicitly demonstrates not only the existence and recognition of women's

leadership role and abilities, but also the positive acceptance of these women in early

Christianity prior to the development of the clerical tradition.

Paula was the co-founder of another movement, the Bethlehem Community. She

co- founded this community after Jerome was kicked out of Rome for his scathing epistles

about "the gaudy display of aristocratic life [and] also against the hypocrisy of the new

groups of priests, nuns and monks who now swarmed through Roman society" (79). Paula
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was a member of the Roman monastic circle and had close bonds with Jerome. Together

they began plans to create a petmanent monastic community in the East, which was the

Holy Land (79).

Paula left Rome a few weeks after joining Jerome and his group of fravelers. They

toured biblical holy sites in Palestine, and then went on to visit Egypt. It is clear that she

was an important and well-known ascetic, as Ruether recounts that when they visited the

monks of the Nitrian desert in Egypt, "Jerome describes thousands of monks pouring out to

greet the celebrated lady, including the illustrious Serapion. Paula was so moved by the

experience that, 'forgetful of her sex,' she wished to establish her convent there among the

monks" (80).

A member of the wealthy elite, Paula used her personal wealth to finance the

building and maintenance of the monasteries in the Bethlehem community. The first

monastery built was intended only for men, which Jerome was to manage. Subsequently,

she built and managed a 'triple' monastery for women (81). In her travels throughout the

Holy Land and Egypt, she was joined by her daughter, Eustochium. She resided with Paula

in the Bethlehem monastery, eventually becoming the leader of the community after

Paula's death (81).

According to Ruether, Jerome credits Paula and her daughter for being well versed

in the chanting and recitation of Hebrew scripture. He also lauded Paula's persistence in

attempting to determine answers to scriptural or theological questions. Even when Jerome

honestly admitted that he did not know the answer to a question, Paula persisted to question

him until she derived all the possible solutions to select the most likely answer (82)'
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Ruether's point here demonstrates that these women interacted with men on a peer level in

regards to studying, leaming and discussing scripture.

It is clear that the ascetic life was difficult and harsh; however, it also provided an

a:rangement by which women could gain control over their lives and their bodies. Ruether

stresses that this ascetic life was a form of liberation for women of the fourth century.

They were able to separate themselves from the cultural activities and social duties that

typical women were expected to maintain.

As ascetics they [women] were freed from the 'curse of Eve'which
defined their fate as that of bearing children in sorrow and being subject to

their husbands [...] Christ, [..,] had made them equals to men in the

eschatological humanity that transcended this historical condition l...]
Women dedicated to asceticism could count on the support of the Church
in making decisions against their family's demands that they marry and

bear children for the patriarchical clan. (72)

In fact, ascetic life in the fourth century did not merely include solitary existence in

caves or in the desert. Women created their own communities, somewhat apart from the

rest of society. According to Ruether these communities allowed women to eradicate the

traditional female roles and offered them a female-directed community where they could

pursue selÊdevelopment as autonomous persons (73). She states that during the fourth

century, these commturities v/ere so appealing to women as a way of 'liberating'

themselves from their social constraints that throngs of women were affracted to asceticism

(73).

It should be noted that women who dedicated themselves to the ascetic life were not

completely free or 'liberated' to do as they wished. By choosing this life they were
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consfained to abide by strict daily routines, which included daily study of scripture,ptayer,

and fasting. We commonly know these activities to be typical of monastic life today'

However, although the life was harsh and basic and only very plain clothing and minimal

standards of living were considered acceptable, ascetic women were able to do more things

than typical women. Their passion for the daily study of scripture resulted in the acceptance

of women as peers with men.

Nonetheless, as much as these women were praised by some of the Fathers of the

Church during their lifetimes, Ruether points to a tragedy in their situation. These ascetic

women were literate, and wrote letters and epistles. However, their works were never

included in the official written collections and were never considered in the formulation of

Chwch doctrines. They were excluded solely for reason of sexual discrimination.

Their tragedy ...is that in so choosing this path, accepting in good faith the

ideals held out to them by the Church, they were nevertheless denied their
rightful place in the Church's tradition. They were writers, thinkers,

Scripture scholars, and innovators in the formation of monastic life, but

because they were women they could have no public voice in the teaching

Church here on earth. (94)

They wrote many scholarly epistles, but, unlike those of their male

counterparts, Jerome, Augustine and others, their letters were not collected

and preserved. (75)

Women were not perceived to be official authoritative sources on scriptural or

spiritual matterc, although some ascetic women were regularly consulted on proper conduct

according to scripture and contemporary philosophical thought (75). The Church's official

position was that no woman, no matter how holy or brilliant she was, could qualiff as an

educator of the Church (75).
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Jerome was quoted as writing that Marcella, founder of the Roman monastic circle,

gave her own opinion and wisdom on Scriptural disputes to priests; however, she gave it

under the guise that it came from either Jerome or another teacher, in order to lend

authority to her opinion (75). If Marcella openly made it known to people that she

advanced or authored specific views and opinions based on her own knowledge and

assessment of scripture, they would have not been credible in the eyes of the men charged

with the task of settling theological disputes (75).

Ruether's historical and dialectic investigation into women's presence in early

Christianity leads to her conclusion that women did play prominent and influential roles in

the early fourth and fifth centuries. They founded, financed, and maintained monastic

communities; they garnered the respect of their peers and were valued for their wisdom and

opinions. If her assertions are correct, there is no reason why women should not exercise

the same type of spiritual authority that are only accorded to males. Unfortunately, as

Ruether notes, the exclusion of these women from the magisterium resulted in the

exclusion of their work, letters, and epistles from the 'corpus' of the Church's tradition

(76).

By examinin g early Church tradition through the historical and dialectic approach,

Ruether identified reasons as to why men \¡/ere accorded spiritual authority and women

were not. However, Ruether also exposes a number of instances where women played

prominent roles in the early church and convincingly argues the case for a change in

traditional received theological doctrines. In doing so, she displays her methodological

goal. By integrating orthodox Christian beliefs, on one hand, and v/omen's experience, on
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the other hand, she produces a reformed Christianity, honoring both biblical and

experiential sources.

One of Ruether's earliest works, The Church Against Itself (1967), explains how it

is necessary to question church norms. The idea of questioning traditional thinking is

offensive to many Catholics, but by employing a 'dialectic theology' or 'crisis theology',

one is able to see the ideal positions or views for acceptance by the Church.

Dialectical theology insists on looking at these ambiguities - not merely at

taking side glances at them and then covering them up by an appeal to the

glorious church, but at looking at them long and hard, probing them to
their ultimate depths - and it does so as an intrinsic part of its very
understanding of the church as a reality found only in our fulI acceptance

of these signs of contradiction. [n order to do this, it is necessary to strip

away all churchly self-mythology. It is necessary to disentangle ourselves

from the self-delusion of triumphal list ecclesiology which confuses the

church's historical existence with its divine essence. (Church Against
Itself 2)

Working against women are the symbols created by the Church. Patriarchy has

created numerous dualisms to reinforce and solidify specific conceptions of women.

Ruether says that "The symbolism of God as a patriarchal male, and nature as passively

female; the portraying of the Messiah as warrior, king and judge, lord over a passive,

female church; the same symbolism of minister as a ruling male over a passive, feminized,

infantilized laity, is simply the projection on the level of theology, ecclesiology and

ministry of this same patriarchal hierarchy of male over female" ("Ordination" 31).

Unfortunately, to confront this patriarchal hierarchy is to confront the entire symbolic

language of the Church.
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In her essay titled 'Mariology as Symbolic Ecclesiologt'' in Sexism and God-Talk,

Ruether focuses on the metaphors and symbols of the Church that reinforce the concepts of

the ideal woman. She points out that the Church appropriated an ancient symbol from the

Old Testament of Israel, which is being God's wife. The Christian tradition used this

metaphor to refer to the Church, or 'redeemed community', aS the "Bride of Christ"

(SexÌsm and God-Talk 139).It comes from an ancient song, called the 'Song of Songs',

referring to two lovers who share an equal relationship. As with many patriarchal

influences, the Christian tradition reinterpreted the song into a hierarchical relationship

between a man and his bride. This metaphor reinforced the primary role and identity of

women as the passive, submissive parLners in authority relationships. Ruether maintains

that "The femininity of the soul to Christ was the apex of a whole system of masculine rule

and feminine submission that included the submission of the laity to the clergy, servants to

masters, and, of course, wives to husbands" (149). Through the ideological construction of

the Virgin Mary with her associated symbols and metaphors, Ruether also points out how

"Mariology becomes a tool of ecclesiastical triumphalism" (I44). She identifies the

transformation of the image of the Virgin Mary as "the theological personification of

Psyche and Mother Church as Virginal Bride and Mother of Christians" (149-150). What

she means here is that the Mariological tradition functions to reinforce the ideology of the

patri archal hi erarchy.

Displaying her dialectic approach Ruether provides a possible solution to resolve

the contradiction she has identified in the image of Mary. She suggests that the theology of

Luke holds the key to reforming the oppressive symbols attributed to the icon of Mary and

the Mariological tradition. She argues that "...God enters history in the person of Christ to
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effect a liberating revolution in human relationships [...] She CrVtary) herself embodies and

personifies the oppressed and subjugated people who are being liberated and exalted

through God's liberating power. She is the humiliated ones' ' '" (155).

Although Luke's teaching concems the poor and oppressed as receiving

redemption, Ruether recognizes that affluent Christians may not warm to this. Luke's

teaching criticizes the rich and ruling class and, in fact, preaches the elimination oftheir

power. Ruether writes that:

The poor and oppressed experience themselves being restored to their
humanity, entering a new age in which the rod of oppression is broken.

Those who are privileged in the present age initially experience God's
liberation as wrath, as the breaking of their systems of privilege and the

shattering of their ideologies of righteousness, (155)

Having made her point, Ruether nonetheless notes the inclusion of everyone,

including the rich, in the kingdom of God. Thus, she refers to the common interpretation of

Luke in order to appease affluent Christians: that God equally accepts the rich and the poor.

However, for Ruether, the real message in Luke's stories refers to women as people of

faith. These stories maintain that the righteous people of Israel lack faith and that the faith

Jesus calls for is often found in the oppressed v/omen he meets (155). Ruether's suggestion

for reform, using the Gospel of Luke, is characteristic of her methodological approach to

Mariology. She uses existing elements of the canonical tradition, such as the Gospel of

Luke in this case, to resolve the contradiction between tradition and women's experiences.

As discussed earlier, Ruether's position on ecciesiology includes a concern to

promote the ordination of women. But this is merely apart of a larger agenda for the re-
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orientation of the church away from clericalism. For her clericalism is a major, enorrnous

impediment to a holistic, inclusive church; its persistence is based on patriarchy-In Sexism

and God-TalÈ, Ruether writes:

Clericalism is built upon a presupposed patriarchy. The s¡rmbols of
clerical power duplicate on the level of the ecclesiastical hierarchy the

symbols of patriarchal domination of men over women, fathers and

children. It is impossible to liberate the Church from patriarchy and retain

a clerical definition of the ministry' (207)

Her essay, "Guarding the Sanctuary: Sexism and Ministr/'inNew Woman, New

Earth, describes how the Chwch is split into two gÍoups: clergy & laity. Ruether relates

the male 'ruling'principle to the female 'passive' principle. Exhibiting the male ruling

principle, the clergy are seen as speaking the word of God, bringing truth from above. On

the other hand, reflecting the female passive principle, the laity is not encouraged to take

leadership, which would enable them to bless, teach, forgive or ordain one another. For the

laity to be able to do this, they need a transcendent power, which only the clergy can

mediate. Within the laity, women are at the bottom of hierarchical fi.rnctions (75).

Ruether's analysis of historical tradition and women's experience leads her to a

proposal for reform to resolve the tension between them. Ruether's article, "The Church as

Liberation Community from Patriarchy: The Praxis of Ministry as Discipleship of Equals,"

explains that it is essential to have a discipleship of equals and mutual empowerment'

Revealing the inherent contradictions in ministry, she believes that the church, which

claims to be the sacrament of liberation and yet reinforces intemal oppression, is simply

hypocritical.
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Ruether has a number of important ideas for a reformed Roman Catholicism, the

first of which is to dismantle clericalism altogether. The notion of clericalism, for her, is

incompatible with the liberative t¡rderstanding of the church. Clericalism creates a

hierarchical system, which separates the ministry from the community. "Clerical is built on

and reduplicates patriarchy''("Church as Liberation" 3). Ruether also believes that it

disempowers people sacramentally, educationally, and politically (a). Theology is

developed ærd taught in a language, such as Latin, that is foreign and inaccessible to most

people. People are made to feel dependent on the clergy for the understanding and

interpretation of s¡rmbols. The sacraments, the Eucharist especially, is what she calls a

"clerical power tool" that no lay person can perform. Politically, the priests and bishops

hold all the power while the laity is unable to make any important decisions. The laity do

not have the authority to ordain their pastors, get elected to church councils, write or vote

on laws concerning regulating the Chwch, and exercise any role in church administration.

Although the2"d Vatican Council tried to introduce healthier relations within all levels of

the church, she believes that the "Vatican quickly rejected real power sharing with the

bishops, and the bishops with their priests" (6).

As we have seen, Ruether also uses her methodological approach to Mariology to

reconcile the contradictions between tradition and women's experiences. She suggests

reform in a manner that would resolve the hierarchical relationship between the clergy and

laity. Ruether suggests the concept of "diaconia", which is the "self-emptying of power as

domination" (Sexism and God-Talk207). Through the concept of diaconia as service,

hierarchical relations are removed and mutual empowerment is reached. Ruether suggests

that a wide variety of people should be seen as agents of the Church. Individuals should be
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encouraged to teach within their natural abilities as administrators, teachers, social analysts,

etc. But this teaching would be more of a "clericalization of learning", where "the

community as a whole becomes empowered to articulate the faith and speak the Word to

each other" (207-208).

Ruether addresses the need for ecclesial experience for women by using her

analysis of the Gospel of Luke. Instead of reinforcing a hierarchical structure, she proposes

an alternative to clerical power, namely, "reappropriation theolo Et'',bY declericalizing

certain aspects of the church's life and by allowing the community to exercise a collective

experience. She states:

The Eucharist is not an objective piece of bread or cup of wine that is

magically transformed into the body and blood of Christ. Rather, it is the

people, the ecclesia, who are being transformed in the new humanity,
infused with the blood of the new life. The symbols stand in the midst of
and represent that communal reality. (207-208)

Ruether advocates a "sharing" in the administering of the Sacraments. Any person

at any point could oversee Sacraments such as baptism and communion. These Sacraments

should be performed in a way that does not require a hained priest or specialized leaming.

Ruether also encourages individuals to enter small study groups on Scripture and tradition;

they would then be taught to lead and worship in the community.

The dismantling of clerical concepts in ministry and church organization

does not mean an anarchism that rejects any leadership roles and skills,
but rather that the community itself decides what expressions of liturgy,
learning and service it wishes to engage in order to express its redemptive

life. ("Church as Liberation" T)
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Although deep-rooted structures such as these seem impossible to change, Ruether

exhibits hope and optimism. She rests her faith in what she sees as the true message of the

Gospel: the delivery of humanity from all forms of oppression.

However, it would be extremely difficult for change to occur. Ruether points out

that it is elderly male celibates who hold the po\¡/er for change. These people cannot

empathize with women's perspective. Their personal, social, and cultural experiences

hardly make them adequate advocates or representatives of women. They would be highly

unlikely to agree to altering thousands of years of authority and hadition. The Church

currently possesses a teaching authority, which is defacto infallible. ln order to amend the

position on women, a doctrine would have to be introduced to allow for the recognition of

fallibility and incompleteness of what the Church has taught in the past. The absence of

such a doctrine is likely to be one of the largest impediments to a re-conciliation of Church

practices, such as the exclusion of women from ordination ("Ordination" 33).

Ruether's approach to Mariology is the key interpretive method to understanding

her ecclesiology. She identifies and critiques the injustices towards women in the Church

that are premised in the symbols and meanings conveyed through the icon of Mary,

specifically the role ofwomen as subservient and docile. Through her dialectic historical

analysis of women in early Christianity, we see that a number of women played a vital role

in the history and development of Christianity, which reveals the contradictions inherent in

Christian tradition concerning women's experiences. Ruether specifically attacks

clericalism and the Church policy preventing women's ordination. She even constantly

asks why women would still want to remain in the church. However, through her
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dialectical approach, Ruether uses the existing Christian tradition to find the answer for

reform. Employing this approach to ecciesiology, she provides a framework for including

both men and women in the Church. Her interpretation of the Gospel as liberation from

oppression, whatever form it may take, sustains her convictions and encourages her to

remain and work within the Church. By advocating not only the mutual empowerment of

both the clergy and the laity through the elimination of clericalism altogether, but also the

elimination of needless patriarchal constructions preventing the ordination of women,

Ruether sees the possibility of renewed, positive relations within the Church.

Because Mary is meant to represent the perfect Christian woman, the Catholic view

of Mary can inform the debate about women and their ordination. Ruether's

deconstruction of the symbol of Mary mirrors her analysis of the ordination of women.

Though M*y, like women, is given moderate status in the church, her place is seen beside,

and as the helper of, Christ.

Lavinia Byrne, author of ll'oman at the Altar, describes the hostiiity to the cult of

Mary. The idea of honoring Mary requires us to accept that a woman has power and

authority and a certain level of autonomy. Byme believes that the suppression of the Cult

of Mary is the distinct political agenda of institutionalized misogyny' (Byrne 117). Many

right-wing $oups in the Church want to keep the symbol on some sort of moral high

ground, as docile and subservient, keeping the social order intact.
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Conclusion

Ruether's ecclesiology is methodologically similar to her work on Mariology. She

uses a historical and dialectical approach to reveal contradictions between the canonical

hadition ærd women's experiences in the Church. Through her approach she addresses

hierarchical relationships that are created through the use of the icon of Mary as a

hegemonic device. She higtrlights the analysis of this hierarchical relationship through the

tradition's own metaphorical references to clergy and laity: the authoritative clergy

preaches to a passive, feminine laity. Ruether also examines the bible and historical

tradition to uncover the history of ordination and provide a basis to analyze its

development. Ruether looks into historical research documents and sees several instances

of noteworthy \Momen whose experiences played important roles in the historical

development of asceticism and the Church, which was consciously excluded from

canonical tradition. Ruether's historical analysis addresses the foundations of ascetic roots

in the fourth and fifth centuries which were facilitated and often organizedby women.

Nowhere in Church scripture or tradition are these women mentioned, and even though

they could be used to support the argument for women's ordination, they are dismissed by

the church.

Through Ruether's methodology of unearthing the historical roots of Christian

tradition and critically analyzing the ideological, philosophical, and symbolic structures in

the Christian Church, we gain a more informed understanding of the development of

ecclesiology. Mariology againprovides the interpretive key to understanding these implicit

strucfures.
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In Roman Catholicism, the ideal female is portrayed as submissive to her husband,

only to be redeemed from sin by her husband. The construction or image of the Virgin

Mary was created to embody the ideology of the Christian traditions. Mary represents the

totality of the ideals of how women should act, and what their functions and positions were

in relation to males. Mary as a symbol embodies all of the ideals together. Any visual

representation of her, or dialogue or image which engages in her, conveys all of these

ideals automatically and subconsciously.

Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza echoes Ruether's sentiments on ecclesiology in her

article "Changing of the Paradigms". She articulates that the church is not to be seen as

exclusively a male term. According to Fíorcrua,"Ekklesia,the Greek word for church,

describes the democratic assembly of fulI citizens responsible for the welfare of the city-

state. To link ekklesia of church with women makes explicit that women are church and

always have been the church. It asserts that women have shaped biblical religion and have

authority to do so. It insists on the understanding and vision of church as the discipleship

of equals" ("Changing" 5). 'Women must see themselves as part of the church rather than

just passive bystanders.

Ruether engages in her typical 'hermeneutic of suspicion' and employs a

'hermeneutic of retrieval'. She questions the position of women within the church and

analyzeshistorical data to uncover women's presence in history. She is intent on making

use of 'usable tradition' through 'reappropriation theology' to retain those traditions, in a

non-patriarchal way. As Ruether asserts,
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In dealing with any past tradition one cannot assume normativeness

merely from the fact of past practice. But one must examine it
theologically and critically to see whether it does, in fact, conform to the

full norm of the Reign of God, which is the true norm of the gospel.

("Women Priests" 2)

Ruether isn't against forming new churches; however, she notices that new

churches have not done much to reform the church that they left. Ruether prefers that the

critical minorities stay within the church, since they would better impact the church by

working within it than separating from it. Ruether proposes creating new means of

expression of the ministry and attaching them to the ends of the already existing historical

Church (Contemporary 72). According to Ruether:

I see church reform as a dialectical process, a constant welling up of new

movements of the Spirit which express themselves in small intentional

gloups gathered to express new visions and needs, and the constant

gætã¡"g in of these nev/ movements into the institutional church. In this

way the institutional church itself is given lasting historical impact to these

new movements of the Spirit. (Contemporary 70)

Indeed, Ruether always concerns herself with finding alternative structures to the

institutional church by using its intrinsic characteristics or tradition as the basis of reform'

The key to understanding Ruether's work on ecclesiology can be found in her

approach to Mariology. First, her approach to ecclesiology is modeled after her analytical

methods in Mariology. By understanding her methodological approach in Mariology we

can better understand her approach to ecclesiology. Second, Ruether's Mariology is critical

to understanding her focus on hierarchical relationships and the contradictions between

canonical tradition and women's ecclesial experience, as the image of Mary is a s1'rnbolic
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and metaphorical representation of the ideal women in Christian tradition. Understanding

the image of Mary, through the study of Ruether's Mariology, helps us to understand

Ruether's critical work on how women are perceived and ultimately treated in the church.
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Ruether is an influential theologian whose work has always stimulated and

challenged contemporary paradigms. Though she has written on a variety of topics, she is

most notable for her research conceming the body, ecology and ecclesiology. Covering

different subject matters, these three areas nonetheless contain a central theme: that

Mariology plays a critical role in how we perceive women and how we understand their

place and role in the church.

This thesis has dealt primarily with a review of Ruether's works on embodiment,

ecology and ecclesiology. I have argued that an understanding of Ruether's approach and

understanding of Mariology provides the interpretive key to her work in these three areas.

In this thesis I have outlined three main components of Ruether's methodological approach

to Mariology: her use of dualisms, biblicaV historical text, and women's experience.

Ruether's analysis involves the scrutiny of the dialectic tension and disjunction

between historical / biblical text and women's experiences. Unlike other feminist

theologians and academics, Ruether's approach to resolving this tension involves seeking

intemal reforms to the existing tradition. Such approach is unique and contrary to the

approaches taken by many other feminist theologians, where either new tradition is devised

to replace existing ones, or where the existing patriarchal structure is inverted and replaced

with a matriarchal one.

Ruether's approach attempts to reconcile the disjunction between Christian tradition

and women's experience. She argues that current Christian traditions subjugate v/omen
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physically and spiritually as they are prevented from equally and similarlyparticipating in

and experiencing religious traditions in which men are permitted to participate and

experience. The current Christian tradition influences society's prejudicial perception and

fieatrnent of women and, through the icon of Mary, hegemonic beliefs are communicated

to the public about what the ideal role of women should be. Nevertheless, Ruether focuses

on the internal transformation of Church traditions rather than their complete replacement

with entirely new ones.

Møriology

The Virgin Mary is the most revered woman in the Roman Catholic tradition. It is

widely accepted that the cult of Mary has its roots in pre-Christian goddess worship. Since

Christianity lacked a female deity, the image of Mary assumed the fi.urctions ofpagan

goddesses. Paganbeließ were transformed into aspects of Christianity embodied by Mary.

The history of Mary demonstrates the changing nature of meanings that were

associated or assigned to her for different social, political, ore religious reasons. In the first

hundred years after the death of Jesus very little was written about Mary and of those works

there was no suggestion of her importance as a devotional figure. It was only in later

Christian theology and tradition that Mary became an important figure.

It was not until the fourth century that devotion to the figure of Mary became

widespread. It was at the Council of Ephesus that Mary was named Theotokos, meaning,

bearer or mother of God. Arguably, this dogmatic announcement was for both political and
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theological reasons. By the eighth century the icon of Mary had taken on a compassionate

dimension as apowerful mediatorbetween God and humanity. Mary's iconic role as the

model woman was evident by the twelfth century. In response to the Protestant

Reformation and its restriction on Mary's theological importance, the Catholic Church

emphasized that devotion to Marywas the sign of a good Catholic. By the sixteen and

seventeen centuries the icon of Mary had become the image of the perfect woman'

As Mariology developed in the nineteenth century the rosary was emphasized as the

important form of prayer for Catholics. However, in one of the Second Vatican Council

documents, Lumen Gentium, the Church emphasized that Jesus Christ is the only mediator

between God and humankind and that Mary is completely dependent on Jesus'mediation.

Since then, there has been a shift in the publications on Mary from their focus on her

honorific attributes (e.g. the Immaculate Conception, Mary as mediatrix, etc.), to a focus on

Marian theology.

Ruether's Møriology

InMary: The Feminine Face of the Church, Ruether analyses the icon of Mary

through a dialectical approach that reveals the disjunction between biblicaV historical

tradition and women's experience. She traces the historical development of the icon of

Mary back to archetypes of ancient goddesses. She also addresses the origins of asceticism

and how it is connected to the perpetual virginity of Mary. Then dialectically she engages

in a critique which is followed by her attempts to identify usable Christian tradition to

suggest possible reform.
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Ruether's theoretical framework is based on elements of critical theory. She uses

history to show how changes over time reflect political and religious efforts to promote the

hegemonic ideology of the powerful in society. Her analysis of Mariology reveals the

problematic use of an iconic Mary as a symbol for women in Roman Catholicism.

Ruether's diachronic approach traces the development of the concept of Mary back

to ancient religious goddesses as birth-givers, mighty warriors, and/or virgins. These

archetypes were active figures that defeated the power of death and played key roles in the

renewal of life, while remaining constantly yowg, innocent, independent and fertile. Their

independence was always preserved in ancient stories. Ruether specifically mentions Isis,

the Egyptian goddess, known for her chastity and moral renewal. Isis assured her devotees

of life after death, but in return for this gift she expected fasting, prayer, and vigils, as

expressions of their devotion to her. Ruether argues that many of the devotional practices

and beließ related to Isis were incorporated into the icon of Mary when Christianity

overcame ancient religious worship.

Through Ruether's hjstorical analysis we see how early Greek mythology differed

from these older stories. This mythology portrayed the inferiority of the body, sexuality,

and motherhood. It reflected the daily life of women in Greek society where they were

restricted from public spaces and spiritual companionship. Later development of the

mother goddess archetype resulted in the emergence of separate goddesses, such as

Artemis, Athena, Aphrodite, and Hera. This development reflected cultural ideas that

elevated the status of virgins and fostered the notion of sexuality as separate from
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motherhood. Ruether shows how these ideas were incorporated into the Christian

Mariological tradition over time.

Ruether's historical analysis shows how characteristics of ancient female deities

were appropriated by the early Church Fathers and incorporated into the icon of Mary as a

motivational device to promote their theological and philosophical ideas about the social

and spiritual nature and role of women. Independent and autonomous in the ancient Greek

and Egyptian mythologies, the female deities who served as Mary's precursors were set

aside in favor of the new icon. Ruether uses an historical approach to examine the

development of the conception of the Virgin Mary and to show how this icon's changing

nature was a social construction influenced by religious doctrine, not eternal truth.

Ruether addresses the issue of Mary's virginity in a number of ways. She suggests

that the introduction of the notion of virgin birth in the Christian tradition was due to the

mis-translation of the bible from Hebrew to Greek. To her, the central meaning of the

"virgin birth" is the same in the Old and New Testaments: that the born child is divinely

chosen. She insists that it is the divinity of Jesus that is being underlined in the two biblical

texts and not Mary's chastity or a declaration that the virgin birth implied superior spiritual

status.

Ruether's analysis of Mariology encourages a new way of approaching and

challenging existing religious and gender hierarchies. It is only when the icon of Mary is

recognized as a hegemonic device that we can begin to see how it belongs to a system of

meanings that shape our views on the body, the role of women in religion and society, and

how we relate to the natural world.
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Body

ln Chapter Three, Ruether's investigation and analysis of the concept of mind/body

dualism revealed the underlying understandings and attitudes that westem society holds for

men and women. According to Ruether, the icon of Mary is the vehicle of hegemonic

ideologies and negative attitudes toward women, including the idea of the perfect woman

being submissive, passive, and dutiful. Her analysis of the body included examination of

the mind/body dualism that was taught and reinforced by Church Fathers, such as

Augustine, Gregory, and Jerome. Ruether employs a "hermeneutic of suspicion" with

regards to Scripture and traditions, as too often they reflect chauvinist attitudes. Her article

"Misogynism and Virginal Feminism in the Fathers of the Church," in Religion & Sexism,

highlights the influences of the Church Fathers on modem day perceptions of the body,

which led to the exaltation of virginity as the feminine ideal.

Ruether takes issue with Church Fathers, such as Augustine, Tertullian, and Jerome,

who criticized women for being inherently evil and for being a threat to men's spirituality'

Her historical approach shows that the development of misoglmistic attitudes originated

from the philosophic ideas in both ancient Greek and Hebrew cultures and that these early

Church Fathers tried to incorporate them into their favored religious doctrines on the nature

of God and true spirituality.

Central to Ruether's argument on embodiment is her claim that the creation of

body/soul dualisms in the historical development of Christianity serves two functions: the

association of women with body and corporeality and the naturalization of women's
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subordination to men. Ruether clearly illustrates the dualisms between manlwoman and

mind/body through Augustine's assertion that because women represented the body, they

must lack the faculty to reason. Her historical analysis clearly outlines how the early

Church Fathers tried to make women's inferiority and subjugation seem natural through

scripture by blaming women for 'the Fall' from paradise. Ruether identifies early Church

Father Terlullian as stating that the Fall only occured when man, in the person of Adam,

was persuaded to listen to female reason.

Ruether shows how religious beliefs directly translate into persecution and injustice

toward women. She uses Carol Karlsen's demographic study, The Devil in the Shape of a

W'oman: The Witch in the Seventeenth Century Massacltusetts,to establish the claim that

\Momen who did not conform to social expectations of the ideal female were targeted for

persecution and were executed if found guilty of the charges against them.

Ruether's dialectic approach identifies the disjunction between the Mariological

tradition and married women's experiences. Based on Augustine's letters Ruether shows

that, for example, a fourth century woman named Ecducia 'vowed continence' from her

husband to achieve spiritual redemption. According to Ruether, Augustine's response was

to remind Ecducia of the nahral subjugation of women to men and that it was sinful for a

woman to refuse the debt of her body to her husband. Ruether's historical examination of

this issue reveals the inherent problems with tradition and how it subjugates women to

men.

Ruether's method demonstrates that the historical circumstances suffounding the

development of mind/body dualisms were cultural constructions, not divine truth. She
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indicates that modern perceptions of embodimenttrace back to the early fourth century rise

of Mariology. The idea of the "perfect virgrn woman" was a concept created by the early

Chwch Fathers to substantiate and promote the ideal of asceticism. Ruether's examination

of pre-Christian traditions showed how older ideas of embodiment were adopted from

ancient Greek and Hebrew thought by the early church Fathers and justified through

reference to biblical scriptures. Using Mariology as the key to understanding her analysis of

embodiment, Ruether insists that the icon of Mary, as defined by the Christian Mariological

tradition, informs women about their role in society and their subservient relation to their

husbands. She argues that Mariology is the root cause of the subjugation of women to men.

Ecology

Just as Ruether's Mariological approach brings understanding of embodiment, it

also serves as the interpretive key to understanding her work on ecology. Ruether's critical

examination of the image of Mary reveals the social disjunction between men and \Ã/omen.

This disjunction in Christian theology sets up a dualistic and hierarchical strucfure of

culture vs. nature and man vs. woman. With prejudicial implications, the dualistic structure

associates woman with nature and man with cultwe. Hierarchically regarded as superior to

woman and as religiously mandated to exercise dominion over nature, men eliminated

women's point of view and controlled the policies and activities affecting the environment

and nature.

This thesis delved into Ruether's major works on ecofeminism, inclu dingNew

'W'oman, 
New Earth, Gaia & God, and Sexism and God-talÆ. She identifies the Church's
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appropriation of pre-Christian Hebraic text, such as Isaiah, in order to establish the divine

justification of human control over nature. Employing the Mariological approach, she

scrutinizes biblical historical traditions to exhibit disjunctions and to discover possible

solutions or reforms. She inquires into the roots of the dockines of Christianity and of

modem beliefs and shows how they developed over time. Through this method Ruether

reveals how the original meaning of Babylonian, Hebraic and Greek creation stories

changed over time as they were adapted to reflect the belief systems of the groups that used

them. Our preconceptions about the eternal truths of nature and nature's symbolic

association with women are dispelled through Ruether's biblical/tristorical approach to

ecological attitudes. She shows how these attitudes have been deliberately shaped by

influential religious actors and historical circumstances. Ruether identifies key symbols and

metaphors in creation stories that were used to reinforce religious beließ and ideas in

society. The division between the ruling class and the working class is clearly outlined in

the Babylonian and Greek stories; however, in the Hebrew adaptation of the creation myth,

this division is eliminated. Stories, which are believed to have been divine truths in the

past, are shown to be cultural constructions that convey the dominarit hegemonic beließ.

ln Sexism and God-TaiË Ruether uncovers the naturalization of the subjugation of

women through men's appropriation of empowering social activities (73-75). She reveals

the contradiction between tradition and women's experience by noting three main

elements: 1) puberty rites and control over sacred cultural symbols; 2) control of economic

production (labour); and 3) elimination of the female point of view through the monopoly

of culturally valued activities. InNew Woman, New Earth her analysis covers the millennia

of human history and traces the early traditions of Hebrew and Greek philosophies that pre-
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dated Christianity. Ruether follows the development of the subjugation of woman and

nahne starting from the "cosmic covenant" of Isaiah Q{ew Woman 24) to the Aristotelian

view that devalued v/omen and nature and valorized scientific rationalism. This view,

reinforced by the romantic paradigm, legitimized man's domination of nature.

Ruether argues that the philosophical ideas of liberalism or romanticism did not

change the hierarchical relationship between men and women or the unfair division of

labor. Instead, both paradigms reinforced the underlying socio-cultural divisions of

inequality between men and women. These social constructions have not only affected the

perception and role of women in society; they have also psychologically influenced the

career paths that women choose for themselves (New íïtoman 200).

Ruether's critical examination of philosophical paradigms and how their influence

on women's experience cha¡acteristically exhibits the use of her methodological approach

to Mariology. For her, the subjugation of women and the disregard of nature and

environment were reinforced by the Christian Mariological attitudes implicit in both

scientific rationalism and romanticism.

Ruether's approach to the transformation of better theological tradition is unique.

Instead of calling for the complete eradication of canonical tradition, as many other

feminist authors do, Ruether takes a dialectical approach and calls for reform of the

tradition, using its existing elements. A main task of Gaia and God was to explore the

deeply rooted relationship between the concept of nature and the religious concept of God

in V/estern society. Ruether observes that disjunction in this relationship has happened

through the historical development of religious traditions and their use as hegemonic
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devices. These haditions have, in effect, created a hierarchy ofpower in which women and

nature are subservient to men. This relationship is described by Ruether to be destructive

for women and nature and, eventuall¡ for men.

Ruether's methodological approach to ecoiogy ærd ethics is historical, experiential,

and dialectical. She explores the historical roots of Western cultures' ideological concepts

of men, women, and nature. Her framing of scripture within ancient cultural beliefs allows

us to get a clearer and deeper insight into the origins of these ideas and how they have

developed into the present. She helps us to understand the development of scripture and

religious thought as they were adopted and reinterpreted by different cultures. Once we

think about these stories as cultural constructions through Ruether's dialectical approach,

we begin to realize how these traditions have helped to reinforce and 'naturalize'

hierarchical relationships and social divisions of labor and class. Ruether's method allows

us to recognize how the control of nature and the domination of women by men are part of

culhnal ideologies and not divine truths. This naturalizationnot only creates a false

justification for the hierarchical inequality between men and women but also propagates

the destructive use of nature.

Ruether's study of ecology follows similar methodological patterns employed in

her study of the body and ecclesiology. She identifies Mariological dualisms embedded in

our attitudes toward the environment. Through her analysis of these dualisms Ruether

shows how men become associated with culture and rationality and Tvomen with nature,

evil, corporeality and irrational thought. It is clear that Ruether consistently uses a dialectic

approach to examine biblical/historical traditions and their changes over time. Her analysis
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of these traditions reveals the historical transformation of 'divine' stories through cultural

adaptations; in the case of ancient Greek thought these traditions were created by

philosophers to describe and lend authority to the Greek perception of women and nature in

relation to men. These ærcient traditions are important as they are the roots of both the

Christian Mariological tradition and the attitudes toward women and nature. Ruether shows

that historical circumstarrces, not 'divine' knowledge, are the basis of Christian attitudes

toward ecology. She argues that the dualisms of Mariology, which influence our attitudes

toward women and nature, are the root cause of our current environmental crisis. Ruether

believes that solving ecological problems will depend on our success in displacing the

Mariological dualisms that underlie them by intemal reform of traditions to create new

noÍns for society.

Ecclesíology

Ruether's ecclesiology also uses a historical and dialectical approach to reveal

contradictions between the canonical tradition and women's experiences in the Church.

Ruether identifies the appropriation of empowering cultural activities or rituals by men to

control and prevent women's access to social power through the elimination of the female

point of view.

As with her characteristic approach to Mariology, Ruether traces the source of

vr'omen's exclusion from the Church to Judaism and early Christianity. Ruether suggests

that such exclusion ofwomen from the higher circles within religious institutions

developed through the influence and power of a rigid patriarchal group that attempted to
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reinforce its dominant position. The premise underlying the exclusion of women from the

higher echelons of the Church was based on the idea that women were intellectually

inferior and therefore undeserving of public and professional roles in society. She

identifies the hegemonic icon of Mary as the instrument used to deepen the historical roots

of this bias toward women in Christian tradition. The image of Mary as the ideal woman

who displayed docility and subservience, confirmed and reinforced the control by a male

celibate hierarchy over an ecclesiastical institution that included subordinate women.

Ruether shows how the image of the Virgin Mary was created to embody the

ideology of Roman Catholic traditions. The ideal female is portrayed as submissive to her

husband and redeemable from sin only by her husband. Symbolically, Mary served as the

paradigm for women's conduct and demonstrated the functions and roles that women

occupied in relation to men. As the ideal woman to emulate, she was conveyed constantly

and subconsciously through her visual representation and dialogue.

The Church Against ltself, Contemporary Roman Catholicism andNew Woman,

New Earth illustrated Ruether's historical approach to ecclesiology. These texts exemplify

Ruether's approach, which reveals not only rvomen's important ascetic roles in the fourth

and fifth centuries, but also identifies the patriarchal biases against v/omen in the very

foundation of the church. V/orking within a dialectic framework and attempting to create a

new theology through intemal reform, she points to text and tradition which catr be used as

a basis for the retention of viable historical docfine and, at the same time, for the

integration of women' s experiences.
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Ruether shows the importance of women and their experiences for the foundation

of the Christian monastic tradition. In parlicular women, such as Paula, Melania, 'younger'

Paul4 'younger' Melania, and Marcella, were part of the Roman Monastic Circle. These

women played critical roles in the development of monastic life and their internal

regulation, such as the Basilian rule. They also co-founded monasteries and personaily

financed the construction of their buildings.

Ruether's approach to ecclesiology is similar to her approach in Mariology,

embodiment and ecology. She begins her examination of ecclesiology with a look at the

biblical texts and historical tradition of the church. This provides her with a basis from

which she can compare women's experiences and identify contradictions between them

and Church doctrines. Ruether's approach to ecclesiology, using this method, provides not

only a comprehensive urderstanding of contemporary ecclesia but also a contextual

background of the social, cultwal, and political roots from which ecclesia originated.

Ruether explains that early traditions of asceticism and celibacy can account, in

part, for the lack of female roles in the church. Though the early Jewish traditions

embraced family and childbearing as the over-riding of gender relationships, it was actually

early Christianity that generated and developed ascetic tendencies. 
'When asceticism

became clencalized, ordained priests and bishops were mandated to withdraw from their

wives and to live in brother-sister relationships. Monastic leaders, such as Augustine and

Jerome, institutionalized ascetics arvay from regular Christian communities and confined

them in monastic communities. Through their influence, asceticism was taught to be more

important than marriage, and celibacy was promoted as the ideal condition in life.
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The emphasis on the 'maleness' of the image of God and on the divine ÏVord is also

shown to be part of a historical construction. Ruether argues that the rigid maintenance of

male priesthood was insisted upon by the Church to justify its position against women's

public leadership and autonomy. Ruether discusses historical events and women in

leadership roles, which contradicted the exclusivistic creation and development of the

clergy under the influence of Augustine and Jerome. She uses instances depicting Jesus'

own efforts to include tvomen in social and religious spheres, as seen in the Gospel of Luke,

to dispute the Hebraic tradition of discarding the role of women. She notes that Jesus even

violated Jewish law by speaking to non-Jewish women privately and sharing food with

them.

Ruether further rejects the assumption that women are incapable of performing

'male' types of activities by showing how the resurrection story, a fundamental aspect of

Christian faith, involved women. Testimony of Jesus' resurrection by women was clearly

unconventional, as Hebrew tradition prevented women from testifying or bearing witness

in the court of law. Yet in the Gospel women were the original sowce of truth concerning

the resurrection. Indeed, this story serves to confîrm a role for women in the Christian faith.

Ruether's account of women providing testimony on resuffection is an example of how she

refers to events in biblical text to show the disparity between the official Church accounts

and women's experience.

Ruether's analysis shows that priesthood is a historical construct which emerged

based on a discriminatory dualism ensconced in Church ideology. She argues that it was

not until the fourth century, when the "sacerdotal-caste" of priesthood became entrenched,
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that women were completely excluded. Her analysis before this development reveals that

v/omen occupied leadership roles in the Gospel, conkary to the conventions of the society

in which Jesus lived and taught. She also refers to stories about women, such as Thecla and

Phoebe, who were identified as deacons, healers, miracle wotkers, and conferrers of

baptism. Ruether unquestionably demonstrated the historicalfact that Christian women

occupied roles of leadership and ministry prior to the establishment of clerical hierarchy,

which excluded ancl subordinated women.

Ruether's examination of the bible and historical tradition uncovers the historical

emergence of ordination; thus she provides a diachronic basis by which it can be analyzed.

Through historical documents Ruether talks about several prominent women whose

experiences played significant roles in the growth of asceticism and the Church, though

they were deliberately excluded from canonical tradition. These v/omen are not mentioned

in Chwch scripture or tradition. Though their contribution to the Church qualified them for

ordination, their importance was dismissed by the Church. Ruether's methodology of

unearthing the historical roots of Christian tradition and critically analyzing the ideological,

philosophical, and symbolic structures in the Christian Church brings an informed

understanding of Christianity's roots and structures. Thus, Ruether's Mariology serves as

the interpretive key to ecclesiology.

Employing her 'hermeneutic of suspicion' and 'hermeneutic of retrieval', Ruether

enquires into the position of women within the church and then analyzes historical data to

uncover women's presence in history. Through 'reappropriation theology' she makes use

of 'usable tradition' in order to reform or re-structure it in a non-patriarchal way.
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Ruether prefers that critics of the church staywithin it, since they could influence it

more effectively by working within it than by separating from it. She proposes the creation

of new means of expression and communication within the church ministry. She also

suggests the possibility of renewed, positive relations within the Church by advocating not

only the mutual empowennent of both the clergy and the laity through the elimination of

clericalism altogether, but also the elimination of historically and scripturally

unsupportable patriarchal constructions that prevent the ordination of women.

Ruether is always concerned with resolving contradictions by finding alternative

structures based on existing tradition as the foundation of reform. Not unexpectedly, her

ecclesiológy is shaped by her analytical methods prescribed by her Mariology. Thus

Mariology once again plays a critical role, this time by providing an understanding of the

hierarchical relationships and the contradictions between canonical tradition and women's

ecclesial experience. Highlighting the image of Mary as a symbolic and metaphorical

representation of the ideal women in Christian tradition, Ruether's Mariology helps us to

understand her critical insights on how women are perceived and ultimately treated in the

church.

In Closing

Ruether's methodological approach to Mariology is central to her analysis of

embodiment, ecology and ecclesiology. She demonstrates that the image of Mary conveys

the controlled, subservient social conduct of women in Christian society, reinforces

negative stereotypes of women, and deepens their social, political and economic
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subjugation. Historically, as the Christian tradition would have it, any woman who failed to

follow Mary's example confirmed the essential nature of women as body and evil and

reinforced the ground for the subordination of women. Nowadays lvomen may not

consciously be referred to as 'corporeal' or 'evil'; however, people's subconscious

intemalization of the Marian charactenzations permeate our daily perceptions in our

'Western culture and reinforce negative attitudes toward them.

Ruether calls us to acknowledge our accountability in the way we treat others and

the world around us because we are part of it, not separate from or superior to it. It is

through a change of consciousness, or what Ruether refers to as metanoia Ihat we will be

able to heal the destructive relationships between men, women, and the natural world

around us. Ruether's Mariology is the vehicle through which we are informed about the

way embodiment, ecology and ecclesiology have been historically conceived; it also

provides proposals about reform of tradition, which will encourage true equality among

men and women and foster symbiotic relationships between them and nature.

In Christian theological tradition, the Virgin Mary represents the perfect woman.

The metaphorical and symbolic configuration of Mary defines the nature and role of

women in Western society. It can be said that Ruether's identification, analysis, and

critique of this icon lies at the core of Ruether's scholarship as a feminist theologian.
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